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PREFACE 

This study could not have been made without the unfailing help, the 
vast experience, erudition and learning and, above all, the hospitality and 
friendship of many Nambudiris. Of all those to whom I should like to 
extend my sincere thanks, the following may especially be mentioned: 
the members of Ollappamanna Mana (Ottappalam) and of Akavoor 
Mana (Chowwara), Sri Matangarli Parameshvaran Nambudiri (Kavalap
para) and Sri Pazhedattu Narayanan Nambudiripad (Lakkiti), especially 
for ~gveda; Sri Chittoor Kunhan Nambudiripad (Cherpu), Sri Madampu 
Narayanan Nambudiri (Vadakancheri) and Sri Desamangalam Sankaran 
Nambudiripad (Kadalassery), especially for Yajurveda; Sri Mutta
thukatil Itti Ravi Nambudiri (Panjal) and Sri Thottam Sridharan Nam
budiri (Panjal), especially for Samaveda. 

I have derived great benefit from the constant encouragement and from 
numerous suggestions given by Prof. Dr J. Brough (London), Prof. Dr 
J. Gonda (Utrecht), Mr. J. E. B. Gray (London), Dr J. C. Heesterman 
(Utrecht-Poona) and Mr. C. A. Rylands (London), to all of whom I am 
very grateful. I feel much indebted to Mrs. E. M. Whitley (London), 
who suggested improvements in some phonetical statements, and to 
Miss B. S. Panikker (London), whose valuable suggestions have been 
incorporated in the third chapter. I am equally thankful to Dr J. R. 
Marr (London), who has helped me with the transliteration of Malayalam 
and Tamil terms and names, and to Dr J.E. Schwartzberg (Philadelphia) 
who reviewed the map of Kerala. 

Mr. Gray, who had earlier analysed records of ~gveda recitation from 
Mahara~tra and from Rajasthan (BSOAS, 22, 1959, pp. 86-94), has 
recently given a detailed analysis of the Nambudiri ~gveda recitation 
(ibid., pp. 499-530). Parts of his analysis and some of the descriptions 
given here supplement each other. 

I feel deeply obliged to Dr A. A. Bake (London), who was the first 
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scholar who travelled widely in different parts oflndia in search of Vedic 
and other recitations and who permitted me to use some of his recordings. 
I feel also greatly indebted to Mr. N. A. Jairazbhoy (London) for his 
frequent assistance and for his permission to reproduce here his analysis 
of some portions of Nambudiri samans. Both Mr. Jairazbhoy and Dr 
Marr have helped me considerably in determining musical intervals. 

In addition I should like to express my gratitude to the Netherlands 
Organization for Pure Research (Z.W.O.), which has provided me with a 
tape-recorder and which has assisted me in the expenses. I owe this 
partly to recommendations by Prof. Dr C. C. Berg (Leiden), Dr J. A. B. 
van Buitenen (Utrecht) and Prof. Dr Th. P. Galestin (Leiden), whom I 
thank sincerely. I am also very thankful to the Royal Netherlands 
Embassy (New Delhi) and to the Consulate-General of the Netherlands 
(Bombay), who have helped me throughout. 

This study is largely based upon a number of recordings which were 
made in South India during the summer of 1957, the final period of a 
three years' stay in India which I owe to scholarships from the Govern
ment of India and from the Government of the Netherlands. A catalogue 
of the records taken was completed in November, 1957, and stencil1ed 
copies thereof were distributed privately. This catalogue is now reprinted 
after having been revised and enlarged with regard to an additional tape 
kindly provided by Sri T. K. RajagopaJa Aiyar (Madras). The original 
tapes are in the author's possession. Two complete copies, made with 
the assistance of Z.W.O., are preserved in the Universities of Leiden and 
Utrecht. A nearly complete third copy is preserved in the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, London. 

I should like to express my gratitude to Professor Gonda, who accept
ed the present study for publication in the series "Disputationes Rheno
Trajectinae", of which he is the editor, and to the Netherlands Organiza
tion for Pure Research, which has borne the expenses of the publication. 

Finally I like to pay tribute to the two Vedic scholars to whose pu
blications I have referred throughout: Willem Caland, the Samavedin of 
Utrecht, and Louis Renou, whose "Les ecoles vediques et la formation du 
Veda" was my constant companion in the field and who, while this book 
was in the press, gave a short but exemplary survey of Vedic recitation 
in India in his Etudes vediques et Pti1Jineennes, VI, (Paris, 1960), 37-41. 

January, 1960. 
School of Oriental and 
African Studies, London 

J. F. STAAL 
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ABBR EVIA TIO NS 

Abbreviations arc as in: M. Bloomfield, A Vedic Co11corda11ce. Harl'ard Orie/Ital 
Series, IO (Cambridge Mass. 1906). Pratisiikhyas are abbreviated as: Pr. 

References to the Kauthuma Siimavcda arc as follows (cf. R. Simon, P11,rpas1itra, 
Miinchcn, 1908, 483; and J. M. van dcr Hoogt, The Vedic Cham, Wageningcn, 1929, 
77): 

SV I.I = Piirviircika, 1st rk (according to the consecutive numbering of Bcnfcy; cf. 
also Sii11w1•edasm11hiui, ed. D. Santavalckar, Bombay, 1956). 

SV 2.1 = Ullariircika, Isl rk (according to ed. Benfcy; as 651-1875 in ed. Santava
lckar). 

GG I.I = Griimagcyagana: Piirviircika, 1st rk, 1st melody (according to SV, ed. 
Satyavrata Siimasramin 1-V, B(ibliotheca) J(ndica). Calcutta, 1874-78: I 91-11 242; cf. 
also Grcimageyagci11a - Arauyageyagci11a, ed. R. Niiriiyaoasviimi, Bombay, 1942). 

ArS 586 = Araoyaka Sarphita, 1st rk (which arc numbered consecutively in cd. 
Santavalckar). 

ArG 586.1 = ArS 586, 1st melody (published B.l., II, 243-365). 
ArG I. I = 1st melody of 1st of those chants of the ArG, which take their text 

from SV I and which are numbered consecutively 1-179 in ed. Niiriiym:1asviimi, p. 
307-410, and also published in B.I., II, 387-518):. 

UG I.I.I = Ohagana, as published in B.I., III, 4 - V, 380. 
RG I.I.I = Ohya (rahasya) gana, as published in B.I., V, 381-599. 
All references to the Kauthuma SV are followed by a reference to volume and page 

of the B.I. edition. References to the Riioiiyaniya SV are to the Kauthuma editions. 
References to the Jaiminiya (J) SV are as follows: JS I I. I.I = Jaimi11iyasa111hitii, 

ed. W. Caland (Breslau, 1907). 
References to the ganas are as in: Jaiminiya Ar~eya Briihmaoa, ed. A. C. Burnell 

(Mangalore, 1878). The yoni, if any, in the JS is mentioned and the corresponding 
Kauthuma giinas, if any, are referred to. 

References to recordings are to sections (in Arabic numerals) of tape sides (in Roman 
numerals) as in the Catalogue published below (p. 87 sq.). 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. SIGNIFICANCE AND FORMS OF RELIGIOUS TRANSMISSION 

Auch was Geschriebnes forderst du Pedant? .. . 
Das Wort erstirbt schon in der Feder .. . 

Faust to Mephistopheles 

The fidelity with which the Brahmans of India have transmitted the 
Vedic heritage deserves our full admiration. It is rooted in the awareness 
of the transcendence (apauru$eyatva, "non-human origin") of the sacred 
word. It is the same tendency which has created, along with the sarphita, 
the padapathas and kramapathas, in which the formal structure of the 
text was analysed, the pratisakhyas and similar auxiliary texts, in which 
the rules for such an analysis were laid down, and the commentaries 
thereupon, where such rules were discussed. This conscientiousness 
is identical with the ritual exactitude, satyam, "truthfulness", with 
which the Vedic Indians performed the sacrifices. It rendered efficacy 
to the fulfilment by the Brahmans of a twofold task: the prayoga, the 
sacrificial performance in which Vedic recitation plays an important 
part, and the sviidhyiiya, the oral transmission by which the Vedas 
are preserved and remain the "axis around which the universe revolves". 
In sacrifice and in transmission alike inaccuracies have therefore cala
mitous influences upon human society and upon the universe. The 
least they necessitate is prdyascitta, "expiation". Through scrupulous 
adhytiya, that is, by recitation of the Veda, the Brahmans participate in 
the sacred order by preserving the tradition throughout one sarga, 
"creation, manifestation", as it was later expressed in Vedanta. Thus 
man contributes to the divine plan which the Vedantaparibha~a describes: 
"And thus in the initial period of creation Paramesvara created the Veda 
with the same sequence as the sequence of the Veda existent in earlier 
creation, but not a Veda of a kind different from that".1 

1 Vediintaparibliii$i1 4.55, ed.-transl. S. S. Siiryanariiyai:ia Sastri, (Madras, 1942), 
87-88. 
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In the following the main attention will go to the sviidlzyiiya, though 
occasional reference may be made to the sacrifice too. If a Westerner 
wants to aim at a fuller understanding of what sviidhyiiya has come to 
mean in Hinduism, he should know the concepts with which he is in
clined to operate himself when dealing with related phenomena. To 
study and evaluate the significance of, and the relation between, such 
phenomena, a kind of phenomenology of religious transmission is needed. 

The Western religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam) are primarily 
book religions, and Western culture is a culture of books. To the 
Christian, the sacred word is recorded in the Bible, "the book" par 
excellence, which is further transmitted by the tradition which consists 
for the greater part of books. The ~ur'iin called Christians and Jews 
along with the Muslims significantly ah/ a/-kittib, "the people of the 
book". Though the term lf,ur'iin itself very probably means "recitation, 
what is recited",2 Muslims frequently refer to the l;ur'iin as al-kitiib, 
"the book". This last word refers in particular to the lawb al-mabfii:;, 

"the well preserved table", which exists in heaven. Al-(rnr'iin consists 
of parts of the contents of al-kitiib, revealed in the Arabic language. 
Islam is therefore rightly called a religion of the book. Moreover, the 
first verses revealed to Mu~ammad extol the use of the pen (talam), 
taught by the Lord. 3 While the pen began to play an important role in 
the propagation of Islam, the mystics considered it as a symbol for the 
way in which knowledge of the finite can be contained in the infinite 
divine omniscience.4 

In Christianity book religiosity may seem to be relatively recent, for 
in the New Testament, to teach in the zxx),tJcrloc is called: xocTIJxzi:v 5 from 
~x_Ei:v, "to (produce) sound" (hence catechism). But the tendency to 
write down the sacred word was very ancient: the two tables of stone, 
for instance, the "tables of testimony", containing the commandments 
and brought by Moses from the mount, were "written on both their 
sides ... And the tables were the work of God, and the writing of God, 
graven upon the tables". 8 

2 Generally tara'a means "to_ recite", sometimes (e.g. in siira 17,95) "to read". Sec: 
Handworterbuch des Islam (Le1den,1941), 347 a. 
" Jfur'tin 96.4. 
4 "If there exists", says al-Ghazziili, "in the Divine Presence a thing through which 
the special feats of knowledge are en~rave~ upon the receptacle-substances, its image 
( mit../J.iil) is the pen": Mimkcif al-Anwar (Cairo, 1322), 33; A. J. Wensinck, La pensee de 
Ghazztili (Paris, 1940), 95. 
• 1 Cor. 14. 19. 
0 Ex. 32. 15, 16. For Judaism as "religion de l'ccriture", cf. also H. Dumcry, Plufoo
menologie et Religion (Paris, 1958), 27-28. 
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These categories of religious transmission might not apply to the West 
as a whole. E. R. Curtius who has devoted a memorable chapter of his 
Europiiische Literatur und lateiniscl,es Mitte/alter to the symbolism of the 
book,7 says, having dealt shortly with Greece and Rome: "Seine hochste 
Weihe wurde dem Buch <lurch das Christentum zutheil." For the Greeks, 
he calls Plato's deprecation of writing and books characteristic. This 
changed already with Hellenism, when the importance of the book and 

of writing increased. 
K. Kerenyi too had stressed the fact that our modern libraries originated 

in Alexandria. But he has also tried to show how this is a development 
arising from the fruitful contact between Hellas and "die zauberische 
Realitat des Buches, wie sie in Agypten wirksam war" .8 The ancient 
Egyptians had an extraordinary reverence for the book. Devotion 
created its objects in the God of Writing, Thoth, and in the Goddess of 
the Book-house, Seshat. In a papyrus, quoted by Kerenyi following 
Erman's translation, 0 a father introduces his son to the "book school" 
with the admonition "sein Herz hinter die Biicher zu setzen und sie wie 
seine Mutter zu lieben, denn es gibt nichts, das iiber die Biicher geht". 
The Etruscans too had deities represented as writing. 10 These were, 
according to Kerenyi, connected with the mysteries of death. 

In connection with the classical Hellenic view it may be remarked, 
however, that Plato did not reject the written word in favour of the 
spoken word. He deprecated for philosophy fixed forms of expression 
and exposition in favour of recollection and unexpressed knowledge. 
He rejected writing and speech alike, wherever put forward dogmatically 
and assimilated uncritically. He adopted the view of whoever "thinks 
that in the written word there is necessarily much which is not serious 
(TtocLoLcx, "play"), and that neither poetry nor prose, spoken or written 
(ypoccp~vocL ouoe: :t-e:xO-YjvocL) are of any great value, if, like the compositions 
of the rhapsodes, they are only recited in order to be believed (Tte:L0ouc; 
e:ve:xoc E:t-lx0-YJcrocv), and not with any view to criticism or instruction ... ".11 
And in the well known passage of the Seventh Letter he wrote about his 
own philosophical doctrines and views: "There neither is nor ever will 
be a treatise ( cruyypocµµoc) of mine on this subject. For it cannot be 

7 (Bern, 1954), 306-352: Das Buch als Symbol. 
8 K. Kerenyi, Apo/Ion. St11die11 iiber a11tike Religion 1111d H11111a11itiit (Wien etc., 1937), 
171-187: Die Papyri und das Wesen der Alexandrinischen Kultur, 186. 
• 0.c., 173. 
10 In Antiquity, the only God represented with a scroll, was Christ: Curtius, o.c., 314. 
11 Phaedrus 277e5-278a2; transl. B. Jowett. 
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spoken of at all (p·l),ov yap ouSet.µ&c; fo,lv), like other branches of 
knowledge ... Yet this much I know, that if the things were written or 
spoken, it would be best spoken by me ... " 12 

Such a view can easily go together with the idea ofan ineffable (ixpp·IJ·rnc;) 
Divine (as in Neoplatonism13) and of ineffable truth. These doctrines 
have often been accepted in India. The philosophical idea of the ineffable 
divinity is especially widespread in the Vedanta, the locus classicus being 
TU, where the Absolute is spoken of as "that from which all words re
coil - not within reach of the mind". 11 

In the West negative theology has also, often by means of voluminous 
writings, opposed the desire to express the truth in writing or in speech. 
In general, however, expression, mainly through writing, has gained 
importance ever since the early middle ages. The numerous instances of 
the book as symbol, enumerated and interpreted by Curtius,15 illustrate 
this. The book came to denote the plenitude of all knowledge and wisdom. 
In Dante, in the last vision of the Paradiso, it has become the symbol 
for the Deity itself. 

In the West the written word has become a vital characteristic of 
modern man. It may assume ridiculous forms ("faire des livres avec 
des livres"), but it is significant. Novalis expressed this, when he wrote: 
"Bticher sind eine moderne Gattung historischer Wesen, aber eine 
hochst bedeutende. Sie sind vielleicht an die Stelle der Traditionen 
getreten. " 16 But sensitive minds have felt a one-sidedness too. The last 
Cambridge Platonist, referring to the Athenian prisoners of the Syracusan 
expedition who were given their liberty because they could recite choric 
odes from Euripides, said: "Print has had a damaging effect. Before the 
mind had the assistance of the page it was given much harder work to 
do. "17 

The importance attached to writing in the West is connected with the 
invention of writing. Though it can no longer be said that all the Indo
Europeans adopted writing from the Semites, it seems certain that only 

12 34Ic4-d3. Partly translated as in: W. D. Ross, Plato's theory of ideas (Oxford, 
1951), 158. 
1a E.g. Plotinus, E1111eades, V 3.10.42; V 3.13.1; and cf. III 8.10. 28-31; VI 7.41.38· 
VI 9.4. I 1-12 (Brehier). , 
14 TU 2.4.1 and 2.9.1. 
is O.c. 
10 Quoted by Curtius, o.c., 329. 
17 Dialogues of A. N. Whitehead (New York, 1956), 140. - Lavelle, however, reminded 
his readers of a Chinese saying: "la memoire la plus forte est plus faible que I'encre Ja 
plus pale": L. Lavelle, La parole et /'ecriture (Paris, 1947), 162. 
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many centuries after the beginning of the Vedic literature writing was 
used in India18 - in the beginning mainly, if not exclusively, for commercial 
purposes. Perhaps "it is the Buddhists who first made use of writing to 
record their canonical books".19 The Vedic Indians looked down upon 
writing and considered it as impure. A pupil should not recite and study 
the Veda, says the AiA, 20 "when he has eaten flesh, or seen blood, or a 
dead body, or done what is unlawful. .. or had intercourse, or writ
ten ... ". It is very probable that the Indians came into contact with 
writing only when they had possessed for centuries a vast literature 
transmitted orally. 21 In India, where people have a memory vastly 
superior to ours, it may not be necessary to assume that "!'organisation 
meme du canon vedique ne se conr;oit guere sans le concours de l'ecri
ture". 22 But it is obvious that under such circumstances very much 
depends upon memory. This does undoubtedly explain at least partly 
the extraordinary importance accorded to memory by the Indians. 
Forgetting of what one has learnt before is like slaying a Brahman.23 

"Honour Memory" says an Upani~ad. 2~ 

Thus in the three Western monotheistic religions and in Western 
culture in general, transmission has increasingly come to mean trans
mission of the written word. But to the Christian idea of transmission 
another characteristic is essential: transmission may involve translation. 
This may be partly due to the fact that the New Testament records what 
Christ said and did in a language different from the language in which 
he spoke; and partly also because of the preponderance of the Latin 
version and of Latin works alongside of it during a long period of the 
history of Christianity. Therefore, though the meaning of the divine 
words is sacred, their language is not considered as divine. Hence the 
important efforts to translate the Bible and consequently to understand 

18 The script discovered at Mohen-jo-Oaro has neither been convincingly deciphered, 
nor related to other ·scripts. Cf. L. Renou-J. Filliozat, L'brde C/assique, II (Paris, 
1953), 665. 
10 T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India (London, 1903), 119. 
•• 5.5.3; transl. A. B. Keith (Oxford, 1909), 301. 
21 M. Wintemitz, Gescl,icl,te der indiscl,en Litteratur, I (Leipzig, 1908), 33. 
21 L. Renou, La civilisation de l'Jnde ancienne (Paris, 1950), 244: "II n'est pas exclu 
que la recitation des textes religieux ait comporte, di:s l'epoque des Brahmai:ia, la 
presence de manuscrits a titre d'adjuvant". Cf. however, L'Inde Classique, II, 668. 
23 Yajfiavalkya 3.228 ap. TU ed.-transl. Swami Sharvananda (Madras, 1949), 66. 
Cf. also A. K. Coomaraswamy, Recollection, Indian and Platonic. Supplement JAOS, 
3 (1944), 1-18, where the practical need for memory in oral transmission is overshadow
ed by metaphysical interpretations. 
2' CU 7.13.1: smaram upiissva. 
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the original. Such efforts are connected with the origin of Protestantism 
and of some parts of oriental studies.25 

This translating activity cannot be said to be an exclusive mark of the 
monotheistic religions of the West; it existed in Buddhism. In Islam, 
on the other hand, the ~ur'anic language is considered as sacred. "These 
are the miracle-verses ( iiyiit) of the book that makes manifest. We have 
sent it down as an Arabic ~ur'iin", it is declared.26 As distinct from the 
Christian mysteries, this has been considered as the only miracle (mu'
<Jj.Jza) of Islam. Hence the ~ur'iin should not be translated. 

In the West, the transmission of written texts, which may involve 
translation,27 has led to the problem of meaning too: whoever translates 
is concerned with the meaning of expressions. In the Indian sviidhyiiya 
there is no sharp distinction between word and meaning and between 
form and contents. In this "archaic" world lie the roots of the efficacy 
and power of mantra recitation, which is related to "magical" identifica
tions as well as to the creative force of the word in poetry, in divine and 
in human speech.28 This archaic reality has always constituted an 
important aspect of the recitation of the Veda. 

It is obvious that it should not be forgotten, on the other hand, that 
alongside the mere preservation of the sacred sound, there have since 
the earliest times been attempts to fix ~e meaning. "The study of words 
and of the meanings of words was undertaken in the first place primarily 
to meet the needs of Vedic ritual and the text material required by it."20 
This constituted one of the main sources out of which Indian philosophy 
developed. Many of the early interpretations of the Vedic heritage were 
predominantly ritualistic. An important attempt to arrive ~t- a u~ifying 
view was the interpretation of each Vedic sentence as an mJunct1on to 
(mostly ritual) action (Mimarp.sa). Later followed incessant attempts to 

•• See also H. s. Nyberg, .,Das Studium des Orients und die Europiiische Kultur" 
ZDMG, 103 (1953), 9-21. 
2• K11r'a11 12.1. 
27 Less characteristic phenomena (e.g. initiation, spiritual affiliation, etc.) may be 
excluded here. 
2e The meaning of commonly adapted terms such as "magical" lies in the fact, that 
the objects to which they are made to refer cannot be handled in the framework of 
categories and concepts which we have evolved and with which we are familiar. Hence 
these objects may only be understood when the categories, which we apply to them 
unconsciously and unsuccessfully, are mentioned and analysed. An attempt to use 
more appropriate concepts is made in: C. G. Diehl, /11strument and purpose. Studies on 
rites and rituals in South India. (Lund, 1956). In many cases, howerer, profitable use 
could be made of the traditional distinction between karma, jfiii11a and bhakti. 
20 See: J. Brough, "Some Indian theories of meaning", TPS, 1953, 161-76; and cf. 
M. B. Emeneau, "India and linguistics", JAOS, 75 (1955), 151. 
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see one doctrine expressed in the mass of recited Vedic material (Ve
danta). 30 Alternatively, stress may have been laid upon the inexpressi
bility and the ineffableness of the Absolute. In logic, verbal testimony 
( sabda) became one of the means of valid knowledge, and, in its reference 
to the Veda, safeguarded the Vedic authority. In India, however, devel
opment does not mean replacement of the old by the new, but co
existence of the old with the new. Hence all these phenomena existed 
and exist side by side. 

While reading and writing, translating and interpreting, the Western 
student of s1,ad/iyliya is invited to discard the mentality underlying these 
professional habits. He is faced with a tradition which pays as much 
attention to the transcendence of the sacred word as Western religious 
traditions do. But first there is no written text which is transmitted: 
there is sound, originally "heard" (.fruti), and Vedic transmission means 
vediidliyiiyana. Secondly, in this process translation or interpretation are 
not necessarily thought of, for the words, which are one with the meaning 
and themselves sacred, should be preserved for the world and for pos
terity. In this sense the srotriya who recites without understanding31 

should not be compared with a clergyman preaching from the pulpit, 
but rather with a medieval monk copying and illuminating manuscripts, 
and to some extent with all those who are connected with book pro-,., 
duction in modern society. To the copyists we owe nearly all our know-
ledge of Antiquity, to the reciters all our knowledge of the Vedas 
(for the few existing manuscripts are themselves based upon oral tradi
tion32). 

The above description and analysis of some forms of religious trans
mission in general are intended to serve as an introduction to the men
tality behind the recitation of the Veda. The following sections will be 
devoted to a description and analysis of some of the more formal aspects 
of the Vedic transmission. 

3° Cf. the present writer's "Ober die ldee dcr Toleranz im Hinduismus", Kairos. 
Zeitsc/,rift fiir Religionswissensc/,aft 1111d T/,eo/ogie, I (1959), 215-8. 
31 Characteristically commented upon by P. Thieme: "Dass der durchschnittlichc 
13.gvedin, der den gesamlcn Text in makelloser Reinheit zu rezitieren verstcht, nichl im 
Stande ist, Uber ein Lied et was zu sagen, das nicht in der Anukrama)Ji steht, kann ich 
aus personlicher Erfahrung bezeugen": Bltii$ya zu vtirttika 5 zu Pa11i11i 1.1.9 1111d seine 
ei11/,eimisc/1e11 Erkliirer (Berlin 1935), I 83. 
32 Cf. L. Renou in: L'lnde classique, I (Paris, 1947), 271: "Les plus anciens manuscrits 
n'ont pas plus de valeur que le temoignage des hommes qui naguere encore portaient 
dans leur memoire des portions plus ou moins considerables du Veda." This statement 
continues to be valid. 
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2. DISTRIBUTION OF THE VEDIC SCHOOLS 

Only Brahmans are entitled to recite the Vedas. Each Brahman family 
belongs to one siikhii and within the siikhii to one sutra. The slitra 
prescribes the prayoga and its texts should be transmitted in the sv{id
hyiiya; but although they do not follow the rites of other schools, Brah
mans may study other recitations along with the sviid/1yiiya of their own 
school. It is obvious on methodological grounds that the student of 
Veda recitation should if possible only listen to Brahmans who recite 
their own siikhii. 

Texts of different siikhiis or Vedas may be recited in the same or in a 
similar way (e.g., RS and TS by Tamil Brahmans). The same texts, 
however, are generally recited in different ways (with the exception of 
very general characteristics) in different places. It is therefore natural 
to start with a short survey of the actual geographical distribution of the 
siikhiis. This may serve as a supplement to the information supplied by 
texts such as the Carai:iavyiiha and by the epigraphical evidence studied 
by Renou. 33 

The Vedic tradition is undoubtedly at its strongest and at its purest 
in the South. In the North, where there are Brahmans who no longer 
know to which Veda they belong, recitation flourishes mainly in Maha
rastra and in Gujrat. Especially the (mainly Mii.dhya111dina, but possibly 
also Kai:iva) SYV (VS, not the SB) and the Rai:iayaniya3

·
1 SV are recited. 

The Av seems to be only extant in a few villages in Gujrat, a fact which 
was discovered by the Sarpkarii.cii.rya of Dvii.raka. 35 In other parts of the 
North, especially in Bengal, Assam, the Panjab and Kashmir, the tradi
tion of Veda recitation seems to be either practically extinct or much 
deteriorated, though occasionally artificially revived. 36 The famous 
centre in U.P. is of course Banaras. 

33 L. Renou Les ticofes vediques et fa formation du Veda (Paris, 1947), §§ 47, 73, 11 7 
197. Cf. als~ v. Raghavan, "Present position of Vedic chanting and its future"' 
Bulletin of the Institute of traditional cu_ftures (Madras, 195'.), 48-69, from which th~ 
information given here is independent tf not stated otherwise. 
34 In accordance with Mahidasa commenting upon the Carar:iavyiiha (Renou 
op. cit., 127). ' 
3• The "degraded brahmans" of Orissa, which Rcnou, following J. N. Bhattacha 
mentions (op. cit., 87, n.1) arc atharvans, not Atharvavcdins. In th1:_ opinion of s;:~ 
Malayali Hindus the Mappilahs (Malayali Muslims) belong to the "Atharvana Yed ,, 
which elsewhere again is identified with the bible of the Christians. a ' 
30 E.g. in Darbhanga, where the SV has been introduced from the South thanks to 
South Indian samaga patronised by the Mahftraja (Raghavan, op. cit., 51). a 
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Travelling Southward along the East coast, however, one enters, when 
crossing the Godavari at Rajamahendravaram (Rajahmundry) in 
Andhra, a region where one can find - though not necessarily easily - a 
rich and strong tradition of Veda recitation and the survival and some
times development of several other Vedic traditions and customs, 
generally believed to have been extinct for centuries. Preponderant and 
characteristic for Andhra and Madras is the Taittiriya :Hiklul, of which 
the TS, TB, TA and TU are all recited. The other sakluls of the Kr~i:ia YV 
are extinct. Suk la YV is very rare, as it was previously: according to 
Renou 37 the traditions are silent concerning Madhyarpdinas in the 
South, whereas there may have been some Kai:ivas near the Northern 
border of the Deccan. At the present day Madhyarpdinas exist as far 
South as Mysore City, and Kai:ivas in a few villages in the neighbourhood 
of Tiruccirappa)!i (Trichinopoly) and Tancaviir (Tanjore). 

The RV, somewhat less common that the KYV, is widespread. SY is 
less common but nevertheless available in most of the towns of Tamilna
tu; the siikhii is Kauthuma (-Ra.Qayaniya?). 38 Jaiminiyas are extremely 
rare, but not extinct as it has been thought; 30 they will be dealt with at 
greater length below. 

The Suklayajurvedins recite the SB traditionally; and of course the JU 
which belongs to the VS. The B-.gvedins recite only the RS, whereas 
recitations of the CU by Kauthumas or of the KenaU by Jaiminiyas are 
based upon granthas or printed editions and not upon oral traditions. 
SY Brahmai:ias are not recited. 

A few remarks may be made regarding the AV, which seems to be 
extinct in the entire South.-10 On the occasions when the opening lines 
of each of the four Vedas are recited, South Indian (Tamil as well as 
Malayali) Brahmans recite in the YV style the line: sam no devir ab
hi~faya iipo bhavantu pitaye/sam yor abhisra1•antu nab, the beginning 
of the Paippalada recension.41 The recent Gai:iapatyupani~ad, which is 

37 Op. cit., 200. 
38 The Tamil SV is generally considered to be Kaulhuma, but a Siimavedin from 
Tanjore (originally from Adayappalam in N. Arcot) declared emphatically: "The name 
of my siikhii is not quite certain; it may be either Rai:iiiyaniya or Kauthuma. For one 
thing, the name Kauthuma is quite new to me and my family." The relation between 
the two schools is not very clear. It might be clearer if R were a siikhii and K one of its 
upasakhiis (in accordance with the Carai:iavyiiha: Renou, op.cit., 88). But according 
to Renou (op. cit., 92, n. 2) this is not in accordance with the texts. 
30 Renou, op. cit., 128. 
40 Notwithstanding Wilson, Ind. Caste, II, 57, 76, 174 quoted ap. Renou. 
41 Raghavan concluded that this recension was once popular in the South (op. cit., 
53); but even one line might have come from the North. 
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said to belong to the AV, is occasionally recited in Tamilnatu, in the 
same way as the TU upon which it is partly based; but it is doubtful 
whether this recitation can be called traditional and it cannot be regarded 
as a proof for the earlier occurrence of the AV. The Jesuit Gonc;alves, 
who lived 1561-1640, mentions only three Vedas as current among the 
Malabar Brahmans,42 while Rogerius, who visited South India in the 
XVIIth century, states that the AV had long been lost. 43 

In order to enter the region which is the object proper of the present 
:srndy, Kerala, where the Malayalam speaking Nambudiri Brahmans live, 
one has to travel Westward from Madras and pass through the Western 
Ghats. There again the geographical distribution of the ~Iiikhiis is 
somewhat different, as we shall see, and the modes of recitation quite 
different. The study of the Nambudiri recitation can be undertaken in a 
more satisfactory way if it is introduced by, and compared with the 
recitation of the Tamil Brahmans, which is known to some extent and 
which is more easily accessible, by its nature as well as by its more wide
spread occurrence. The following discussion of a few features of the 
Tamil recitation will be introduced by a short survey of previous publica
tions, which were partly based upon this kind of recitation. The Tamil 
Brahmans consist of various communities;i.i the first among which is the 
Aiyar community from which the information below is taken. Next come 
the Vai~Qava Aiyankars, who are generally reported to recite in the same 
way as the Aiyars.45 This is only natural, as the division between the 
two must have come into being long after the Vedic period (with the 
Al vars and Ramanuja); moreover, Aiyar and Aiyankar boys are ge
nerally taught together in the Vedapathasalas. There is however a belief 
that there are differences in the chanting of SV, which is indeed possible 
as SV is generally not transmitted in the schools, but in the homes. The 
problem should be studied in specifically Vai~Qava centres:10 

42 D. Gom;alves S. J., Historia do Malavar, ed. J. Wicki S. J. (MUnster, 1955), 35. 
I am very grateful to Professor C. R. Boxer (London) who drew my attention to this 
"History of Malabar". 
•• " ... <loch dit vierde dee! (i.e. "Adderawanawedam") en is niet mcer le vinden 
also het al lange verloren is ghewccst ... ": A. Rogerius, De open-de11re tot het ver: 
borgen heydendom (Leiden, 1651), ed. W. Caland ('s-Gravcnhage, 1915), 21. Caland 
notes that actually no mss. of the AV have been found in South India. 
u Cf. the present writer's "Notes on some Brahmin communities of South India" 
Art and Letters, Jo11mal of the Royal India Pakistan and Ceylon Society, 32 (1958) I-7' 
•• The Tengalais may be expected to pay less attention to Veda recitation in f~vou; 
oft he recitation of classical Tamil, which has developed greatly in Tami!natu, especially 
among non-Brahmans. 
40 

. The a~thor went for this purpose to the temple of Sri Venkatesvara at Tirupati 
(T1rumalai), but it was found that there are only Taittiriyakas in this region. 
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VEDA RECITATION OF TAMIL BRAHMINS 

I. PREVIOUS PUBLICATIONS 

It seems probable that the first Western scholar who informed European 
lndologists about actual Veda recitation, which he heard at Poona, was 
M. Haug. He contributed a small article entitled "Ober die vedischen 
Accente" in 1863,1 where he writes: "Ich zweifie ob es var mir je einem 
Europaer gelungen ist, einen Bhatt (so heissen die gewerbsmtissigen Her
sager der Veda) zu veranlassen, vor ihm den Veda zu lesen. Die Brahma
nen halten das fiir eine ganz entsetzliche Profanation, und weitaus die 
meisten wiirden durch nichts in der Welt zu bewegen sein, es zu thun." 
Thereupon he gives a description of the recitation of a verse of the AV 
and of some instances of kampa. 

The first scholar who travelled widely in different parts of South India 
in search of Vedic and other recitations is Dr Arnold A. Bake. He gives 
a short record of his experiences in an article dealing mainly, but not 
exclusively, with SY, and entitled "The practice of Samaveda." 2 In this 
paper he refers to the previous work done by Burnell, M. Seshagiri Sha
stri3 and E. Felber. Bake gives a discussion of Felber's records and refers 
to his own records. This discussion is taken up again by V. M. Apte in 
two articles entitled: "Some problems regarding Samagana that await 
investigation", and "Sound Record of Samaganas: A prospect and 
retrospect".~ In the first paper Apte discusses Bake's views without, 
however, incorporating any new material which might contribute to the 
solution of several of the problems considered. In the second paper he 
describes his own records, which were taken from Lak~marya Sarpkara 

1 ZDMG, 17 (I 863), 799-802. 
0 

Proceedings of the 7th All-I11dia Oriental Conference (Baroda, 1935), 143-55. 
a This author has also elsewhere than where Bake mentions referred to Veda recita
tion: Notes 011 Arya11 and Dravidia11 philology, I (Madras, 1934); Introduction, xviii-xix. 
• B~1lleti11 of the Decca11 College Research /11stit11te, 4 (1942-43), 280-95 and 296--314. 
A third article in the same issue (269-79) bears partly upon the same subjects: "The 
'spoken' word in Sanskrit literature". -
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Bhatta Dravic;ia, the (Tamil) Samavedin who has chanted for the Deccan 
College Postgraduate and Research Institute and who had himself 
written a very informative article entitled: "The mode of singing Sama 
Gana". 5 

2. THE UDATTA AND THE SVARITA IN ~K
AND T AITIIRIYA-SAtytHIT A 

Pai:iini states that the udatta is ucca, "high", the anudiitta: nica, "low", 
and the svarita: samiihiirab, "a compound (tone)". Moreover, the be
ginning portion of the svarita is said to be udiitta. 0 The svarita is further 
characterised as iik$ipta, "falling" by the APr and as prava!Ja, "a conti
nuous fall" (from the udiitta to the anudiitta) by the TPr. 7 

Haug observed, however, that his informant(s) recited the svarita at a 
higher pitch than the udiitta. Actually all Aiyar ~gvedins and Taittiriya
kas clearly recite the syllable marked in the mss. or printed texts with a 
vertical stroke above (i.e., the svarita) with a high pitch, the unmarked 
syllable (i.e. the udatta or the pracaya) at a middle pitch, and the syllable 
marked with a horizontal stroke below (the anudatta) at a low pitch. 
A long svarita, however, is recited at a middle pitch followed by a high 
pitch. Of two or more successive anudiittas, one is recited at a lower 
pitch ( sarviinudiitta). 

Haug therefore concluded: "Die wahren Hauptaccente sind nur der 
Anudatta und Svarita ... Der Udatta ist nur eine Art Hilfsaccent. .. Die 
Herausgeber des Peterburger Sanskrit Worterbuches, sowie Prof. Auf
recht in seiner in Iateinische Schrift umschriebenen Textausgabe des RV 
haben einen grossen Fehler gemacht, die einheimische Schreibung der 
Accente zu verlassen, und nur den Udatta zu bezeichnen, der mit Recht 
in den Handschriften nicht bezeichnet ist."8 

Other Western scholars generally rejected these conclusions. Whitney, 
for instance, referring to Haug, wrote: "In maintaining this, however, 
he is obliged to assume that the whole has nothing to do with what we 
call accent at all, but is a mere artificial system of variations of tone, 
with no assignable purpose. To do this is to plunge one's self into 

6 The Poona Orientalist, 4 (1939), 1-21. 
6 PaJJini 1.2.29-32. 
7 APr 1.14--7 and TPr 1.47 ap. W. S. Allen, Phonetics in ancient India (London etc., 
1953), 87-8. 
8 ZDMG, 17 (1863), 800. 
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difilculties vastly greater than those with which we have been trying to 
contend. " 0 

In India there is not always clarity about these points either. I vividly 
remember a discussion with a vaiyiikara~,a pai:H;lit who was sitting in 
front ofme in a bus in Uc;lupi and who maintained that, in full accordance 
with Pai:iini, the srnrita was never recited higher than the udiitta. Every 
vaidika in the neighbourhood, however, did recite it at a higher pitch than 
the udiitta. 

Subsequently it has been recognised that, at least in RV, there must 
have been a development from the originally high 11diitta to an 11diitta 

recited at a middle pitch. "This must be an innovation, though an old 
one", says MacdonelJ.1° It actually is announced in the RPr, which 
states that the first "half miitrii or half of the svarita" ( ardhamiitriirdham 
el'O vii11) is more raised than the 11diitta (11diittarodiittiit). 

It is obvious that an attempt might be made to explain this develop
ment by assuming that the original Vedic accent was not a musical 
accent but a stress accent. This might be reflected in the characterisation 
in the RPr of the udiUta, anudiitta and svarita respectively as iiyiima, 
visramb!,a and iik~epa. 12 Moreover, the "Schwundstufe" in Vedic and in 
the IE languages in general seems to be explicable only on the assumption 
of the existence of a dynamic accent in IE. But the terms of the RPr may 
on the other hand have been intended as an attempt at a description of 
the mechanism of pitch variation.13 These problems have been recently 
treated again by Gray, who defends· the view that the original IE accent 
was an accent which can be analysed in terms of a/pa- and mahiiprii~ia.14 

There can be little doubt that the Brahmans of the various South 
Indian Brahman communities now recite with a musical accent. The 
udiitta and the svarita in the actual Aiyar recitation of the RV and the 

• W. D. Whitney, Oriental and linguistic studies, II (London, 1875), 331 note (earlier 
in: Trans. of the American P!tilological Associatio11, 1870). Cf. also a similar critique 
by Siddheswar Varma upon the views of Sivaramakrishna Sastri in: S. Varma, "The 
Vedic accent and the interpreters of Pai:iini", JRAS (Bombay), 26 (1950), 2, note 3. 
Cf. also Whitney ed. TPr (New Haven, 1871), 386-7. 
10 A. A. Macdonell, Vedic grammar (Strassburg, 1910), 77. 
11 RPr, 189, 190 (ed. transl. M. MUiier, Leipzig, 1856, = RV I). 
12 RPr, 187. 
13 Sec Allen, op. cit., 90. Wackcrnagcl says about the Indian doctrines of the accent: 
"Die Thcoretikcr sprcchen immer nur von dcssen Hohe, nic von dcssen Starke" 
(Altindische Grammatik, I, Gottingen, 1896, 284 (§ 244a) ). 
14 J. E. B. Gray, "An analysis of B.gvcdic recitation", BSOAS, 22 (1959), 86-94; 
and id., "An analysis of Nambudiri ~gvcdic recitation and the nature of the Vedic 
accent", ibid., 499-530. 
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Tait. YV have the clearly defined values described above. In order to 
study the development from the high to the middle udtitta, it therefore 
becomes important to see whether perhaps other Brahman communities 
recite these accents differently. This is one of the topics which will be of 
particular interest to the student of Nambudiri Veda recitation. 

3. VIK~TIS OF THE TAMIL ~GVEDA AND YAJURVEDA RECITATION 

If the padapiifha of the RS or of the TS be denoted by a b c d ... , the 
following three vikrtis which are current amongst the Aiyar Brahmins 
can be written as follows: 
krama: I a b I b c I c d I ... 
ja(ii: I a b I b a I a b 11 b c I c b I b c 11 

ghana: I a b I b a I a b c I c b a I a b c 11 b c I c b I b c d I d c b I b c d 11 

(where in krama single, in ja{ii and ghana double daiu/as denote the ab
sence of saq1dlzi). Whoever has mastered the last, and hence also the 
previous vikrtis, is called "ghanapti/hikal". Two special rules of a general 

nature (and many of a special nature) are observed: 
I. The last word of a verse, half-verse or sentence is repeated with iti 

( pragraha). If the last word is a compound, the process is called pari
graha, the saf!1dhi is left out after iti in the second half of the parigraha 
and the compound is hence analysed into the two constituent parts. 15 

The accent is applied in RV as if these two parts were not separated. 16 

II. After the last occurrence of any compound in the development of a 
vikrti, the compound is repeated with parigraha. After iti the saf!ldhi is 
left out and the compound is analysed into its two constituent parts 
( avagraha). 

Examples: If "c" stands for a compound consisting of the parts "c"' 
and "c'"' in the padaptifha I a I b I c I d I e I ... , the parigraha is as 
follows: 
krama: I a b I b c I c d I c iti c' -c" I d e I ... 
jafii: I ab I b a I a b 11 b c I c b I b c 11 c d I d c I c d II c {ti c'-c" 

deledlldel ... 
ghana: I a b I b a I a b c I c b a I a b c 11 b c I c b I b c d I d c b I b c 

d 11 c d I d c I c d e I e d c I c d e 11 c iti c' -c" 11 d e I e d I ... 

15 The present author has not heard the vikrtis of the rare occurrence of three mem
bered compounds (Macdonell,§ 185). 
1° Cf. RPr, 210. 
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Thus the kramaptif ha of RV 1.1.1 becomes 
I I I I I 

I ag-11im i-le I [-Ir p!f-r6-M-tam I p!]-r6-lii-tmi1-yaj-iia-sya I p!J-r6-M-tgm 
I I -

i-ti p!J-ra{1 hi-tam I ... 
There can be no confusion as to whether an occurrence of a parigraha is 

the result of an application of rule I (in the case of a compound) or of 
rule II: for in the former case, up to the repetition. no word beyond the 

compound has occurred in the development of the l'ikrti, which is started 
afresh afterwards (i.e., without linking the last words of the previous 

with the first word of the next sentence), whereas in the laller case the 
development of the 1·ikrti continues. Thus, if one hears: 

I a b I b c I c iti c'-c" I d e I e f \ ... 

it exhibits an application of rule I and the padapiifha is to be reconstructed 
as: I a I b \ c 11 d I e I f I . . . . If one hears: 

I a b \ b c I c d I c iti c'-c" I d e I e f j ••• 

it exhibits an application of rule II and the padapiif ha is to be recon
structed as: I a I b I c \ d I e I f I .... 

I 
If the rules overlap (as in RV 1.164.1: s<]p-ta-p11-tram) the parigrnha 

occurs only once as according to rule I. 
These rules can be stated after a close examination of good recitations 

of the vilqtis. They are in accordance with rules of the krama-section 

(Patala 11) of the RPr (which is not generally taught to students of RV 
recitation in South India, but which is well known to some of the pa1)
Qits). In siitra 596 the parigralw rule is formulated for avagrhya com
pounds; in 598 for the last word of a half rk. Sutra 605 states that com
pounds should be separated after the repetition. 

As for the chronology of the vikrtis, it is clear from the discussion in 
the sutras 677 sq. that not long before the RPr the kra111ap<1fha may have 
come into being (Brahmar:ias do not mention it), whereas nothing beyond 
the krama (jafii, etc.) existed at the time of the RPr, as it asserts that the 
krama "does not accomplish anything else" (677: anyastidhako na). 

As an example of the accuracy with which also other rules of the RPr 
are observed and are extended to cases beyond the kramapafha (about 
which the literature which is available seems to be silent), a recitation of 
the ghanapafha of RS I0.127.3 (from the RatrI sukta) may be discussed. 
The sa,i1'1ita- and padapafhas are: 

I I I I I 
S. nir !l svasdram askrtg$dsam drvj·<1yq_tf I ciped u hasatf tamab 11 
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P. ni/:z I Yl!I ( it1) I svd-s~-ram I g-kr-tlJ I y-,l'a-s~m I dg-vf I ii'yatf 11 d-pJ I 
I I - -

it I Yl!I ( ft1) I luJ-sg-tg I tci-mab 11-

For the construction of the kramapa{ha two rules should be applied. 
First, the general rule that each of the eight vowels (a, a, i, I, u, ii, r, i), 
if occurring in a final position ( avasiine), should be nasalised ;17 hence 
the padaptifha has ii1?1. But in the krama, "out of fear of this nasalisation" 

( anuniisikyab/zayiit), such vowels should not appear in a final position 
and hence should be passed.18 The example given by the commentator 

Uvata is: I 
P. I mgn-dram I d I va-re-~zyam I 

I 
K. I mqn-drdm d vd-re-{1yam I -

I 

In such cases this single sound is to be repeated with iti ( pragraha) after 

its occurrence. 
The second relevant rule prescribes that the words "svasiiram askrta" 

should be likewise passed.19 That is, they should occur only once as in the 
sa111hitiipiifha, and hence also the s should be inserted into akrta20 (this 

I 
sa1J1dl,i is called sauddhiik,l'ara). Hence the krama becomes: nir y svd-sii-

1 
ram as-kr-tg-,r<i-sam. Afterwards the pragraha of both words should 

follow. 
Along ismilar lines the ghanapii{ha may be constructed. Evidently in the 

following recitation an additional rule is applied, which requires the words, 
which have been passed, to be recited in the reverse order. The result is: 

Ghanapiifha. 
I I I I I 

I ni-ry-svd-sti-ram as-kr-tg-,l'ci-sam dg-vf dg-vy~u-,l'd-sa-ma-kr-tg svti-sii-
1 I I I 

ra-my-n{r-ni-ry-sva-sti-ram as-kr-tg-,rd-sa1?1 dg-vf I Yl!I i-tyiil!I I svti-sii-ram 
I I I I I -

i-ti svd-sti-ram I g-kr-te-tya-kr-ta I y-,l'a-saf}1 dg-vf de-vj,~u-,l'a-sa-my-,wf-
1 I I - , _ , I , I ! , I 

sa1?1-dg-vyti-yg-tyii-ya-tf dg-vyu y-,l'a-sa-my-,l'a-saf!I dg-vya-ya-tf dg-vya-
- - I -

1 
• d L d ~ L I - rt t - a tL 11 • • d' d • · 

1 
yq_-tyti-yg-tf g-v, g-vya-yq-t1 q_-yq- - ya-y _ - 1 a-pe- 1- a-pa-pe-du-

1 I 
hti-sa-te hii-sa-ta y i-da-pd-pe-du-hii sa-te I i-du-hii-sa-te lui-sa-ta u f-di-

dl I - , , I I - , d' di h - , 1, I - - I u- w-sa-tg ta-mgs ta-mo za-sa-ta y 1- 1- u- a-sa-tg ta-ma.z Yl!I i-tylim I 
I I I . 

hq_-sa-tg td-mgs ta-mo hii-sa-te /zti-sa-tg td-mab I td-mrJ i-t1 ta-mab 11-

17 RPr, 64. 1• Id., 615. •• Id., 592, 621. 20 Id., 307. 
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4. THE PITCH OF THE ACCENTS 

In both the RS and the TaitYV there does not seem to be an absolute 
pitch. The intervals between the svarita and the udiitta and between the 
udiitta and the anudiitta are a minor and a major second respectively. 
The saniinudiitta, which is in Tami!natu especially common amongst 
the Taittiriyakas of the Kaiicipuram mai:i<;lalam, the region in between 
Kaiicipuram, Cenka!unirppattu (Chingleput) and Tiruvm:11:iamalai, is 

more than a second lower than the anudiitta. 
According to Felber, the modes of chanting YV, RV and SV are 

respectively bhli,fikasl'ara ("an even murmur"), ma11tras1•ara, ranging 
over 3 to 4 notes, and siimas1•ara, ranging over (almost) the entire octave 

and becoming a chant. This is called probable by Bake21 and is reserved 
for later comments by Apte. 22 Apart from the fact that this theory 

contradicts the information, admittedly sometimes vague, given by some 
theoretical treatises, that the number of notes increases if one goes from 

RV to YY and hence to SY (e.g., one, two, three respectively23), it is 
obvious from the above that it does not apply to the Tamil Taitt. recita
tion which is always very similar to the RV recitation. Bake was in
formed, however, that it does apply to the SYV recitation, which he did 
not find anywhere in the South. As we saw above, however, there are 

still Kar:ivas left. The only vaidika from this siikliii. from which the 
present writer could record recitations of the VS and of the SB, recited 

not in bliii$ikasl'ara but in a way very similar to the Tait. recitation: the 
VS with four notes ( corresponding to respectively: the vertical stroke 

above; the absence of any mark; the horizontal stroke below; and one 
out of several consecutive horizontal strokes); the SB with the three low 
notes out of these four. It is obvious that this recitation especially of the 
SB must be of later origin, as the horizontal stroke below the syllable in 
this text does not denote the anudiitta at all. These data may hence not be 
called conclusive as yet and more materials are required. 

In Tami!natu bhii$ikasvara or rather, as it is called, da~1cjaka recitation 
is used for non-traditional recitations of unaccented texts such as the 

CU and the KenaU. 
It is said that the svaras of the SY cover the entire octave. Actually 

the Tamil Kauthumas use nowadays hardly six notes. The intervals are 
about a second, but the lowest of these ( atis11tirya) is sometimes less 

21 Op. cit., 141. 
~

2 Op. cit., 304. 
20 Cf. Naradiya Sik~a I l.2.3; Sarpgita Ratnakara IV 38 ap. Apte, op. cit., 292. 
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than a second lower than the lowest but one (mandraP,1• (Here and al
ways in the following such intervals are to be understood as non-tempered 
intervals). There are good reasons to believe, as we shall see, that this 
mode of chanting is not very ancient and it is sometimes called by the 
Tamilians themselves "the modern way". 

In SY the chanted notes do not always correspond to the svaras which 
are denoted by figures in the Kauthuma figure notation, which was 

adopted e.g. in the B.l. edition and which has been introduced from the 
North into the South, where the old system was a syllable notation. Even 
the number of chanted notes need not be the same as the number given 
by the texts as we know them. Further examples will be provided below. 

As a small instance of SV recitation the kru${a may be referred to, as 
it occurs in the stobha line of ArG 141.1.25 The Tamil Kauthumas chant 
the kru${a in a manner which can be approximately represented by the 
following notation, where the key merely denotes relative and non
tempered intonation: 

I 
u-2-

I 
u-2-

<> 
~ 

1t[g 
gliss. 

II 
u-2-

In the opinion of a Madras Kauthuma scholar, the kru$fa may have been 
chanted in former times at a second above the prathama. 

5. SVADHYAYA AND PRAYOGA IN SA.MAGANA 

Following Simon, Bake has utilised two terms from the (Kauthuma) 
Pu~pasiitra to denote the sviidhyaya and the prayoga forms of the Sama
gana respectively: the rflpiintara and the svarfipa forms. According to 
the Pu~pasutra the changes which are imposed upon the riipiintara form 

in order to arrive at the svarupa form are the following: (I) insertion of 
syllables "om" and "hum"; (2) replacement of syllables by o-kiira 

(aniruktagana); (3) replacement of syllables by "bha", "bhi", etc. 

2·1 In the gdtra vi11a both are located on the last finger ( kani.Jfhikci}. 
25 Ed. R. Niiriiyai:iasvami. Cf. also J. M. van dcr Hoogt, The Vedic chant studied in 
its textual and melodic form (Wagcningcn, 1929), 36-7. 
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(bhakiiraprayoga); (4) utterance of the syllable "ho" by the chorus; (5) 
replacement of nidlulnas by other nidhtinas. 

Bake, approvingly quoted by Apte, says: "It stands to reason that in 
the study of the Samavedic chant, this so-called s1•anipa form is of the 
greatest importance. This form presents almost unsurmountable diffi
culties, however, on account of the rarity of the offer-ceremonies with 
which it is inseparably connected. I have, however, been assured by two 
Samavedins, connected with the Srira1'lgam temple at Trichinopoly, that 
Vedic sacrifices of the kind that necessitate the use of SV are being per
formed even today. This form of SV then is not quite extinct. This form 
or what is left of it ought to be properly recorded in detail and as soon 
as possible; for there is no doubt that our present time is not in favour 
of the survival of these practices. The breaking down of orthodoxy has 
many beneficial effects but it cannot be helped that with the disappearance 
of much that is bad or has become bad, things that are important vanish 
also and are lost for ever, unless recorded before it is too late."26 

A pte adds: "The writer can assure interested scholars that the Deccan 
College Research Institute will seize the first available opportunity to 
record the svanipa form of the Samavedic chant on the rare occasion of 
the appropriate sacrificial performance; but till then, the work of re
cording the nipiintara form of typical samaganas as sung in the three 
well-known schools of the SV - the Rii.1Jayaniyas, the Kauthumas and 
the Jaiminiyas - must go on."27 

It is true that the performance of a Vedic sacrifice is nowhere in 
Tamilnatu a common event. Many well-versed SV purohitas or pii.fiiris 
in most of the important towns of Madras State, however, could provide 
the information, that almost yearly, during Vasanta, somayiigas are 
performed in a few villages in Tanjore District. This must have happened 
regularly until a few years back, and irregularly at present. The sacri
ficial SV recitation is not known as s1•ariipa, but referred to as srauta(m) 
by the Aiyars and as (yiiga)stuti by the Nambudiris. 

It is not yet certain what these somayiigas exactly consist of. But they 
must be based upon the Agni~toma archetype, for on these rare occasions, 
where B,_gvedins recite sastram with nytilikha insertions, samagas chant, 
amongst other pieces, the bhaktira-rathaq1tara26

, aniruktagtina of the 
bahi$pavamanastotra29 and of other stotras and the SubrahmaQ.yii-

20 Op. cit., 149-50, ap. Apte, op. cit., 284. 
21 Op. cit., 284. 
28 W. Caland-V. Henry, L'Ag11i$foma (Paris, 1906), 308-9. 
2

• Id., I 78 and 466-7. 
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hvanam. 30 These recitations are in full accordance with what is prescribed 
by the sutras as described by Caland and Henry. The svaras are the same 
as those of the corresponding riipiintara ganas: for instance the svaras of 
the bhakiirarathaY[ltara are those of the rathaqltara. The Subrahma
Qyahvanam, in which only two tones should occur (for according to 
PaQini all svaritas should become udiittas) is chanted with three notes to 
be denoted in descending order as 1-2-3. The words de-1•ii and bra

hmii-{W are chanted as 1-23 and 1-23-3 respectively, whereas Pfu:iini 
seems to require 1-3 and 1-3-2. 31 

30 Id., 64-6 and 119. Cf. also B. Faddegon, Studies on the Stimaveda (Amsterdam 
1951), 23; and P. Thieme in: l11dia11 Culture, 4 (1937), 203-8. ' 
3 1 PaQini, 1.2.37, 38. 



THE NAMBUDIRIS 

The Nambudiris are the Malayalam speaking Brahmans of Kerala.1 

Though it is unlikely that they were original inhabitants,2 they have not 
with certainty been traced back to any origin outside Kerala 3 and form 
a unique community among the many kinds of Brahmans in India. They 
have on the one hand preserved some of the ancient Vedic and post
Vedic traditions and rites, extinct elsewhere,4 but differ on the other 
hand from the other Brahmans of India in many respects which have been 
enumerated as the "64 aniiciirams". 5 Foremost among these are the 
marriage customs, which have often been described. The Nambudiris 
form a patrilineal (makkattiiyam) community in which until 1933 only 
the eldest son was entitled to marry a Nambudiri girl. The others 
married Nayar girls and the latter's sons came under the matrilineal 
(marumakkattiiyam) system of the Nayars and were hence themselves 
Nayars. The Nambudiris did not consider such a union a valid marriage; 
it was called a sa1!1bandham. 6 In this way the property was preserved and 
kept undivided, as the younger brothers did not inherit. Thus the 
Nambudiris remained the principal landlords; even if through special 

1 For this section cf. also the article quoted above p. 20 n. 44, which supplements the 
above. For further details, especially concerning Nambudiri sub-castes, cf. apart 
from the literature quoted below: K. Ramavarma Raja, "The Brahmins of Malabar", 
JRAS, 1910, 625-39. 
2 Cf. M. S. A. Rao, Social change i11 Malabar (Bombay, 1957), 8-10. 
' E.g. (South) Kanara or Andhra, where some village names correspond to Nambu
diri house names. 
• Apart from the traditions regarding 1•ediidhyiiya11a and Vedic customs and traditions 
in general, to be referred to below, there are other important examples, e.g. the sar1•as
vad<i11a111 form of marriage and the lfrayams<iyana way of adopting a son - customs 
which seem to have existed elsewhere in India before the IVth or the Vth century A.O. 
(sec K. P. Padmanabhan Menon, History of Kera/a, I, Ernakulam, 1924, 71). 
6 See Fawcett in: Madras Govemment Museum Bulletin, III, 1 354; and W. Logan, 
Malabar, I, 156, referred to in C. A. Innes, Malabar (Madras, 1951), 156. 
• According to Kathleen Gough there is no harm in regarding these unions as 
"concubinage from the point of view of the Brahmans and (since they fulfilled the 
conditions of Nayar marriage) marriage from the point of view of the Nayars". 
(E. K. Gough, "The Nayars and the definition of marriage", JRAI, 89, 1959, 29). 
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circumstances a Nayar became the owner of land, he sometimes sur
rendered the overlordship (the janmam or hereditary right) to the village 
Nambudiri and remained himself the principal tenant (kii~,akkiiran) 
under him.1 The sons of Nambudiri fathers and Nayar mothers could 
only inherit the mother's property as they remained members of the 
mother's family, and were neither allowed to eat or bathe along with 
their father, nor to participate in his Vedic or other brahmanical religious 

observances. This state of affairs and the fact that the Nambudiris and 
the Nayars constituted the greater part of the landed aristocracy of 

Kerala, explain why the Nambudiris are very much closer to the Nayars 
and to other high Malayalam castes (royal or princely families; ambala
vasis) than to e.g. the Aiyars living in Kerala. The latter have also kept 
the East Coast habit of living together in small streets of adjacent houses 
( agrahiiram), with a temple at the end of the street, in the centre of the 
villages, whereas the Nambudiris live in their ma11as or ii/ams, just as the 
Nayars live in their taravafs scattered throughout the country. 8 Though 

the mana is patrilincal and the taraviif matrilineal, they are partly similar 
in structure (e.g. kinship terms are more or less common to both). o 

One of the principal aims of the Nambudiri Yogak~ema Mahasabha, a 
society founded in 1908, was agitation for marriage of all junior Nambu

diri males within the community.10 This aim was finally embodied in the 
Madras Nambudiri Act of 1933. Under this act all members of the mana 
had equal shares in the land or property of the mana, which on the death 
of the Nambudiri father was partitioned and inherited by the widow 

sons, daughters, son(s) of deceased son(s), etc.11 In the same year th; 
Madras Marumakkattayam Act of 1933 was passed, by which sa,11_ 

bandham unions were considered regular marriages, conferring on the 
children the same rights of inheritance of property as held by children 
whose parents were both Nambudiris. Finally the Hindu Succession 
Act of 1956 has made a uniform bi-lateral pattern of inheritance for all 

Hindus throughout India. 

7 Sec K. Raman Unni, "Polyandry in Malabar", Sociological B11/leti11 ( Bombay) 7 
(I 958), 67-8. ' 
" It may have been different formerly. The villages of Paiijal and Sukapuram wh . . , ere 
a ~umber of 11/ams arc found I? the centre of the village and near each other _ not 
adJaccnt, but separated by their compounds - arc sometimes quoted as exempla 
remnants. ry 
0 See Rao, op. cit., 117-30; 207-10. 
10 Id., 199. 
11 Id., 107, 137. 
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The Nambudiri position in Kerala society is well characterised by 
their privilege and duty to preserve the Vedic tradition and to keep it 
alive; the society accepted this. This may have been connected with the 
special power attributed to the mantras to assist man in the life hereafter. 
The well-known collector of Malabar, Logan, has ventured a description 
of how the pre-Brahman society might have received the Brahman 
immigrants with an awe, mainly rooted in the belief in this superior power 
of the Vedic mantras. Originally, the Malayalis buried the bones of the 
dead in sepulchral urns. "But with the advent of the Vedic Brahmins", 

writes Logan, 12 "came a change in this respect. They posed before the 
rude chieftains with whom they came in contact as 'God-compellers'. 
Their sonorous mantrams and spells could compel the gods to take the 
wandering ghosts of even the worst of man directly to heaven. There 
was no necessity for costly death houses, and for furnishing such with 
all the deceased's weapons and implements in use by him during life. 
A few sonorous phrases, a ringing of bells and burning of incense, and 

the thing was done; and it only remained to scatter the ashes of the de
ceased upon the surface of some holy river to ensure him a welcome into 
the heaven of Indra." 

Whether this picture is adequate or not, it certainly gives an idea of 
the spiritual power society attributed to the Nambudiris. In preserving 
the Vedas they have always adhered to the rule that no non-Brahman 
should recite or hear the Vedas; and this was and is respected by the 
other castes. The Nambudiris themselves observed many prescripts for 
ritual purity; this is perhaps most clearly manifest in their frequent 
baths,13 where they are equalled by the Nayars only. During the actual 
Veda recitation they try to transmit the Vedic heritage with extreme 

'" Op. cit., I, 261 ap. Padmanabhan Menon, op. cit., I 51-2. The power of the 
Nambudiris in society was mainly based upon ritual and upon landownership, to a 
far less degree upon their "training in Sanskrit, with the power this gave through 
knowledge of religious and political theories on which society was based" (A. C. 
Mayer, Laud a11d society in Malabar, Bombay, 1952, 34). In Kerala many non
Brahmans knew and know Sanskrit, which is no prerogative of the Brahmans (like the 
Vedas). 
13 JB I, 282 gives a suggestive description of the significance of the Brahman duty 
to be pure (suddha, foci), which was probably known to the Nambudiri samagas: 
"Wcr das Trinkgcfiiss der Gotter kennt, wird unter den Seinigen wtirdig an einem 
Mahle teilzunehmen. Der Brahmane nun ist das Trinkgefiiss der Gotter; wer solches 
weiss, der wird unter den Seinigen wtirdig an einem Mahle teilzunehmen. Wieman aus 
einem reinen lauteren Trinkgefiisse zu trinken wilnscht, so wilnschen die Gotter ver
mittelst eines reinen lauteren Brahmanen zu trinken. Deshalb soil der Brahmane 
danach trachten rein und lauter zu sein" (transl. Caland, Das JB in Auswahl, Amster
dam, 1919, 109). 
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conscientiousness. Mistakes are eschewed. Just as the Gods, when 
trying to conquer the asuras by Vedic recitation, were defeated in turn 
when mispronouncing a syllable, Nambudiri Samavedins have the con
viction that the slightest mistake made during the chanting of a saman 
based upon the rk "Indra ju~asva pra vahii ... " 1

·
1 is sufficient to produce 

the reciter's madness. 
The Nambudiris hold an annual Veda recitation at Kac;lavalh1r.15 

Until recently this took place also in the palace at Trivandrum, where 
there was also a Board of Vedic Studies. Vedic sacrifices are performed 

almost yearly (until 1956 at any rate), especially a somayiiga which lasts 
for six days ( = Agni~toma?). A rarer sacrifice is called Agni; it lasts for 
eleven days. According to Innes, those who have performed these sacri
fices are called respectively Somayajipad or Somatiripad and Akkittiri
pad.16 Villages where such sacrifices are performed are: Pafijal (near 

Cerutiirutti, in the neighbourhood of $oraJJiir); Sukapuram (one of the 
oldest and most important Nambudiri gramams, near Ponnani; referred 

to as Chovur in the Syrians' deed of A.D. 774);17 Poyilam (near Kutta
natu, near Panambi) and Irifijalakuc;la (an important centre of YV with 

one of the famous temples of Kerala). It is to be hoped that detailed 
accounts of these sacrifices will soon be given by Nambudiri scholars 
themselves. 

The Nambudiris are probably unique in having a sub-caste of Brah
mans who are not entitled to recite the Vedas: ottil/iitta. They are of 
several kinds, each of which has lost its original purity for a particular 
reason. "Amongst these", says Innes,18 "are the Astavaidhyans or eight 
families of hereditary physicians, considered as degraded because as 
surgeons they may have to shed blood ... ; the Sastrangakars, who are 
said to be Brahmins who originally engaged in military service and 
whose traditional occupation is a performance called Yatrakali con
sisting of songs and sword play."19 There are several other subdivisions 

u SY 2.302. See below p. 80. 
,. Near Calisseri and KunnafTlkulam. This information I owe to Dr. Shri Krishna 
Sharma (Madras-Tirupati). 
10 Op. cit., 109. The author also refers to a third sacrifice called Agnicayanayaga 
17 Sukapuram is not (one of the two griimas called) Covara (Raghavan, op. cit. 5·8) 
18 Op. cit., 109. Cf. also Padmanabhan Menon, op. cit., I, 62. ' · 
19 Yatrakali is nowadays better known as sa111khakafi or piinenkafi. Its performan 
are very rare, but one took unexpectedly place nol far South of TrssivaperGr (Trich~e~ 
on 30-6-1957. The Brahmans who are entitled to act in this are also called SUfflkl~ 
Nambudiris. The "sword play" is adopted from ka{ari paya/111, nowadays prepon~ 
derant in Central and North Malabar, especially in Talasseri (Tellicherry). Innes 
refers to a description of Yatraka!i in the Travancore Census Report, 1901, 297. 
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of this subcaste, but all together form a minority amongst the Nam
budiris. 

The majority is entitled to recite the Vedas: ottan. Amongst them are 
the karmis and also another subcaste lower than these. These two, 
together with those who are excluded from the Veda, are called iisyans. 
Above them come the iidhyans, whose honorific title is not merely 

Nambudiri, but Nambudiripad. Among them are Bhattatiripads, 

traditional scholars, of whom the most celebrated was Melputtiir Niira

yaQ.an Bhattatiripad, author of the NarayaQ.iya and of various other 

works. 20 Recently a well known Vedic scholar belonging to this caste 
was K. P. Kr~i:ian Bhattatiripad. Among these too are the two Vadyans 

of Trssivaperiir (Trichur) and Tiruniivayi, the highest authorities in 
matters of excommunication and others relating to the maintenance of 
caste duties and to dharmasiistra. Under their supervision come the two 

big RV schools, which will occupy us again. 
These are merely a few facts concerning the Nambudiri subcastes, 

which form quite a complicated structure. In total, there are about 
60.000 Nambudiris in Kerala (the total population of the state being 

about 14 millions), belonging to 1561 manas. 
The lirst to deal with the numerical distribution of the Vedic schools 

was Burnell.21 According to his estimate of 1870 "in Malabar, of 100 
Brahmans (i.e. Nambudiris), 80 will be followers of the RV, 19 of the 
Black YV and I of the SV". 

Logan collected information concerning the distribution of the Vedas 
from 1017 manas in Malabar (Cochin and Travancore did not come under 

the Collector's supervision) in or about 1885. His data are as follows: 22 

RV 
466 

YV 
406 

SY 
6 

excluded from the Vedas 
or uncertain 

139 
total 
1017 

The Yogak~ema Mahiisabhii, mentioned earlier, prepared several lists of 
statistics. Unfortunately these seem to be quite inaccessible. It is 
possible that the following estimate is based upon these. According to 

this information the total Nambudiri population of Kerala consists 

2° Cf. K. Kunjunni Raja, "Niirayal)a Bhatta of Melputtur", Annals of Oriemal 
Research of the University of Madras, 12 (1954-5), 1-38. 
21 A. C. Burnell, Catalogue of a collection of Sanskrit manuscripts, I: Vedic ma11u
scripts (London, 1870), p. 4, note. 
22 Op. cit., 119. Logan gives the information for each taluk separately. 
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roughly of 35 % E.gvedins, 50 % Yajurvedins, 1/8 % Samavedins, and the 
rest excluded from the Veda. Both this information and Burnell's 
estimate need not contradict Logan's table, as Cochin has important 
and big YV centres. The information concerning SV is in full accordance 
with the fact, that there are at present only 20 SY manas in the whole 

of Kerala. 
The above short survey can hardly portray adequately the living 

Nambudiri community - still less convey something of the individual 
qualities of some of them. For a very suggestive description of the 
Nambudiri mentality the reader may be referred to some pages from the 
introduction of an excellent book on Kathakali by an Aiyar Brahman 
from Kerala, K. Bharat Iyer. 23 

•• K. Bharatha Iyer, Kathakali (London, 1955), 5-6. 



IV 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NAMBUDIRI 
VEDA RECITATION 

A general impression made by the Nambudiri Veda recitation as com
pared with the Aiyar Veda recitation is, that the former is the more 
rhythmical whereas the latter is the more musical of the two. In the 
Aiyar RV and YV recitation there are three or four tones with fixed 
intervals of about a second. Each tone keeps an even pitch, which lasts 
as long as the syllable lasts, with the one exception of the long svarita. 
Among the Nambudiris few notes are clearly audible at first; the more 
accustomed ear can discern in many syllables more than the one main 
pitch, to discover which may require experience. If the pitch is high, 
the highest point is reached for a moment only; and likewise, in general, 
for the low pitch. 

The Nambudiris, on the other hand, pay much attention to the time 
unit or miitrii and have a highly developed sense of temporal intervals; 
this tendency is developed exceedingly in the chanting of SY. Hence in 
the Nambudiri opinion, the Aiyars frequently neglect the rhythm of e.g., 
those portions of ganas, in which there are a number of consecutive 
syllables with the same svara (only the first of which is marked, in 
accordance with a rule of the Samatantra1) and without the sign for 
lengthening (ra = repha = dirgha), e.g., the latter part of the second 
parvan of the ratharµtara, for instance the " ... namasyajagatab" of 
ArG 49.1. 

The most conspicuous rhythmical quality of the Nambudiri recitation 
lies in a certain swinging or trembling pronunciation of many final 
vowels, nasals, visarga and occasionally "l ". This characteristic too 
appears as intensified in the SV chant. It may be described as a kind of 
kampa. It occurs in Vedic and not in ordinary Sanskrit recitation, but 
it is riduciled as a typical instance of Brahman recitation also of non
Vedic texts in KOtiattam. 2 

l svaro'nantyal;,. 
2 Cf. Bharata Iyer, op. cit., 14---9; S. K. Nayar in: Annals of Oriental Research (Ma
dras), 1957, 17-23; Tra1•a11core Census Report (1901), 261-2. 
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The phenomena of rhythm amongst the Nambudiris in contradi

stinction to the musical qualities of the Tamil Veda recitation arc related 
to and do perhaps reflect general differences between the cultural mani
festations of the South East and the South West parts of India. It cannot 
be denied that music has been developed more highly in the Carnatic 
Music predominant in the East Coast (and, of course, in Mysore) than 
in the music of the West Coast. It has been observed 3 that nowhere have 
Malayalam manuscripts dealing with music been found. To the ear 
of Tamil musicians the Kathaka!i music of Kerala seems at first rude and 
devoid of grace. One of its main qualities lies undoubtedly in its rich 

rhythm. 
Possibly connected with this too, the typical dance form of Tamilnatu, 

Bharata Natyam, is above all - though not at all exclusively - graceful, 
refined and subtle, and reflects the liisya dance of ParvatI; whereas the 
typical dance form of Kerala, Kathaka)i, so much loved by the Nam
budiris, its main patrons and connoisseurs, is mainly - though not at all 
exclusively either - virile, brave and noble, and reflects the tciu(lava dance 

of Siva. 

Apart from such general differences there are several characteristics of 
the Nambudiri pronunciation of Vedic and of Sanskrit in general which 
are clearly influenced by particularities of Malayalam. 

(I) A. In Malayalam final sounds should be neither plosives, nor 
voiceless. In the Nambudiri Veda Recitation final "t" is often pro
nounced as "l". Examples: upani$al for upani$al; pracodayiil for praco

dayiit; iisil for iis"it. 

B. In Sanskrit words in Malayalam, dentals occurring as the first 
consonant of a compound letter should be pronounced as "l".4 In the 
Nambudiri Veda recitation a "t" followed by a voiceless consonant is 
often pronounced as "l". Examples: tal-sa for tat-sa; yal-patye for 
yat-patye; etal-ka . .. for etat-ka . .. ; yiil-stirya for yiit-stirya. 

(2) The Nambudiris pronounce not only jihviimtiliya, but final visar
janiya in general, as a velar spirant, to be compared with the German 
Ach-Laut or the Arabic kh. Tamil Brahmans pronounce the visarga as a 

3 By Sri R. Vasudevan Poduval. 
4 Cf. L. J. Frohnmeyer, A progressfre grammar of the Malayalam language (Mang _ 
lore, 1913), 23. This phenomenon is not to be confounded with the replacement ~f 
Sanskrit cf by Tamil-Malayalam/ by the Nambudiri Samavcdins (see below p. 69 sq.). 
Cf. also H. Liidcrs, "Zur Gcschichte des I im Altindischen", Festschrift Jacob Wucker
nagel (Gottingen, 1923), 294-308. 
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kind of echo separated from the last vowel by a weak h: 5 aha for ab, 
ihi for ib, etc. 6 

(3) The "v" is sometimes pronounced as a sound which seems to be 
somewhat nearer to the "b". Example: the second "v" in sai•itur va
re~1ya111 is said to be pronounced in this way. 7 

(4) The Nambudiris pronounce very frequently voiceless plosives, 
especially dentals, as more or less voiced. 8 Examples: sii11di for siinti; 

ya11d11 for ya11t11; bhadrm11 gar{ia for bhadrai11 kar{ia; bhadra,11 basyema 

for bhadra111 pasyema; pa,ija for pmica. 

That the pronunciations mentioned under (1) and (4) were character
istic for the Brahmans of Malabar round 1600 A. D. can be clearly seen 
from the transcription of the Gayatri by the Jesuit Gorn;alves, where 
savit11r is written as "rii vidni" and pracodayat as "pnijo teal''. 9 

• Cf. L. Renou, "Recitations du Veda", Sanskrit et culture (Paris, 1950), 34: "sorte 
d'echo ajoutante a la voyelle". 
6 Accordingly, "das schwache Nachklingen des vorangehendcn Vokals" (Wackcr
nagcl, op. cit., 259) and the "weak echo of the preceding vowel" (Macdonell, op. cit., 
54) do not represent the only kind of present day pronunciation. 
7 For "b" for "v" in Sanskrit words in Bengali and Assamese and also in the Veda 
recitation of Bengal and Assam, sec Rcnou, foe. cit. 
8 Cf. Frohnmcyer, op. cit., 241 and also R. Caldwell, A comparative grammar of the 
Drm•idia11 . .. /a11guages (London, 1856), 102-3. 
0 See D. Gorn;alvcs, op. cit. (above p. 20, n. 42), 57. 
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NAMBUDIRI RGVEDA 

Among the Nambudiri ~gvedins there are two schools, each possessing 
a matham1 : one is located at Tirunavayi (near Kottakkal), the other is at 
Trssivaperiir (Trichur) and is called vaifakkii (i.e., Northern) mafham. 
The differences between the recitation modes of the two schools arc 
small and relate to the number of miitriis of a few syllables in some of the 
vikrtis (example below). In these schools the RV brahmacarins enter 
at an early age (about eight),2 and are taught during some (up to six) 
years the recitation of the RS. For the pupils, this period should com
mence after upanayanam and is over with samiivartanam. They stay in the 
school and are fed free. Veda recitation being taught as a rule at home, 
the school probable owes its origin to the initiative of some rich Nam
budiris, who wished to enable Nambudiri boys of less well-to-do families 
to be taught in the proper way too. 3 

The brahmacarins should not cut their hair during one year:1 During 
the entire school period they are supposed to speak only Sanskrit during 
meals and sandhyiivandana. They wear only the kaupinam (after samii

vartanam the dhoti, Malayalam: mu~1fii, may be put on), and, apart from 
the sacred thread (upavita, Malayalam: pu~unul, pii~ul), the kr$~iijinam, 
the thread or small band nowadays made of hare skin 6 and worn in the 
same way as the upavfta, and the mekhalii, the rope of munja grass tied 
round the waist. 6 

During the actual vediidhyiiyana the accents are taught in a special 
way. The teacher moves the head of the pupil with his right hand as 

1 A third one, "of less note" according to Innes (Malabar, I, 486), is at Pulayi in 
Kurumbranad taluk. 
2 Cf. SGS 2.1.1; A.GS 1.19.1-2. 
3 

In Madras State well-to-do ~rahman families may enable priests to give upanciya11a111 
~o po~r Brahma? boys, sometimes taken together in a group . 

. Th!s may be m accord_a~ce ~ith A.GS 1.19.10, but conflicts with SGS 2.1.26 and 
with AGS l.22-22, where 1~ 1s said_ that the hair should be cut. On cutting the hair cf. 
J. C. _Heesterman, ~he ancient Indian royal consecration (The Hague 1957) 212-9 and 
the literature mentioned there. ' ' ' 
5 Cf. SGS 2.1.2 and A.GS 1.19.10. 

Cf. SGS 2.1.14,15; 2.2.1; 2.13.3,4; 2.13.8; A.GS 1.19.12. 



Fig. I . RV udf1tta, Trichur. 

Fig. 2. RV anudft t ta , Trichur. 

; 

Fig. 3. RV sva rita , Trichur. 
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follows: the head is kept straight for the 11diitta, is bent down for the 
an11d<itta and is bent to the right side ( of the pupil) for the svarita7 (see 
Figs. 1-3). These movements are intended for teaching purposes only. 
Another set of movements are the 1111idras, "hand gestures", which ac
company the vowels and consonants of the RV recitation. 8 The teaching 
always begins with the recitation of OM by the teacher, followed by the 
pupil. 0 

Characteristic for the RV recitation is a special kind of kampa, occur

ring only after an udiitta syllable, to be denoted below as kampa* and by 
the asterisk wherever it occurs. It consists of three successive notes in 
the central, lower, and again central pitch. 

In the following a few characteristics of the different kinds of RV 
recitation will be described. 

I. SAfytHITA 

In principle, as among the Aiyars, the udiitta and the pracaya are recited 
at an even middle pitch and the sl'arita and the anudiitta respectively at a 
somewhat higher and a somewhat lower pitch. Concerning the Sl'arita, 
however, an interesting rule is generally observed, though apparently 
never stated: if a long syllabe has a s1•arita, the high pitch moves on to 
the next syllable, unless the latter syllable is itself long or has an anudiitta. 
In the other cases (i.e. if the following syllable is long or has an an11diitta), 
a sl'arita on a long syllable is split into two tones, one sounding like the 
middle, the following like the high tone (as among the Aiyars). Examples: 

I I 
patyii dadhiimi is recited as if it were written: patyii dadhiimi; 

B t d"I I u : asiisyiim as: dasa-iisyiim; 
I 

brghmd!Jo vid11!, as it is written.10 

The splitting of the- iong sl'arita into two is possibly connected with the 

: lhese movements are wrongly described in Raghavan, op. cit., 58 . 
. kset of Photographs of these miidras for: a, <i, i, 11, e, o, ai, au, am, a111, a~,. iib; (?), 

n
1
,' ~'

8
• 't, !, sa, Ira, c(/r)a, 11a 11a pra were made by Dr. Bake. One of these is published 

n deZ '· ' ' Pl;tc. 
4

( octc, Tire other mi11d. A study of dance and life i11 So11tlr J,rdia (London, 1953), 
m b a) (r~presenting the sound i). The movements of the hands and of the head 

b -~~ e ,,studied in a wider phenomenological context (cf. e.g. T. Ohm, Die Gebetsge-
aruen uer V,"/k . 

o Cf SGS O er 1111d das C/rriste,rt/rum, Leiden, 1948, where these are not mentioned). 
10 • ~-

8· 12, 13 and RPr, 832. 
Respecllvely from RV 10.85.24; 10.85.45; 10.85.3. 
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rule, that a long vowel must often be pronounced as equivalent to two 

short vowels.11 

This practice exhibits the same tendency as must have been at work 
originally, when the primordial raised (udiitta) accent (as in: yajiiena) 
shifted towards the dependent sl'arita, pronounced at the highest pitch at 

I 
present (y(]jiiena). 12 Thus the accent has shifted twice, as in: 

I I 
patyii dadhiimi - patyii dadhiimi - patyii dadhiimi. 

(There are cases too where the udatta itself has shifted, e.g., Vedic 
sfdati has become Classical Sanskrit sidati, under similar circumstances. 13) 

Par:iini's siitra 1.2.32, that the first half miitrii of the svarita is udiitta, 
meant originally (in connexion with the previous siitra) that the remainder 
descended from the udatta pitch downwards. Later, when the Sl'arita had 
a higher pitch than the udatta, it was probably made to apply to long 
sl'aritas only, and meant therefore: one miitrii middle pitch _ one miitrii 

high pitch. This applies as well to the Aiyar long svarita as to the Nam
budiri long sl'arita followed by a long or anudiitta syllable. Possibly there 
was a time too when the short syllable svarita was recited as a rise from 
the middle to the high pitch. (See also below, VI 3.) 

The udatta in the RS is o_ften recited with kampa*. This kampa is 
inserted after syllables occurrmg (l) at the end of a pada; (2) as the final 
syllables of many words ending in vowels, anusl'ara or visarga. It occurs 
twice if these two conditions coincide, e.g., if the pada ends in -iim**. 

A terminological remark: the ~gvedins, used to the subdivision of the 
RS into vargas, refer sometimes to the RS itself as varg( g)a. 

2. PADAPATHA 

In the ordinary padapiifha, the kampa* follows each padam with a final 
udiitta syllable ending in a vowel, anusl'iira or visarga. In this padapafha 
as in the sarrihitiipiifha, the udiitta has a middle and the svarita has a high 
pitch. 

There is however a special kind of padam which seems to be transmitted 
in a few manas only, which are generally looked upon as very orthodox. 
In this recitation, where final syllables are expanded greatly, the udiitta 

11 Especially gen.pl. -am, but also ab!. sg. -at, etc. 
12 See above, p. 23. 
13 Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, I, 288 (§ 247); Macdonell, Vedic grammar, 
80, n. 3. 
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has a higher pitch than the srnrita. The three notes which are mainly 
used will be denoted in descending order as 1,2,3 (cf. the notation used 
for the rks in the SY). Sometimes more notes seem to be heard, but they 
may be omitted for the present, first analysis. 1·1 The total compass is 
very wide: the interval 1-2 is approximately a second, 2-3 approximately 
a fifth. In the following example, where alongside with the numerals 
also the usual accents are marked, each numeral denotes a separate unit 

which is stressed with a beat. Groups of syllables are separated by a 

hiatus, which in some instances represents the pause between one word 

and the next. 
RS 1./. 

I I I I 
g-gnim I-/g py-r6-hi-tam yq-jiici-sya dg-vcim r_-tvi-jam h6-tli-ram rq-tng 
3 122 3 22 3 12 2 22 3 I 2 3 122 3 I 12 12 12 22 2 3 

I I I I I 
'dhd-ta-mam 11 g-gnib pti-rve-bhib ,:-$; 'bhib f-cjya(, nii-W-naib y-tci 

12 2 22 3 12 12 12 22 1 2 22 1 22 12 12 2(?) 3 12 

sab dg-vtin ti j-lui vq-k,vq-tj 11 

12 3 122 122 3 12 3 2 22 

In this recitation the accents seem to have the following values: 
udlitta 
long 
I 2 

short 
I 

svarita 
long 
I 2 

short 
2 

anudiitta15 

long short 
3 2 3 

pracaya 
long 
? 

short 
2 

Moreover: {l) Of a sequence of anudlittas, one sounds low as 3, the 
others sound as 2. (2) An extra lengthening of about one 11uitrii is 

inserted and stressed, after a short hiatus, at final syllables which are 

long or end in visarga or nasal. 
It seems here is the survival of a system of accentuation which looks 

very much like the system which Par:iini described, later to be replaced 
by the system with the high svarita. Before discussing the different values 
of the udatta and the svarita, we shall survey some of the other modes of 
RV as well as of YV recitation. 

3. KRAMAPATHA 

The Nambudiri ~gvedins do not have ghana, but they possess another 
vikrti instead (see below). The above mentioned rules for the Aiyar 
vikrtis hold for the Nambudiris also. In the Nambudiri avagraha, even 

14 Cf. above, p. 37. 
16 Not saniinudiitta. 
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where there is no difference in the analysed compound because of the 
absence of sa1?1dhi, the splitting up is audible after an udatta syllable 
because of the insertion of the kampa* between the two parts of the 

I I I 
avagraha. Ex.RS l.164.1, end: sgp-tci-pu-trgm i-ti sgp-td * pu-tram. 

The kampa* lasts approximately three matriis, i.e., more than the one 
matra required by the RPr for the interval of the avagraha. 16 

The above applies to the ordinary kramapafha of the Nambudiris, 
where the udatta has a middle and the svarita a high pitch. As in the 
case of the padapafha, however, there is a special kind of krama, trans
mitted in a few manas only. Here the same general krama rules hold, but 
the udatta has the high pitch. 

The accents seem to have the same values as in the special padam. 
The vaidika who recited the above quoted special padam recited the 
kramapafha of RS 1.1.1 in the same pitch as follows: 

I , ! ! . I I I 
g-gnfm f- fe I f-/g py-ro-/11-tam I py-r6-h1-ta-yyg-jiia-sya I py-ro-hi-tg-mf-ti 

3 I 12 222 2 2 3 12 2 222 3 12 2 22 3 I 2 3 12 2 3 l 2 

'h hi I ·- , I d • I d , I I I py-ra. i-tam yg-Jna-sya g-vam 11-va-m[-tvi-jam c-tvf-jg-mf-ti 

3 12 2 222 3 I 2 3 122 3 I 3 l 22 3 I 3 I 2 

' • 
1 

11 h ' t ~ ra tna 'd'ha' ta
1 

'd'hd 
1 1 

[_-tv1-1am o- a-ram - _ - -mam rg-tng -ta-mg-mf-ti 
3 I 2(2?) I 2 I 2 22 2 3 12 2 2(2?) 2 3 12 2 3 I 2 

I I I I 
ra-tng dhd-ta-mam 11 (J-gnfl.z pfi-rve-bhil.z I pfi-rve-bhjr f-$i 'bhi{z 11 

2 3 12 2 222 3 1 12 12 22 12 12 3 1 2 22 
I I I I I I 

f-# 'bhj-rf-cjyal.z I f-# 'bhj-ri-ti f-$i 'bhil.z I f-cjyg nd-ta-nail.z I nd-ta-nai-

1 2 3 1 22 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 22 1 3 12 2 222 12 2 22 

ry-ta I y-te-tyy-ta 11 sci dg-vdn 
3 12 3 12 3 12 I 3 122 

I 
va-k.~g-tf-ti va-k$a-ti 11 

2 3 12 2 2 2 22 

I 
dg-vdn e-ha I e-ha I i-hci va-k$a-ti 
3 12 1212 12 12 3 I 2 2 22 

In connexion with the dg-vdn e-/ui I e-ha I of the last hemistich some 
special explanation is needed. The sarrihitii- and padapiifha have: 

S. dgvam eha 
P. dg-vdn di-ha. 

11 RPr, 29. 
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Hence one may expect for the kramapiifha: 

K. dg-vdn d e-/ui 

45 

The reasoning mentioned in an earlier example17 applies here too, and 
hence we arrive at: 

K. df-win e-hci. 

After this we apply another rule of the RPr,18 which prescribes that such 
an iikiira a11-a11wuisika should be repeated with the next word. Hence we 
have ... J e-lui J. 

A terminological remark: The Nambudiris call the RS and its pada

and krama-piifha together sometimes trisandham. This may include 
}a/ii and ratha (see below) too, for these can be looked upon as modifica
tions of krama. 

4. JATAPATHA 

The Aiyars extend the above rules I and II in ghanam as follows: before 
the final pragraha, the last two words are recited according to the jaf ii
piifha. For instance, if a rk ends with ... a b c d J, as follows: 

I ab J b a Jab c I c b a Jab c II b c I c b J b c d J d c b I bed II cd I 
d C I C d II d iti d ,. 

Amongst the Nambudiris jafii is always recited by two persons, facing 
each other and sitting on their heels with the arms on the knees and the 
hands on both sides of the face (see Fig. 4). This is clearly a posture of 
concentrated attention to each other, possibly also one which excludes 
dangerous influences and prevents secret sound from being heard and 
abused, in the case of a vikrti which may have been considered as espe
cially sacred.19 The recitation is started by one and taken over by the 
other, who recites the first word of his portion simultaneously, but 
generally with different endings because of the sa1]1dhi and with different 
accents. Thus, if the two persons are A and B, as follows: 

A. J ab J b a J a b J J c d J d c J c d J 
B. J b c I c b I b c I I d e I e d I d e I 

17 Sec above, p. 26. 
18 RPr, 600. 
19 Cf. Ohm, op. cit., 359. The meaning of this posture in general according to Ohm 
does not apply here. 
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In this jaftiptifha the accents are recited in a way similar to but more 
definite than the accentuation in the special kinds of pada- and krama
pti[ha described above. Only three pitches occur, which may again be 
denoted in descending order by I ,2,3. The compass is wide too: the 
interval 1-2 about a second and 2-3 about a fifth. RS 1.164.1: 

I I 
A. g-sya v~-ma-sya vlj_-ma-sy{!-syd-sya V'l_-ma-sya 

3 I 32 1 2 32 1 32 212 I 32 I 2 
I I 

B. vq_-ma-sya pa-lj-ta-sya 
32 l 2 2 3 1 2 

I 
A. pa-lj-ta-syg h6-tyr ho-tub 

2 3 1 32 212 3221221 
I I I I 

B. pa-lf-ta-sya V'l_-md-sya v'l_-ma-sya pa-[f-ta-sya 
2 3 1 2 32 1 2 32 1 2 2 3 1 2 

I I 
A. pa-lj-ta-sya pa-lj-ta-syg ho- tub 

B. 
2 3 1 2 2 3 1 3 212 21 

'16-tys ta-syg ta-syg h6-tyr '16-tus 
2123 1 3 I 3 212 3 212 3 

. • I 
A. ta-syq bhra-tl}_ bhra-tlj_ t<i-syq ta-syq_ bhrd-ta 

I 3 212 32 212 32 1 3 1 3 212 212 
I I 

B. ta-sya bhrd-ta ma-dhyg-m6 
I 2 2122122 2212 

A. 
I 

ma-dhyq-m6 as-tyas-ti ma-dhya-mo 
2 3212 2 2 2 2 3-212 

I I 
B. ma-dhyq-m6 bhrd-tq_ bhrd-ta ma-dhyq-m<ib 

2 3 212 212 32 212 212 2 3 212 

I I 
A. ma-dhyq-m6 as-ti 

B. 

2 3 212 2 2 
I 

gs-tyaNIO '$1:1020 

3 1 212 212 

10 abhinihita svarita (cf. RPr, 199). 

I 
a,r-~zg i-tya,NJab 
1 3 1 1 21 

I 
'styys-tya.r-1Jab 

3 1 21 
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In this recitation the accents have the following values: 

udiilla svarita 

long short long short 
(final) 
212 212 2 

visarga 

21 

anudiitta 
long short 

32 3 

pracaya 
long 
(final?) 
212 

47 

short 

2 

We are now in a position to appreciate an instance of the difference 
between the Trssivaperur (Trichur) and the Tiruniiviiyi styles. A differ
ence occurs in the interval of the avagraha in thisjafiipiifha. For instance, 
the compound ghrta 'pr,~tha of RS 1.164.1 (second hemistich): 

I I I 
gh[_-tci 'pr$-fhq_ f-ti gh[_-td 'pr,Hhab 

3 1 2 3 1 2 3 22 2 212 Trssivaperur 
3 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 212 Tirunavayi. 

It is uncertain why the note struck twice in Trssivaperur (Trichur) and 
once in Tirunavayi has the value 2 and not 1, in accordance with the above 
rule for the short udiitta. That the udlitta of the unseparated compound 
is preserved in the separated compound is prescribed by RPr 210. 
Perhaps a special rule has to be assumed, according to which the udiitta 
before avagraha sounds as pracaya or svarita. 

5. RATHAPATHA 

The Nambudiri B,.gvedins are in particular proud of their ratha, a vikrti 
which does not seem to be known elsewhere in India. 21 The values of 
the accents are the same as in jafiipiifha, the pitch is the same and the 
vaidikas sit in the same way. Rat/iapiifha consists in principle of a re
iterated return to the first word of a verse, taking one more word each 
time, i.e.: I a b a I a b c b a I a b c d c b a I a b c d e d c b a I . . . . 
The two occurrences of the initial word as initial and final word of a 
portion are made to overlap and are chanted by the two different persons: 
both recite forward, one in the sa1!1hitlipiifha and the other in the pada

piifha (i.e. with and without saq1dhi); and one recites backward (with 
sar!ldhi). When the latter has arrived again at the first word, the former 

~• This rat ha is different from the ratha mentioned among the traditional a,rfavikrti, 
in other parts of India (published for instance in Santavalekar's RV edition, Poona 
1940, 801). 
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joins him and both go forward and include one more word, e.g. in the 
following way: 

A. a b a b c b a b c d c b a b c d e a 
B. babe abed abcdedcba 

If the last word of the rk has made its appearance, there is a final return 
followed by a final proceeding up to the parigraha of the last word. The 
reciter who is not going to return may slightly prolong the recitation of 

the last word of his portion, while the other is already returning. This is 
in accordance with the fact, that generally the person who has been 
reciting the padaptifha does not make the returning move, which enables 
him to exploit the lengthened vibration occurring at the end of many 
padams of the Nambudiri padaptifha. An example taken from the fifth 
move (reaching the sixth word) of the ratha of RS 1.l64. l: 

I I 
A . •.. vq_-ma-syq_-sya vq_-ma-sya pa-lj-ta-sya h6-tys ta-syg bhrd-t~ 

32 I 32 l 32 l 2 2 3 l 2 1 3 1 3 21232 
I I I I 

B. g-sya vq_-ma-sya pg-/f.-ta-sya ho-tub ta-sya b h r d-
3 1 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 I 21 1 2 212 

I 
A. ta-sya II 

1 2 
I 

B. t ii II 
212 

If such a complicated play of succession and overlapping is performed 
successfully by a pair of vaidikas, it is highly appreciated by the vanishing 
number of connoisseurs (who may detect the slightest mistake too). 
There are temple feasts where two Brahmans are reciting ratha, while the 
others are eating. At certain points in the development of the ratha the 
eaters should have finished with certain courses and be ready to be 
served with the next course (may be "piil-piiyasam" - a milk-made sweet 

delicacy). The last mouthful should be taken simultaneously with the 

last parigraha. This presupposes an audience equally well educated as the 
reciters. 

It may be added here, that the RV school at Trssivaperur does not at 

present seem to teach anything beyond the RS to the brahmacarins. 
But those who may stay on as teachers may be initiated also into the 
more difficult arts of recitation. 



Fig. 4 . RV ja\ ,1, rat ha , Trichur. 

F ig . 5. YV gho$am. 

By co urtesy o f Sri C hitt oor Kunha n ambudiripad . 
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Lastly it may be mentioned that both injafii and in ratha there is a rule 
according to which there should be a quick in- and out-breathing between 
the two consonants of a compound letter, as e.g., in vis-l'a. This is an 
example of the "insistance sur consonnes conjointes" mentioned by 
Renou,22 which may also be compared with the phenomenon of sva
rabhakti. 23 

6. SASTRAM 

Every Nambudiri Rgvedin who is a karmi is entitled to recite in prayoga 
as the l10tr the sacrificial forms of the RV which are called sastra(m). 
The sastra recitation is characterised by the triple repetition of the initial 
and final rks and by insertions of the syllable oJm. 2·1 It has become very 
difficult to find vaidikas who are able and willing to recite this especially 
sacred form; the number of those who are able to do this is quickly 
vanishing, whereas those who are willing to expose their knowledge are 
necessarily few. 

After numerous unsuccessful attempts one piece of this kind of re
citation could be recorded. Unfortunately the reciter himself was not a 
Rgvedin but a Yajurvedin. There are, however, apart from the impression 
of the person, four reasons in favour of the reliability of his performance: 
(I) The fact that the reciter did have the courage to recite himself this 
important mode of recitation. (2) The detailed correctness of his per
formance in all those respects in which his recitation can be checked by 
texts known to us. (3) The fact that he belongs to one of the six families 
of the six "Vaidikans", highly respected Nambudiris whose duty it is to 
expound and maintain the dharmasiistra in the Nambudiri community. 
( 4) The way in which he learnt it: being partly educated in a RV milieu, 
by participating in and assisting at ceremonies where the B,.gvedins recited 
sastram. 

The specimen recorded consists of the siimidheni stanzas, which ac
company the installation of the chips of firewood (samidh) at the be
ginning of the pradhiina. 2s They consist principally of eleven stanzas, 
i.e. RS 3.27.I; 6.16.10-12; 3.27.13-15; l.12.1; 3.27.4; 5.28.5-6.26 With 

22 Recitations du Veda, 35. 
23 Insertion of a vowel between r or I and a following consonant. 
2

• L. Renou, Vocabulaire du rit11el vedique (Paris, 1954), 147. 
25 Renou, op. cit., 164. 
2

• sss 1.4.7-13. 
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the help of the rule: trib prathamiim anviiha, trir uttamiim anvtiha, 

"recites the first thrice, recites the last thrice", 27 this number is extended 
to 15 rks. If a greater number be required (e.g., 17, 21, 22, 24, 26 or 
more),;8 it is the view of the purvapak$in in the Sabarabha~ya that there 
should be accordingly as many repetitions of the first and the last verses 
as would yield the required number. But the siddhiinta view is, that the 
remaining number should be made up by importation of new verses. 20 

The specimen recorded represents the archetype consisting of 15 verses 
and as such occurring in the darsapi1r{iamiisa, the ceremonies taking 
place at the new and full moon days. At this occasion the rks (i.e., the 
pra,:zava of the last rk) are followed by the words: "agne mahtit!I asi 
briihma,:za bhiirata" taken from the TS. 30 The metre of the rks is gtiyatri, 
with a caesura between the second and the third piida, as usual (the first 
and second are treated as one hemistich). Apart from this caesura the 
rks are recited uninterruptedly ( saf!1tatam), as required by the ASS. 31 

At each interruption, apart from the caesura between the second and 
third piida in the first and third rk of the initial and final triple repetitions, 
there is a lengthened insertion: either of Of!l, after the last syllable of the 
rk; or of the last vowel or nasal of the second piida after this piida. In 
this insertion there is a quick succession of notes at a high ("udiitta") 
and low ("anudatta") pitch with an interval of about one third, to be 
denoted by I and 3 respectively. The low tone lasts about twice as Jong 
as the high tone. Each insertion is preceded and followed by a syllable 
of the same pitch as the main text, which is recited more or Jess in mono
tone ( ekasruti), 32 to be denoted by 2. The pitch denoted by J is some
times about a major second and sometimes about a minor second higher 
than the pitch of 2. 

Thus the pra,:zava at the end of the first fk, the final syllables of which 
are: -nayu/:z, becomes: 

- nayooooooooooooommmmmmm 
2 2133133133133 1 3 3 1 3 3 2 

which will be denoted as: -nay04M2. In other words, "An" stands for a 
n-tuple repetition, preceded and followed by an "a" of the value 2, of 
the following sound pattern of the sound "a": 

27 Ap. Mi. Sii. Sabara-bhasya 9.1.33. 
28 Rcnou, op. cit., 164; Sabara-bhiisya 10.5.27. 
20 Sabara-bhiisya 10.5.27-31. 
30 TS 2.5.9.1. Cf. SSS 1.4.44. 
31 Ap. Renou, ibid. 
32 Sec Renou, ibid. 
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If two such repetitions occur in immediate succession the final sound 2 
of the former and the initial sound 2 of the latter vanish (as in the above 
instance). Represented in this symbolism the recitation of the siimidhe11f 
verses can be written down in the following way: 

Pra l'0 l'iijii' abh idya l'oha l'i$111a111 t oghr t iic yii de l'iiiij igii t isum11a y04 M 2 
pravo viijii' abh idyavoha1'i$mm11 toghrtiicy A 3 devii1ijigii t iswnnay04 M 2 2 

pravo viijii' abhidya 1'ohavi$ma111t oghrtiicyii devii,ijigii t isunmay04m 3 
agna 'iiyiihivitayegn1ii11ohal'yadiitayE3 nihotiisatasibarhi$04M2 4 
tm11t l'iisamidbhira1igiroghrte11ai-ardhayiimasl I brhacchociiym'i${ hy04 MI 5 
sa nab prthusraviiyyamacchiide1,aviviisas/l brhadagnesuviry04m 6 
ile{1yo11amasyastirastamii111sidarsatA I samagniridhyateiir$04M I 7 
V!$0 'agnib samidlzyatesvonadevavii/zanA I ta1r,havi$ma111ta 'i/at04M I 8 
vr,w{la,r,tl'ii1,aya111vr$alll'f$a{rab samidhimahl 1 ag11edidyata111brh04m 9 
agni1r,dlita111vn,imahe/zotiiraq1visvavedasaM3 asyayaj,iasyasukrat04Ml 10 
samidhyamiino 'adhvare3gnib piivaka 'idyAJ soci$keiastamimah04Ml 11 
samiddho' agna 'iihutadeviinyak$isvadhvarA I tva1111zihavyavii/as04m 12 
iijuhotiiduvasyatiig11i111prayat yadh vare vniid/z vaf!zhavyaviihan04m 13 
lijul10tiiduvasyatiigni111prayatyad/zvarE3 vn1idhva111havyaviiha1104m 14 
iijuhotiiduvasyatiigniqzpryatyadhvare vn,idhva1rihavyaviiha1104m 15 
agne mahii111 asi briihma{ia bhiiratA I. 

It may be remarked here that the last piida of the fourth rk (RV 6.16.10) 
has "ni hotii satgsi" instead of ni lzotii satsi. The latter should have be
come in the Nambudiri recitation: ni hot ii salsi, 33 as it is actually recited in 
the Nambudiri RV, apart from sastram, and in the Nambudiri SV. 34 

The quick succession of Of!1kiiras or rather o-kiiras followed by ma
kiiras may seem to resemble the nyiinkha. 35 It might be objected that the 
11yii1ikha30 is to be inserted at the second (eventually also at the seventh) 
syllable of a piida, whereas in the siimidheni verses the insertions take 
place at the last syllable of a (the second or third) piida. But, on the other 
hand, the nyiilikhas described and exemplified in the SSS are of two kinds 

33 See above, p. 38. 
34 Sec below, p. 76. 
36 Some Aiyars were reported to recite the 11y1i1ikha also (see e.g. Sri Mu!lai:itirarn 
Ramanatha Dik~itar: Catalogue, XXII 1-5). 
38 SSS 10.5.10 sq. Cf. also Renou, op. cit., 87. 
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only: the anunubh- and the vairiija-11yi11ikha, and there might be another 
type, the giiyatri-nyunkha, not known from the literature (?) but utilised 
in the above stanzas. 

Against this view it might be objected, that the giiyatrinyfllikha should 
consist of o-kiiras only, as in the examples given by Renou and by 
Caland in his translation of the SSS; whereas in the siimidheni verses the 
other vowels and nasals are modified in the insertions too. But this need 
not be the case (although Renou speaks exclusively of o-kiiras), as a 
definition of the nyu,ikha, elucidating Pai:iini's rule 1.2.34 (where the 
nyu1ikha is said not to be eka,fruti) and quoted in the Petersburger Lexikon, 
runs: nyunkhiib sodasa or[lkiiras tatra kecid udiittiib kecid anudiittiib. 
Apart from the number, this can be said to apply to the or11kiira in the 
siimidheni verses (explicitly referred to as pravava, i.e., not as o-kiira 
followed by ma-ktira, in the SSS 1.4.14). 

In another respect, however, there is no agreement. In the nylilikha 

there should be a succession of udiitta o-kiiras and of anudiitta ardhokiiras 
(lasting half as long as the oktiras). This is just the opposite of the above 
recitation. 

In conclusion, it might be better not to regard the insertions in the 
recitation of the siimidheni verses as a kind of ( giiyatri) nylilikha, but 
rather as special forms of the insertion of 0111, common in !fostra, along 
with other modifications in the final sounds of the second ptida. Thus it 
provides a detailed example of the way in which the pra-t;ava is actually 
inserted in lastram. - Mr. Gray drew my attention to the fact that this 
is partly in accordance with Pataiijali's description of the pra{wva as 
consisting of 3-miitrii 01rikiira or okiira insertions in the place of the last 
syllables of a piida. 37 

7. THE RECENSIONS OF THE B-.GVEDA 

In his Eco/es vediques Renou has shown how the two "recensions" of 
the RV, Sakala and Ba~kala, cannot really be called siikhiis. In the 
samhitii there are no differences apart from the position accorded to the . , 
Khila. as The tradition does not split into Aitareya and Kau~itaki at the 
level of the brahmal)as (briihmavacara{za). In a way, the KB supplements 
the AiB, whereas the correspondence between brahmal)as and siitras is 

a1 Patafijali ad Par:iini 8.2.89. Cf. also J. A. B. van Buitcnen, "Ak$ara", JAOS, 79 
(1959), 176--87. 
as Khila RV hymns are recited by the Madhva Brahmans round U<;iupi (South 
Canara). 
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not very strict: e.g. the names occurring in the brahmai:ias do rarely 
coincide with the names in the AS and SS respectively. Two siikhiis can 
be said to exist from the level of the siitras: there is slitracara{1a and 
stitrabheda. From that time onward there are two distinct groups, 
following the ASS-AGS and the SSS-SGS. 

The Sankhiiyana branch, which, according to Renou, has always been 
rare and even looked down upon, may survive in the Gujrat only (J. N. 
Bhattacharya). 39 

Much more information is required about the Nambudiri RV before 
more can be known about the significance and the development of the 
two RV schools in South India. The Nambudiris differ in two important 
respects from the other (South) Indian B.gvedins: 

(I) They do not only belong to the Asvalayana school, but also to the 
Saftkhayana school. This is in accordance with the fact that all or almost 
all the Saftkhayana mss. are from Kerala. The latter do not use, how
ever, the name Saftkhayana, but the name Kau~itaki..io 

(2) The Nambudiri B.gvedins do not merely recite the RS, but also 
the brahmai:ias, arai:iyakas and upani~ads of the RV. 

This is interesting for two reasons. First, the RV brahmai:ias etc. are 
not generally supposed to be accentuated. But as the Nambudiris recite 
them "with svara" their recitation might be compared with the accentua
tion according to the rules. Secondly, the question might be re-considered 
whether there is a briihma{10cara{10, for the Nambudiris who follow 
Asvalayana recite only the AiB and those who follow the Sankhayana 
only the KB. It might be investigated, whether these recitations function 
in any ritual and whether such developments may be looked upon as 

recent or as ancient. 
Attempts to record a specimen of the KB have failed thus far. One 

sentence recited by a Kau~Itakin and attributed by him to the KB starts: 
"Prajiipatir vai sa111vatsarab - tasyai$a iitmiiya11mahiipratam . .. " (?). 
It has not been traced anywhere as yet. 

A first comparison of the few specimens of the somewhat less inacces
sible AiB (or AiA or AiU) recitations with each other and with the rules 
of the accentuation seems to show that in such recitation the svarita has a 
higher pitch than the udiitta, as in the ordinary Nambudiri recitation. 
The rule of the shifting s1•arita seems sometimes to be applied. In order 

•• See Renou, Ecoles vediques, 51, n.1. 
•• Cf. Renou, op. cit., 25: "Les deux ccoles auraient pu s'appcler aussi bien Aitareyin 
et Kau~itakin, noms que connait d'ailleurs la littcrature." 
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to study the accentuation more closely, more and better material is 
needed. 

In the ritual realm differences between the two schools may be some
what more easily traceable. At sa1]1dhyiiva11da11a the Kau~Itakins recite 
the following rks in the same order, without any breaks, in the ordinary 
Nambudiri RS style.41 They announce the name of the rfi, the chandas 

and the devatii,42 recited ekasruti at udiitta pitch but with stress accents 
generally on the final syllables, as follows: 

Riihiiga,:zo Gotama r$i. Jagati chanda. Visvedeva devatii. 1.89.1-5. 
Viriivasthiina (?) chanda. 1.89.6. 
Jagati chanda. l.89.7. 
Tri$Jup chanda. l.89.8-10. 
Marica Kasyapa r#- Tri${Up chanda. Jiitaveda Agna devatii. 1.99. l. 
Tiirk$yori${anemi r#. Tri${Up chanda. Tiirk$ya devatii. 10.178.1-3. 

These verses of the Kau~itaki sa1]1dhyiivandana are not given and the 
above cannot hence be checked by either the Asvalayana or the Sank
hii.yana sutras. But the commentator on the SGS, Nii.rayarya, refers to 
RS l.89 in connexion with the sa1]1dhyiiva11da11a.43 This confirms the 
above information. 

u The Asvalayanas recite other hymns, e.g. RV 3.59.6 and 1.25.19, as Sri Akkirath 
Mundanath Narayanan Nambudiri very kindly informs me. 
• 2 Cf. SGS 2.7.18. 
u Ad SGS 1.4.2 ap. SGS transl. H. Oldenberg, SB£, 29 (1886), 99, note. 



VI 

NAMBUDIRI YAJURVEDA 

All the Nambudiri Yajurvedins are Taittiriyakas. Though the YV does 
not seem to be taught in institutions similar to the RV ma/hams, mention 
may be made of the existence of two schools, transmitted in the manas: 

the schools of Peruman and of Irinjalakuc;la. Sri Madampii Narayai:ian 
Nambudiri, to whom I owe many data incorporated in the present section, 
gave the following instance of a difference between the two styles. If the 

I 
sarµdhi is applied in the recitation to forms such as "vai iidityab", the 
resulting hiatus may or may not be kept, as follows: 

I 
vii iidityab according to the Peruman grama style; 

I 
V{idityab according to the Irinjalakuc;la grama style. 

The preliminary sa111dhi rules (if "a" follows, "ai" becomes "ay" and 
hence "a") are prescribed by the TPr,1 which is silent regarding the sub
sistence of the hiatus. 

Somewhat separate from the Nambudiri gramams of Cochin and 
South Malabar there is an important Nambudiri community at Ta]ip
pai:ampii in North Malabar, consisting mainly or exclusively of Ya
jurvedins. It is doubtful whether there are in their recitation any differ
ences from the Southern schools. 

Characteristic for the Nambudiri YV is the absence of any of the 
vikrtis beyond the padapiifha and the presence of particular modifications, 
directly based upon the saf]1hitii- and the padapiifhas. According to 
Keith, krama and jafii were not taken into account in the original form 
of the TPr. 2 Hence it is possible that the Nambudiri tradition goes back 

to this original form. 
The Yajurvedins utilise a different subdivision of the texts of the 

Taittiriya siikhii. The main division is into sa1]1hitii and "siikhii", the 
latter term denoting the complex TB-TA (-TU). The TS consists of 44 
1 TPr 9.14 and 10.19. 
• A. B. Keith in: HOS, 18 (1914), xxi, xxxix; cf. also W. D. Whitney in: JAOS, 6 
(1917), 429-30. 
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prasnas, corresponding to the subdivision in an equal number of pra

piifhakas divided over 7 ka{u}as. The correspondence is as follows: 
I.1-8: 1-8; fl.1-6: 9-14; IIl.1-5: 15-19; IV.1-7: 20-26; V.1-7: 27-33; 
VI.1-6: 34-39; Vll.1-5: 40-44. 

The siikhii portion consists of 39 prafoas, which I heard recited prati
kena. It is therefore not always certain where in the following survey 
each prasna ends. This survey gives: l. the 39 prasnas with the names, by 

which the Nambudiris refer to them; II. the corresponding portions 
( established with the help of the pratikas) of the subdivisions of the text 
as it has come down to us; III. the subdivisions of the Kar:ic;lanukrama 
of the Atreyi siikhii ;3 IV. the subdivision according to the Baudhayana 
GS: 4 

Nambudiri Sakhii TS-TB-TA-TU Atreyi Baudhayana 
in the editions 

1.-13 TB 1.1-2.5 
14. Sautramar:ii 2.6.1-20 31 36 
15. Savam 2.7.1-18 32 13 
16. Siiktam 2.8.1-9 33 31 
17. Nak~atre~ti 3.1.1-6 34 26 
18. Puroc;lasam 3.2.1-10 35 
19. id. 3.3.1-11 id. 
20. Puru~amedham 3.4.1-19 36 Nrmcdha• 35 
2 I. Pitrmedham TA 6.1-12 37 5 
22. Istihotram TB 3.5.1-13 38 4 
23. Pasuhotram 3.6.1-15 39 38 
24. Acchidram 3.7.1-14 40 37 
25. Asvamedham 3.8.1-23 24 34 
26. id. 3.9.1-23 id. id. 
27. Kathakam 3.10.1-11 45 18 
28. id. 3.11.1-10 46 19 
29. id. 3.12.1-4 50, 51 27, 28 
30. Se~am 3.12.5 47 20 
31. Arur:iam TA 1.1-32 49 22 
32. Svadhyayam 2.1-20 52 40 
33. Hotaram 3.1-21 28 3 
34. Mantram 4.1. .. 25 12 
35. Yisikha 4.12 id. id. 

36. Sukriyam 5.1-12 26 id. 

37. Srinarayai:iam JO.I 43 39 

38. Upani~ad 7 =TUI 42 id. 

39. Valli 8-9 = TU 2-3 44 id. 

3 See e.g. Keith, op. cit., xxvii, xxviii, quoting Weber. 
• Baudh GS 2.1, see: W. Caland, "Uber das rituelle Siitra des Baudhayana", Ab
handlungenflir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, 12 (1910), 32-3, copied by Keith, op. cit., 
xliii-xliv. 
• Cf. A. Weber in: lndische Studien, 3 (1855), 385. 
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The relation between :,'ak/ui 34 and 25 is uncertain (TA 4.1-42 is the 
mantra section of the Pravargya, the position of which is floating). 6 The 
mantras of the Pitrmedha are placed in between TB 3.4 and 5, in the same 
order as Atreyi (Keith assigned to the Pitrmedha a loose place in the 
tradition).; The Narayai:ia Up is placed before the TU. It should be 
noted, that nowhere does the Nambudiri siikl,ii follow the order as given 
by Baudhayana whilst differing from the order of Atreyi and/or of the 
present day editions. 

The Nambudiri use of the term siiklui also points to the fact that the 
Taittiriya sakhii is the siikhii "par excellence". 8 

That the term saklui was used to denote the complex TB-T A(-TU) 
before 1615 A.O. even in Madura in Tami!natu follows from the testi
mony of Roberto de Nobili, and solves at the same time a problem which 
puzzled Caland, who commented upon De Nobili's Apology. De Nobili 
quotes two texts, identified by Caland as TB 2.8.14.2 and as TU 2.2 
respectively, which are said to belong to the portion of the YV called 
"Xaque" or "Xaquir". Caland comments: "The Sanskrit equivalent of 
Xaque or Xaquir I cannot guess, siikhii being apparently out of the ques
tion. " 0 This interpretation, which Caland mentioned without accepting 
it, can now be seen to be correct. 

I. TAITTIRIYA-SMylHITA 

In the ordinary TS-TB-TA recitation there are three tones at pitches 
which may vary to some extent amongst different people. The 11dii1ta 

always keeps the middle pitch ("2"). The anudiitta is generally lower, 
sometimes very similar to the 11dii1ta and very rarely (possibly in the case 
of an unexperienced vaidika) higher. The svarita is always high: at an 
even high pitch for a short syllable (" l "); at an even middle pitch with 
towards the end a quick ascending and descending movement of the tone, 
for a long syllable ( "212"). The pracaya has the middle tone too. The 
entire picture is therefore very similar to that given by the Aiyar YV 
recitation. 

The rule of the shifting s1•arita is not generally observed. There are a 
few doubtful cases, however, which might be attributed to RV influence. 

• Caland, op. cir., 8-9. 
1 Op. cir., lxxxi. 
• Cf. Renou, Eco/es 1•ediq11es 137,145,220. 
0 W. Caland, "Roberto de Nobili and the Sanskrit language and literature"; Acta 
Orientalia, 3 (1925), 40. 
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The above kind of recitation is called siidhiira(zii (miitrii). At special 
occasions Taittiriya texts are recited much more slowly and with greater 
poise.10 There are two such special modes: siilii miitrii and cantiidikkal, 

lasting respectively about 2-3 and 6-10 times as long as sadhiira11ii. This 
lengthening is arrived at by expanding the syllables through a length
ening of their vowels (and, eventually, nasals), keeping the same pitch 
and marking each time unit with a kind of stress accent. 

These three tempi, siidhiira1Jii, siilii and cantiidikka/ may be related to 
the three modes of speech druta, madhyama and vilambita mentioned by 
the RPr.11 In the Pratisakhya they are related to ablzyiisa, "repetition 
(whilst reciting oneself)", to prayoga, "(recitation for) sacrificial use" and 
upadesa, "teaching (of recitation)", respectively.12 Actually the Nambudi
ris use siilii miitrii during "sacrificial fires". 

There is yet another kind of recitation of the TS, called valiya (big, 
Jong) saf!1hitii, which was described as something in between sii/ii matrii 

and cantiidikkal. In all such modes of TS recitation the accents seem to 
remain the same. The short svarita is more or less unexpanded, in the 
long svarita the quick ascent and descent near the end of the syllable are 
very clearly audible. 

As far as differences of pronounciation between the RV and the YV 
are concerned, apart from those known from the texts (e.g., replacement 
under certain circumstances of y by iy and of v by uv, e.g., RV svab, TS 
suvab, etc.) and apart from e.g. the candrabindu, it may be mentioned 
that the Nambudiri Yajurvedins pronounce the upadhmiin1ya clearly as 
bilabial spirant. For instance, from the GayatrI: diyoyo naf pracodayiil. 

2. PADAPATHA 

According to Weber13 some of the main differences between the pada
pathas of the RS and of the TS are the following. In the ~kpadapatha, 
compounds are analysed by simple separation (i.e., no sa1?7dhi), whereas 

I 
the accentuation remains as if there were no separation (e.g., ypgmdt-1va). 

In the Tait padapatha compounds are analysed with the help of parigraha, 

10 As the Aiyar Brahmans sometimes recite the TA. 
11 754,757. Cf. Allen, op. cit., 93-5. 
12 IL is misleading to translate prayoga here as "recitation" (Allen): all three modes 
refer to recitation. 
n A. Weber, "Uber den Padapatha der TS", Indiscl1e S111die11, 13 (1873), 1-128, 
esp. 4,5,8. 
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whereas the accentuation is applied separately in the two separated parts 
I I I 

after ill (e.g., prqjdl'at[r ft, prqjti-l'q_l[b). 
Amongst the Aiyar Brahmans these same rules are observed, e.g. 

I I 
RV 1.164.1 : gh[ldpr${'1a, padapii{ha: ghrta-pf$fha, but TS 6.3.1.6: 

I I -
u11are~10. padaptifha: 1'i11arg~1ety1'it-tgrg~1[_!_. 

Amongst the Nambudiris the same holds too: for RV, the same 
I 

example. For YV: TS 6.6.9.1: bra/miaviidfnab, padapatha: brglunqwidfng 
I I - I -

it1 brahma-l''ijdfnab; or TS 5. 7.26.1 : avqjfg/irasi, padapatha: avqjfglirqsi-
1 I 

tyava-jfghrasi. 
The padapatha constitutes the basis for two particular modes of 

Nambudiri YV recitation, called ko!{zi (which, in Malayalam, can mean 
(Gundert): "beating a drum" or: "clapping hands") and gho$am. They 
take place in the temples. In both of these, the padapatha is divided into 
portions consisting of four padtini each. The most venerable vaidika of a 
congregation which may consist of as many as hundred people, who is 
called for this purpose gho$i, first recites these four. Thereupon the 
others, the ca,igirjikkiir, repeat the same four padiini three times quickly. 
In the mean time the gho$i has begun to recite the next portion of four 
padiini, starting near about the third repetition of the previous portion. 
From now onwards the cmigicfikkiir start with their triple repetition 
before the gho$i has completed his portion; there should be no discon
tinuation in this. An example from the padapatha of TS 5. 7 .26.1 : 

Gho$i: 
I 

ggnfb pgsub {/Sil tena 
Ca,igicjikktir: qgnfb 

G. q y g j q n t q s a b 
I I I 

C. pgsub qsI/ tena ggnfb pgs11(1 gsfl tena qgnib pas11b qsfl tena 

G. g t a m I 9 k a 111 

C. gygjgntg sab gtam l9kam gygjqntg sab gtam l9kam 

G. 

C. 

G. 

C. 

I 
gjgy<Jl yasm11111 ggnib sab 

gygjqntg sab gtam l9kam 
I 

gjgygl yasmmn 

lg lgkab tam ... 
I I 

ggnib sab gjgygl yasminn ggnib sab qjgyql yasminn qgnib sab 
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The caligidikkiir are divided into two groups who are seated facing each 
other on two parallel wooden planks (see Fig. 5). At one end of this pair 
of planks the gho:;i sits in between them with a dipam, "lamp", in front 
of him. At each padam he raises his right hand and the cmigidikkiir do 
likewise. The four padiini may be counted as follows: (I) touching the 
palm of the right hand with the right little finger; (2) with the right ring
finger; (3) with the right middle finger; and (4) touching the palm of the 
left hand with both the left little finger and the left ring-finger. 

Both kof fu and gho:;am follow the above pattern, the difference being 
that kof!u is recited at an even middle speed, whereas gho:;am is started 
slowly and somewhat mysteriously, after which the speed is gradually 
increased (often along with some raise of the pitch). Where k6!{11 

impresses the listener as a quiet chorus, gho$am becomes after some time a 
vehement concerto of voices expressing apparently increasing excitement 
with the help of increasing speed and loudness. Soon the voice of the 
gho:;i is no longer audible in the tumult. In a way in gho!jam the most 
strenuous task goes to the two vaidikas who head their group and who sit 
at the right and at the left hand of the gho,fi. They have to check the 
latter's recitation without failing to participate in the ca,igiifikkiirs' 

recital. As soon as the gho$i makes a mistake, these two give a sign and 
the gho!jam has to make place for ko![ii recitation, continuing at the same 
spot where the gho$i broke off. Suddenly the excitement is controlled 
and the quiet reappears. 

The ca,igiflikkar have all to concentrate upon the recitation of the 
gho:;i, for sometimes suddenly everybody is silent for a very short interval 
and the gl10$i shouts a few words at a high voice, immediately after which 
the group continues. This takes place at the occurrence of a parigrahita

padam (also referred to as such by the Nambudiris). The gho:;i recites 
I 

alone the second part of the analysed compound following upon ft,. 
For instance, in TS 6.6.9.1, he recites loudly and singly the portion 

I I 
"naddhasya!" of the parigrahita-padam upanaddhq_syety upa-ngddhgsyq. 

Th~ fin;( p~rigrahita-padam is in its entirety recited in this way along with 
the previous padam, by the gho$i alone while all the others are silent. 

Fori nstance,ygJiidsyg' sd1?1tLyg itj sd1!7l(Jtygj, from TS 6.6.9.1: ygjlidsyg 

sd1?1t~tyai. Immediately after this again the threefold repetition of the 

final padiini by the cmigidikkiir continues. . 
Probably, kof{ii and gho!jam have their origin in teaching practices, 

where the teacher (later: the gho,fi) taught the pupils (later: the cangi-
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(jikkiir) to repeat his words. Also elsewhere in India the padapatha is 
divided into portions of 4 padiini for teaching purposes.H 

Just as the Nambudiri ~gvedins refer to and are proud of their tri
sandl,a, the Yajurvedins have their ott1i!{1'i, "chanting of the Vedas" 
(from ottu, "Veda", and 11{!11, "feasting"). This consists of three parts, 
which are taken to be either: siidhiira~1ii-, sii/ii miitrii and cantiidikka/, or 
as: sm11hitii, padam and ko!{l'i (including gho$am). The Yajurvedins also 
refer to pmicasandlw or pa,icanta, which comprises, in addition to the 
three members of ottzi!{l'i, also i•aliya sa111hitii and valiya padam. 

3. UDATTA AND SVARITA 

In all the forms of the Nambudiri Taittiriya sa111hitii- and padapathas 
the values of the three accents can be given as: 

udatta svarita anudatta 
long short 

2 212 I 3, 2(?) 

Combining these values with the values of the RV recitation described 
above and with the data provided by Pai:iini and by the Priitisakhyas, 
we arrive at the following survey (where "N" stands for "Nambudiri"): 

Udatta Anudiitta Svarita 
long short long short long short 

Par:iini I I 2 2 I 2 I 2 
N. special pada I 2 I 3 2 3 I 2 2 
N. ratha 2 I 2 1 3 2 3 2 I 2 2 
RPr 2 2 3 3 I 2 I 2 15 

TPr 2 2 3 3 I 2 I 2 10 

N.RV 2 2 3 3 2 I " I 
N. YV 2 2 3,2(?) 3,2(?) 2 I 2 I 
Aiyar RV, YV 2 2 3 3 2 I I 

14 This is the practice amongst some par:i<;lits in Banaras. 
rn RPr 191 says about the "following rest" of the svarita that it is a1111diit1a, but adds 
(which is omitted by Allen, op. cit., 88) that this a1111diit1a sounds like 11diit1a (sa 

udcittasrutib}. 
18 This holds for the cnclitic s,•arita. Allen ranks the TPr with Piir:iini and the A Pr and 
YPr, though the TPr slates just as the RPr, but only for a smrita following an udiitta 
(i.e. an enclitic svarita; see also the commentator's example): the first part is yet 
higher (uccaistara), the rest sounds like udiitta (11diit1asama?1 Je:fab). 
11 "2" only if the svarira shifts to the following syllabic (cf. above, p. 41). 
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This table enables us to develop a hypothetical picture for a possible 
historical development from the high to the middle udiitta. As it is 
assumed that the development was linear, which may not have been the 
case, this picture is only provisional. It may be premature also in as far 
as it is only based upon some of the South Indian evidence, whilst con
sidering exclusively phenomena of pitch. 

Pai:iini, who may be assumed to be earlier than the RPr, 18 may be 
taken as a point of departure. Pai:iini's high udiilta is preserved in the 
Nambudiri special padapii{ha and rathapii{ha, which may be assumed to 
be very old forms, accordingly only preserved in some orthodox manas. 
The long udiitta, however, had only during a part of the syllable a high 
pitch, the rest keeping the same pitch as the preceding and the following 
syllables. Thereupon the distinction between the long udiitta and the long 
svarita (which was even earlier chanted at two pitches, being an enclitic 
accent) vanished. The Pratisakhyas may have tried to clarify the situation 
by fixing the udiitta at a middle pitch, whilst preserving Pai:iini's rule for 
the svarita. In contradistinction to this middle udiitta, the sMrita, which 
had always been recited only partly at the same pitch as the udiitta, was 
fixed at the high pitch. In actual recitation, however, the long (especially 
the enclitic) svarita continued to be linked with the previous udiitta, 
which had assumed the middle pitch; hence it became an ascending, in 
stead of the original descending, movement of the voice. This last 
development was adopted in its entirety by the Tait. YV, but was only 
hesitatingly accepted by the RV. In Tamilnatu, where the Taittiriyakas 
were far more abundant then the B,.gvedins, all traces of the original RV 
recitation disappeared. 

Gray, who had earlier analysed RV recitation from Rajasthan and 
from Mahara~tra, gave a detailed analysis of the pitches of the Nambudiri 
RV recitation, based upon the same material as the present study and 
partly supplementing it. He arrived at the conclusion that the Vedic 
accent was not a musical accent.10 

4. SOTRAS 

The vast majority (it is said over 90 %) of the Nambudiri Taittiriyakas 
belong to the Baudhayana sutra. We observed, however, 20 that the se
quence of prasnas in the TS and in siikhii is not the same as that given 

18 Cf. L'/11de classique, I, 306; II, 86. 
19 Cf. above, p. 23 and note 14). 
ao Above, p. 57. 
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by Baudhayana. It is difficult to say why this is so; it is not likely to be 
due to the influence of the later siitras, absent among the Nambudiris. 

The rest of the Nambudiri Taittiriyakas are Badhiilakas. We may 
hence expect to learn more about this rare siitra, all our knowledge of 
which is confined to the four Mitteilu11ge11 of Caland, 21 from these few 
Nambudiri manas. This is in accordance with the fact, that according to 
Mahadeva's commentary upon the Hirar:i.yakesisrautasiitra, the Viidhiila 
siitra originated in Kerala, 22 whereas the biggest manuscript utilised by 
Caland was written in Malayalam script and belonged to somebody in 
Iriiijalakuoa,23 the important Nambudiri YV gramam mentioned before. 

That the Baudhiiyana and the Viidhiila siitras occur together among the 
YV Nambudiris is in accordance with Caland's view, that these two are 
closely related· as different from the group Bharadviija - Apastamba -
Hirai:iyakesin - Vaikhiinasa. 24 They have the "Brahmar:i.aartige Digres
sionen" and other characteristics in common, and do represent an earlier 
stage of development. This may also show that the Nambudiri tradition 
goes back to an earlier time than e.g. the Aiyar tradition (where of the 
other four siitras at least three, i.e., Bhiiradviija, Apastamba and Vai
khanasa, occur). 

This consideration may be added to the reasons stated before which 
favour the assumption, that the Nambudiri recitation preserves an earlier 
stage of development than the Aiyar recitation (e.g. non-occurrence of 
the RV vikrtis among the Yajurvedins; preservation of the high udiitta 
in less common forms of RV recitation). Similar conclusions may be 
drawn from the mode of SY chanting. 

21 Acta Orientalia, I (1923), 3-11; II (1924), 142-67; IV (1926), 1-41; 161-213; VI 
(1928), 97-241. 
•• Caland in AO, I (1923), 3. 
•• Id., 4 (1926) I. 
"' Id., I (1923), 9; II (1924), 145-7. Cf. also Reoou, Eco/es vediques, 179. 



VII 

NAMBUDIRI SAMA VEDA 

I. SAMAVEDA IN SOUTH INDIA 

The SY consists essentially of the giinas, 1 which can be briefly described 
as adaptations of rks, and to a very much smaller extent of other Vedic 
material, to numerous melodies ( siimans). The rks thus adapted are 
Jislc<l in Lhc ,ircikii. DilTcrcnccs bclwccn Lhc K-R and lhe J, the two so-
called siikhiis of the SY, primarily concerning the arrangement, exist in 
the iircikii (especially in the 11/lariircikii). More considerable, however, 

are the diITcrences between the K-R gii.nas and the (unpublished) J ganas. 
Apart from the difference in siikhii, the various ways in which the 

adaptation of rks to samans can be effectuated result in many possible 
"modes of chanting" (gityupiiyiib). To this the traditional expression 
"1000 siikhiis of the SY" probably refers. 2 This multiplicity of possibilities 
is easily inferred from enumerations of the devices utilised in adapting 
rks to samans. Such an enumeration is for instance given in the Saba
rabha~ya. 3 The six devices mentioned here may be interpreted by means 
of examples, taken from the first gana of the K-R GG (based upon 
Ry 6.16. IO), ·1 and may thus serve to illustrate the characteristic ways in 
which the SY may be construed from the RV: 

(I) vikiira, "modification", e.g. agne becomes: ogniiyi. 
(2) visle~al)a, "dissolution", e.g. vita ye becomes: voyi toyii2yi. 
(3) vikar1a1Ja, "suspension", e.g. ye becomes: yii23yi. 
( 4) abl,yiisa, "repetition", e.g. taye becomes: toyii2yi/toyii2yi. 
(5) viriima, "pause", e.g. gnziino havyadiitaye becomes: gnu'ino ha/ 

vyadiitaye. 
(6) stobha, "insertion", e.g.: auhovd/hii u. 

It is clear how in this way one rk or even part of a rk can give rise to 
numerous ganas (e.g. RV 7.27.1 is the yoni for 21 ganas of the K-R A.rG). 
1 Renou, Eco/es vediques, 92. 
• Ar~eyabrahrnai:ia, ed. A. C. Burnell (Mangalore, 1876): Introduction xlvii; Renou, 
op. cit., 126. 
3 9.2.29. 
• Cf. SY ed. Santavalekar, prastiiva, 2. 
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Apart from these factors there is one more cause giving rise to diversity: 
the s1•ara or musical pitches with which the ganas are chanted. According 
to the tradition the stikhtis also differ in this respect: e.g., the K-R SY 
should be chanted with seven, the J SY with six notes. 5 Here the study of 
the actual recitation becomes important. It is "une pratique 'musicale' 
assez diffcrencice", says Renou,0 "que nos manuscrits marts ne nous 
permettent malheureusement pas de voir dans toute son ampleur". 

We shall now give a shorl survey of the different kinds of SY which are 
actually found in South India, in order to introduce the study of the 

Nambudiri SY. It will have to be studied in detail to what extent the 
following communities of siimagas reflect differences of siikhii, of gityu
piiya, of musical practice or of combinations of these. 

(l) "New school" (K-R), prevalent in Tami!niitu and in Andhrn (Aiyar 
and Aiyankar Brahmans). The chanting is only approximately in 
accordance with the numerical notation, introduced to South India from 

the North (Poona?) and adopted in the modern editions. The numerals 
represent notes in descending order. A full description of the theory of 
this notation as understood by a samaga belonging to this group is 
given in the article referred to earlier by Lak~mai:ia Bhatta Dravic;la.7 

Amongst the notable regular exceptions occurring in practice, mention 
may be made of the common descending final cadences (cf. nigada8), such 

11 I 1111 
as 2345, which are chanted as: 23454. 

A short description may be given of a recital of GG 1.1 by a representa
tive samaga of this school. In the following, the numerals I, ... , 5 denote 
notes used in descending order of pitch. The total compass between I and 
5 is about an augmented fourth. The intervals I: 2 and 4: 5 are minor 
seconds; the interval 2: 3 seems to be a small major second and the 
interval 3: 4 is a major second. Each numeral refers moreover to a clearly 
audible unit, but all do not last equally long. The upright strokes or 
da~ujas are used, here and in the following, for denoting portions sung 
with one breath, in accordance with the rule that one parvan should 

be sung with one breath :9 

• Renou, op.cit., 98 note. 
0 Renou, op. cit., 99. 
7 See above, p. 22 note 5. 
• Pu~pasiitra ed. R. Simon (Mtinchen, 1908), 520. 
9 Ar~Br xliv; van der Hoogt, op. cit. (above, p. 28, note 25), 43. The length of a 
bhakti can be known from the ritual use only; in printed editions it is generally marked 
by the double daiu/a, as the length of a parvan is marked by single daiufas. It may be 
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o,rz I o gnii i I ii yii hi vo i to yii i I to yii i I gr JJii 110 ha I l'J'G da to ya 
3 34 5 3 3 23 33 1 212123 3 12123 3 1 1 23 3 3 1212123 

i I to yii i / nii i ho tti sii / tsii i bti / au ho vii / hf $1 / I 
3 12123 3 1 1 23 1 123 123 3 433455 5 3(45)45 43345 45 

Comparison with the printed editions shows considerable variation in the 
notes. The fourth bhakti, the upadrava, is seen to be split into two 

parvans. 

(2) The "Mu!!aDtiram school", surviving in Mu!!aDtiram and in a few 
other villages in the North of Madras State (Aiyar Brahmans). According 
to Dr Raghavan, "in this style letters like Ka, Ca, Ta, which were used in 
manuscripts as notation symbols, intruded into the texts and the singing 
as integral parts of the recital" .10 The practice of this school and the 
origination of the new school were described by Mr. T. K. Rajagopala 
Aiyar in a seminar addressed by Dr Raghavan in Madras on the 10 July, 
1957.11 It seems that the qualified members of the M u!!aDtiram school 
knew that the notation syllables did not belong to the text, but those who 
had introduced the syllables in their recital became confused and took 
to the Poona numeral system. One of the oldest living samagas of this 
school, who had neither included notation syllables nor taken to the 
Poona system, chanted GG 1.1 as follows. Here the numerals 2,3,4 
denote again notes in descending order. The intervals 2: 3 and 3: 4 are 
major seconds. The frequent pattern 233 may sometimes represent an 
effort at reaching 123 (where 1 denotes a pitch which is a second higher 
than 2): three different pitches are certainly often discernible. The effort 
at the element I seems to be especially strong in the ho in the upadrava 
and in the two occurrences of yiii in the udgitha: 

0 gnii ; / a yii hi vo i to yiii / to yiii I gr ~iii no ha vya dii to yiii I to yai / 
33 4 3 3 23 3 2 2 2 233 2 233 2 2 23 3 3 2 2 233 2 233 

nti i ho W sii / tsiii hii I au ho vii I hi ,~i I I 
2 2 23 2 233 233 334 4 23 3 23 3 

This is cerlainly simpler and apparently older than the "New School". 
It is also nearer to the printed editions, which may show that the old 

worth noting that in the above, as also in other recitals, the samaga would not probably 
call the note 3 (in the above notation) a melodic centre. 
10 Op. cit. (above, p. 18, note 33), 55. 
11 /bid., 66-8. Cf. also the same author, "The music of Lhe SY chants", Journal oft/re 
Music Academy ( Madras), 20 (1949), 144-51. 
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school was nearer to the Poona system than the new school is. It is 
therefore very possible that all those features in which the new school 
differs from the Mu!!ai:itiram style are innovations which have taken 
place during the last century. It is evident from this that one should be 
very careful in attributing great antiquity to certain features. 

Dr. Raghavan suggested the possibility that in the Mu!!a1)tiram style 
there might be a survival of the J siiklui. 12 This does not seem likely from 

the above, as the pan•a11 division agrees with K-R, as also the text (see 
below). Other recitations confirm this view. 

Professor Ramanathan DTk~itar, a Tamil samaga who teaches Vedic 
at the Sarpskrta Mahavidyalaya of Banaras Hindu University, has been 
working on a compilation of the Mu!!ai:itiram variants. He very kindly 
mentioned two examples of these: the Mu!!ai:itiram samagas chant the 

32 4 32 4 6 5 
nidlzana of GG 23. l and 2: hirti'3 sii' 5 dti' 656 m as: hirti'3 sti'5 dti'1iti1iti 
6 5 r r 5 

1iiim. They chant the prasttiva of GG 192.2: ma/ii tr11.1iimal'arast1i'6 e as: 

5 r r 5 
malzi tri{1timavarastrt111 6 e. 

(3) Talavakara, current in some villages in Tanjore District. 13 Talava
kara is another name of the J siiklza.1

·
1 Dr J. A. B. van Buitenen, who 

made several records of Talavakara samans in 1956 in ItaiyattaQkuti 
(near Tiruvariir), kindly gave permission to publish his record of the 

recitation or GG I.I here. If the numerals I, ... , 4 denote again notes 
in descending order and the symbol "A" indicates a kind of grace note, this 

gana may be represented as follows: 

o gnti i111 / <i yii lzi vii i111 / tii yii i Iii yii i111 I gr {Iii 110 ha vya diil!I / Iii 
23 23 2 32 2 23 23 2 32 2 2 32 2 2 3 2 2 3 23 323 32 

J'<7 i tii yii i111 / nri i ho tii171 / sii tsii i bii au lzo vti111 / hi $il]1 / / 
2 2 32 2 2 3 I 2 2 2 2 A 2 2 3 2 3 3432 2 

The s1•am.1· constitute a patlern quite different from the above recitations 
nncl incompatible with the numerals or the editions. Both the text and the 

subdivision in parvans show that this siiman belongs to the Jaiminiya 
.friklzii, as can be seen from the comparative survey given by Burnell :15 

12 Ibid., 56. 
13 Ibid. 
14 JAr~Br, ed. Burnell (Mangalore, 1878), vi-viii; Renou, 92, note I; Raghavan, ibid. 
16 JA.r~Br, ed. Burnell, xiii. 
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K. o gnii i / ii yii hi vo i to yii i / to yii i / gr,:,iino ha / vya dii to yii i / to 
J. o gnii i / ii yii hi vii i / tii yii i tii yii i / gn1ii110 ha vya dli / tii ya i tii 
K. yii i / nii i ho tii sii / tsii i vii au ho vii / hi $1 / / 
J. yii i / nii i ho tii / sii tsii i bii au ho vii / hi $1 / / 

In this table the K-R upadrava i-vii should also be read as i-bii. Both in 
K-R and in J the dal)(la after tsii-i, given by Burnell, should be deleted: 

the upadrava consists of one parvan only. For the J stikhii this will 
become apparent later. 

A distinctive peculiarity of the above recitation is the nasalisation of 
the final sound of each parvan. An apparent mistake occurred in the 
recitation of the third parvan, which was actually given as follows: 

tii yii tiiy ii i tii yii i 
32 2 32 2 2 32 2 2 

As this seemed to be extremely unlikely, the form has been restored as 

above. 
It may lastly be recalled here that one of the J gana mss. discovered by 

Burnell was from Tiruccirappa!!i (Trichinopoly), which is also in Tanjore 

District. 

( 4) (Aiyar) Jaiminiya from Kotuntirappu!!i, a village near Palakkatu 
(Palghat). These Brahmans, at the most a few hundreds, are Co!iYas, an 
endogamous Brahman community of different parts of Kerala and 
Tamilnatu, wearing the ku(jumi on one side of the head in front (as the 
Nambudiris do). They speak Tamil, as do the other Aiyar Brahmans 

resident in Kerala, though they write Malayalam script. The Kotun
tirappu!li Aiyar Jaiminiya seem to be linked with an Aiyankar (Tenkalai) 
Jaiminiya Coliya community of Tentirupperi, a village in Tinnevelly 
District near Alvartirunakari (almost two hundred miles from Kotun
tirappu!!i, on the other side of the Western Ghats). 

That the siikhii of the Kotuntirappu!!i Aiyars is J is clear from the 
following recitation of GG 1.1 by one of the oldest living samagas of the 

community. Here the symbol M" denotes a kind of grace note, quickJy 

ascending from and redescending to the pitch of the previous note, the 

interval varying between a major second and a minor third. The interval 
1 : 2 is a minor third, 2: 3 a minor second and 3: 4 a major second: 

o,r, / o gnii i / ii yii hi vii i / tii yii i tii yii i I gr l)ii no ha vya dii / tii yii 
2 2 2 2 4 32" 2 2 2 22 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3r" 22 2 
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i Iii ya i I na i l,o Iii Isa Isa i ba I au l,o va I hf $i I I 
2 22 2 2 2 2 2 3rA r 12A2 2"2 3 2 3 2AA 3A 

It seems certain that the da{1tfa after i-ba is only the outcome of lack of 
breath. Also in the Nambudiri recitation this one-breath upadrava 
causes difficulty. 

There are also other features from which it is evident that the Kotun-

tirappu!!i siikl,ii is J. The "Tamil-Malayalam"! (Grantha !:;e - Malay

alam <J' ) occurs under certain conditions16 in stead of <;l, e.g.: the s1oblza 

i-fii at the end of a JGG based upon JS 1.2.3.1.9 (cf. GG 321.1-2). 
In the first gana of the ArG again the J text as given by the following 

survey by Burnell17 is followed: 

K. hum I huve vaca,!1 I vaca,!1 vaca,!1 lmve I wik sn101u sn1otu 
J. huve VaCGl!l I VaCGl!I VaCGl!I huve vak I snzotu srvotu 

K. viik I viik samaitu samaitu vak I vag ramatii1!1 I ramalii111 I 

J. viig u viik I samaitu samaitu viig u viik I ramaliil!l ramatii 
K. ramii tu vii au ho vii I i hii i hii i hii I I 

J. ramiitiim au ho vii I i hii i hii i hii I I 

The recital differs from this text only in omitting the u between viig and 
vtik, resulting in: vtig-vtik. Of the mss. (see below) B 497 has II but B 62 
omits it. In the upadrava, Burnell's text is based upon B 497; B 62 has: 
ramatiil!l ramatii111 ramiitii and the recital: ramattil!Z ramatti ramiitii. The 
first syllable of this gana does not occur in the editions, nor in the Madras 
K-R recitation. It is well known, however, that the five bhaktis of a 
stiman can be made into seven by prefixing to the prastiiva the so-called 
hil!lkiira which consists of the syllable hum.18 

Another recital from Kotuntirappu!!i is of special interest and may 
require more detailed explanation. It was announced by the reciter as a 
Giiyatrasaman. The intervals between the notes 1-4 are the same as in 
the previous recital, but the interval 3: 4 is apparently larger in the second 
and third occurrences: 

namab pitrblzyab piirvasadbhyom I namab siikamni$adbh(y)iiyii I yuiije 

2 2 2 2 2(1) 2 2 2 2 " 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2" 3 2 

viicam sa-a ii / Iii hirfl bii o-o vii I I 
22 32222 2322 

18 Id., ix; JS ed. Caland, 33; Renou, 99. 
17 Id., xiii. 
18 Paiicavidhasiitra 1.1.2; ed. R. Simon (Breslau, 1931), 3 note 5; Pu~pasiitra, 522. 
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yuiije viicam satapadom / gaye sahasravartiinim / 
2 2 212222 43333222 
giiyatral[I trii i$/U-u ft / bha hi111 bti o-o vii / / 
32 2 22322 2 2 2322 

giiyatral[I trai${ubhal[I jagiim / vi.frii riipii{1i sambhartii J 
2 2 2 2 2 2( I) 3 2 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 

devii okiil[I sa-a ii / icfii hi111 bti o-o vii / / 
3222 322 122 2 322 

This seems undoubtedly based upon the J Uttararcika, which has 
pitrbhyab instead of K-R: sakhibhyab and siika,,mi,mdbhya(I instead of 
K-R: siikal[lni$ebhyab :19 

JS Ill 1.1-2. 
nama/.z pitrbhyab plirvasadbhyo namab siikal]mi$adbhyab J 
yuiije viical[I satapadtl]l gaye sahasravartani / / 

giiyatral[I trai$/ubhal[I jagat I visvii riipiitii sa,11bhrta111 / 
devii okii1]1si cakrire I I 

sv 2.1178-1180. 

namab sakhibhya/.z pfirvasadbhyo namab siikal[lni,rebhyab / 
yuiije viica1]1 satapadim / / 

yuiije viical[I satapad"im giiye sahasravartani / 
giiyatral[I trai$/llbha1]1 jagat / / 

giiyatrmr trai$fubhal[I jagadvisvii r1ipiit1i salflbhrtii / 
devii okii1]1si cakrire / / 

I. 

2. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

From this it is seen, however, that the professed J recitation has exactly 
the same word order as the K-R Uttararcika. Does this chant represent 
some intermediate stage between, or a mixture of, K-R and J sakhcis? 

The solution of this difficulty may be given by considering more 
closely the structure of the gllnas. 20 We know that the Uttararcika 
consists mainly of groups which each consist of three rks (trca). During 
the ritual each of the three rks of a trca is chanted with the same melody. 
The entire chant is called stotra, each of its three parts is called stotriya 

(or: stotrtya). It was therefore necessary to indicate the melody only of 

19 Other differences may be manifest in the iircikii but not in the giinas. It is also 
difficult to decide whether in the above recitation gaye or gc"iye is intended to be 
chanted. 
20 See especially JS ed. Caland, 3-9. 
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each first rk of a trco. These first rks along with their melody constitute 
the GG and A.rG. The rks themselves were listed in the Piirvarcika and 
A.rS. 21 Lastly the chants were also written out completely as they occur 
in the ritual, repeating each melody thrice (once for each stotriyo of a 
stotra). These last collections constitute the UG and RG. 

Inevitably irregularities and exceptions to this system have come into 
being. One of the problems which sometimes arise is how one should 
proceed when the Uttararcika has a group of two rks instead of three. 

This difficulty is solved by means of "overlapping". An example is 
offered by the biir/1ota pragiitl,a SV 2.30-31 : 

ab/ii fl'ii siira 1101/1/1110 'dugdl,a fra dl,enol'ab I 
fsii11amasya jogotab Sl'ardrsamfsii11ami11dra tostl,11$ab I I I. 
11a tv<1l'<l/ll a11yo dii•yo 11a piirthivo 110 jato 11a ja11i$yate I 
osvtiyanto magl,ovannindro vajino gavyantost1•a l,ovamal,e I I 2. 

This can be made into a well known Ratharptara saman (RG I. 1.1) as 
follows. The two rks are divided into five portions a-e: 

a. ab/ii ... svardrsam (3 padas) 

b. Wi11amindro tostl1U$ab ( I pada ) 
c. na tviiva1ri ... piirthivo (I ptida ) 
d. na jato no jani$yate ( I piida ) 
e. asvc1yanto ... havamahe (2 padas). 

Thus SV 2.30-31 can be written as: 

a I b 2.30 
cld 

(4 padas) 

e 2.31 (4 piidas). 

Then the Ratharptara saman RG I. I. 1 is construed as follows: 
I. a - b (4 piidas) 

II. b - c - d (3 piidas) 
III. d - e (3 piidas). 22 

Now we shall subdivide JS III 1.1-2, which consists of an anu${Ubh and a 
giiyatrf stanza, in a similar way: 

a. 1101110(1 ... siikanmi$adbhyob 

b. yuiije ... satopadfm 

c. gaye sahasrovortani 

d. gayatra,11 ... jogat 

C. visvii ... cakrire 

(2 piidas) 

(I piido ) 

(I piido ) 

(1 piida ) 

(2 piidas). 

~• It is not certain that the Uttariircikii is older than the Piirviircikii (this was Caland's 
initial view); but this is not relevant in the present context (cf. Rcnou, 94). 
22 Sec B.I., V, 381. 
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Thus JS III 1.1-2 can be written as: 
a 
b / c l. (4 ptidas) 
d / e 2. (3 piidas). 

From this a stotra can be construed which consists of the following three 

stotriyas: 
I. a - b (3 ptidas) 

11. b - c - d (3 ptidas) 

III. d - e (3 padas). 
This is identical with the trca SV 2.1178-1180, whish consists of three 
gtiyatri stanzas. In other words, the above J Uha-giina is the same as a 
K-R Uttararcika trca. This trca, the base of a stotra in the prayoga, may 
have found its way in this form into the Uttararcika. The above recita
tion is therefore undoubtedly a specimen of the J siikhti. It might have 
been JUG 1.1.1, as it is based upon JS III 1.1-2, but for the reason that 
Gayatra-samans are generally omitted from the JUG as they are from 
the UG. 23 From the above it may also be concluded that the two JS 
verses are the original verses from which the K-R trca is derived. 

As the above stiman is a Gayatra siiman its first rk does not occur in 
the K-R, nor in the J GG or ArG. The stobhas and parvans of the above 
chant cannot therefore be checked with the available mss. 

The expectation, that all the Gayatra-samans are chanted in the same 
melody, which need be stated once only (as in BI V 601), is not fulfilled 
in Koiuntii:appu!!i. The melody of the above recital must have been 

similar to: 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 A / 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 / 

3222322/222 322// 

The siidhtira1Ja giiyatra siiman, however, the text of which is based upon 

the giiyatri, was recited as follows: 

tatsaviturvare1Jyom / bhiirgodevasya dhimii / hi dhiyo yo na pra-a ii / 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 A. 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 A 4 3 2 2 21 3 2 2 

ca him bii o-o vii o-o vii o-o vii hirrz bii I o-o vii a I I 
2 i 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 23 

The subdivision of the parvans may be noted. 

23 JS ed. Caland, 3-4; Paficavidhasutra, ed. Simon, 6 note I. 
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(5) Nambudiri Jaiminiya: see next section. 

73 

( 6) U<;iupi (and Kari:iataka?) samagas. Three SV families contacted 
near U<;iupi (Tulu speaking Madhvas, known as Siva!!i Brahmans) 
gave as the name of their stikhii, apparently independently, Jaiminiya. 
The recitation, however, was clearly of the K-R type, GG 1. l being 
recited without any of the J marks mentioned above and moreover 
chanted with even more svaras than the Tamil New School uses (this 
may be due to musical influence, as for instance in a siiman discovered 
in Gujrat and discussed by Dr Bake24

). In GG 2.1 and 3.1 the K-R 
stobha icjii occurred instead of the J stobha ifii. 

This situation may be mentioned in order to stress the fact that the 
mere occurrence of the name J does not prove the subsistence of the J 
.viikhii. As there seems to be no reason for a Samavedin to prefer to 
belong to J rather than to K-R (the difference has no relation to caste 
status, as for instance in the two schools of the SYV), it seems probable 
that at least some of the U<;iupi samagas were originally J but lost the 
tradition (perhaps when several kinds of Brahmans were converted into 
Dvaita by Madhva and his successors, from the 13th century onwards). 
Later SV recitation may have been learnt from Palakkatu (Palghat) or 
from other weJl known K-R SV centres (the Nambudiri J SV being confi
ned to the manas). Actually, some South Canara siirasvata RV com
munities derive their Vedic recitation from centres outside the community 
(e.g. Palakkatu (Palghat) or Banaras). 

The case of U<;lupi is instructive in as far as it pictures a situation of an 
orthodox Brahman community which is common in greater parts of 
India. Wherever Vedic traditions are weakened at home or in the villages, 
vaidikas learn the recitation of their siikhii from famous centers (e.g. 
Banaras). The study of the Veda recitation of Aiyar and Nambudiri 
Brahmans is important because the traditions are still preserved either 
in the houses or in local Vedapathasalas. The Nambudiri YV and SV 
is in its entirety handed down in the manas. 

2. NAMBUDIRI JAIMINIYA 

Of the J siikhii we possess in printed form only the JS (ed. Caland, 
Breslau, 1907, and ed. Raghu Vira, Lahore, 1938). We can form an idea 

"' A. A. Bake, "The music of India", New Oxford history of11111sic, I (London, 1957), 
202. 
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of the contents of the J GG and ArG with the help of the J Ar~eya 
Brahmai:ia (ed. Burnell, Mangalore, 1878), where the names of the giinas 
are enumerated. Caland has given a list of corrections and variants to 
the GG portion of Burnell's JAr~Br (ed. JS 21-23) and has given a list 
of the giinas of the JArG with the parallel K-R giinas (id., 23-29). The 
only known manuscripts of the J GG and ArG are Burnell's B 497 and 
B 61-62 in the India Office Library. B 497 is a grantha paper ms. from 
Tiruccirappa!!i (Trichinopoly) which contains the GG (fol.la-86b) and 
the ArG (87a-l l9b). B 61 is a grantha palmleaf ms. consisting of two 
parts: B I (leaves numbered 1-31) contains the iigneya,?1 parva of the GG 
and B II (numbered 1-174) contains the aindra1]1 parva and the piiva
miina111 parva of the GG. B 62 is a grantha palmleaf ms., consisting of 
114 leaves and containing the ArG. 

No manuscripts of the J UG and RG are known to be available. 
In the following the text will be published of the J giinas recorded from 

Nambudiri samagas (tape side sections IV(S) (a) - (e) chanted by T6ttam 
Sridharan Nambudiri; XVIII (I) - (8); XIX (I) - (7) and XX (I) - (5) 
chanted by Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri). The critical apparatus 
contains variants from the mss., or, in so far as available, from the 
Kotuntirappu!!i recitation; for the UG and RG no mss. variants are 
available. The apparatus is intended as complete so far as the text is 
concerned, with two important exceptions: (1) length of parvans, i.e. 
occurrence of the da,:icJa; (2) length of vowels. Both of these are difficult 
to determine with certainty from recited siimans. Whenever certain, the 
indications of the reciter are followed; whenever doubtful, the text of 
B 497 is followed wherever it does not contradict the recitation. The 
rks are published as they are chanted by the Nambudiri samagas. The 
siiman names are taken from the JA.r~Br, with Caland's corrections, 
based upon B 497. Dentals pronounced as "I" are marked with an 
asterisk (t*, d*). The "musical" syllable notation of the mss. is not pu
blished. 

In addition to the siimans recorded by the present writer use is made 
of four siimans recorded by Dr A. A. Bake on 14-6-1938 in Sorar:iur 
(Shoranur) with the help of a Tefiphon apparatus. Dr Bake, who was in 
all likelyhood the first European who could hear and record Nambudiri 
Sa.mans (even Burnell did not succeed in this26

), very kindly gave per-

25 A. C. Burnell, Catalogue of a coffection of Sanskrit ma,wscrips, I: Vedic manu
scripts (London, I 896), 45: "I have heard the chants of the first two schools (K-R). 
but not of the last (J)." 
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mission to copy his records and to use them for the present edition. 
Three of these samans were also recorded by the present writer (below: 
siimans ~, x and cr); the text of both recordings is the same in each case. 
The fourth siiman was not recorded by the present writer and serves 
therefore as the basis of the text (below: siima11 s). 

In collating the mss. great help was derived from a handwritten copy 
of Caland, completed in Utrecht in 1906, based upon B 497 and collated 
with B 61 and B 62 (for the ArG, Caland did not note the stobhas or the 

notation given in B 62.) This copy of Caland was accessible to me 
through a photograph kindly placed at my disposal by Dr A. A. Bake. 

The original copy is in the Utrecht University Library. 
It is perhaps regrettable that such an incomplete and relatively arbitrary 

selection of siimans should be published at this stage. This publication 
may be justified, however, in view of the consideration that since the 
death of Burnell in 1882 and of Caland in 1932 there seems to be little 
chance that the J giinas will soon be published in their entirety in Europe. 
In fact, even the Kauthuma text as we possess it is far from satisfactory. 
It is to be hoped that Indian scholars, inspired by the work of Kunhan 
Raja, Raghu Vira, Narayanaswami, Lokesh Chandra, Santavalekar and 
others, will continue to contribute to the study of SY in general. The 
present contribution may give some idea of the material and may enable 
Vedic scholars to judge to what extent a complete edition is desirable. 
It may be of use to the future editor of the J ganas. 

Similar considerations have led to the compilation of the following 

table, where in column I the giinas are given in the order in which they 
will be published below, in accordance with the JA.r~Br (for GG and 
ArG). Column JI gives the JS yoni (ed. Caland). Column III gives the 
section of the tape side (see catalogue) where the Nambudiri recitation, 
which is the basis of the text, occurs. Column IV gives the section of 
the tape side of the corresponding Kotuntirappu!!i recitation, if any. 
Column V gives the fol. of B 497. Column VI gives the fol. of B 61 I, 
B 61 If, or B 62. Column VII gives the page of Caland's copy. Column 
VIII gives the corresponding K-R giina, if any, and the volume and page 
of the BI edition where it is printed; and column IX gives the corres-

ponding K-R yoni, if any. 
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3. JAIMINIY A SA.MANS 
Sig/a 
C JS ed. Caland. 
R JS ed. Raghu Vira. 
K Kotuntirappulli recitation (tape XIII). t • and d• are always pronounced as t 

and d respectively. As the names of the siimans were recited, variants from the 
JAr~B arc mentioned. The K samaga takes breath much more often than the 
Nambudiri samagas, which may not imply that everywhere a da11cfa should 
have been added. 

T Burnell 497 (India Office 4301). 
B Burnell 61 (GG) or 62 (ArG) (India Office 4300 and 4302 respectively). 

IX JS IV. 3.8. tat* savitur vare1_1ya1]1 bhargo devasya dhimahi I dlziyo 
yo nab pracodayiit* I I 
giiyatram. tat*saviturvare{1yo1ri I bhargodevasya dhimc7hii i dhiyo yo 
nab prii / ii cii h1?1 bhii I o vii I I 
om. TB, cf. supra p. 72 K 

~ JS I 1.1.1. agnii ii yiihi vitaye gr1_1iino havyadiitaye I ni hotii sat*si 

barhi$i I I 
gautamasya parkab. o gnii i I a yii hi vii i I tii yii i tii yii i I gr,:,ii no 

5 ha vya dii I tii yii i tii yii i I nii i ho tii I sat* sii i bii au ho vii I hi $1 I I 
3 Iii ya i Iii i B. 4 sii ISli K 

y JS I 1.3.13. saff11_10 devir abhi,rfaye saff1 no bhavantu pitaye I sal]1 
yor abhi sravantu nab I I 
vasuroci$aS sauryavarcasya siimani dve. sanno devib I abhi${iiyii i 
sanno bhuvii I til vi ta yii i sayyor abhi .fravantu nii au ho va I il pii I I 

5 hu vii ho i sanno devir abhi${ayii i I hu vii ho i sanno bhuviintu pita yii i I 
hu vii ho i sayyor abhi sravantu nab I hu va ho ya au ho vii I u pii I I 
I varccasya T varcasasya B. 4 b/111vli111 T abhib T. S h11vli11l11 TB 6 sa111yor B 

a JS / 1 .5.1. enii vo agnil]1 namasa ilrjo napiitam ii /zuve I priyal]1 
ceti${ham aratil]1 svadhvara1]1 visvasya dutam amrtam I I 
gautamasya maniirye dve. I. enii vo agni1]1 nii o masii I tirjo napiitii
miihuve priiyiil]1 I cii ifi$/hii miiratil!1 I sviidhvararf1 visviisyiidu I tii1]1 

5 ii mrtam ifiibhii I o ifii I I 
I namasorjo R. 3 va T agnimme11amasa T agnimenamasii B 1irjjo B. 4 sli ad
hvlira111 TB 

e agnescagneya1]1. imal]1 stomii marluiteja / tiivedase hoye ratham 

ivii sammiihemii I miinf$ayii hoye bhadriihi nii priimiitirii / syiisamsadi 
hoye agnii i siikhyii i miirii i$iimii I viiyantavii ho ifii I I · 
1-2 lhammi B 



II III JV V VJ VII vm IX 

GRA.MAGEYAGANA 

Gf1ya1rasftman 
'I. IV 3.8 XX(2) Xlll(B)B 

V 601 2.812 

A.gncyarp parva 

[1 I. I I I. I. I XVIII(I) ( = IV(S)f) XIII()) la la I I.I 094) 

33.1-2 I 1.3.13 XX(5) 3b-4a Ba 5-6 33.1-2 (I 143) I. I 

0 45.3 I 1.5.1 l\1(5)b 5b-6a 13a 8-9 45 ·1 (I 168) 
1.33 

e: 66.1 I I. 7.4 Bake 7b 18b 12 66-1 (I 204) 1.45 

1.66 
Aindrarp parva 

½ 234.2 I 2.2.1.2. XVIII(3)a 25a ? 42 234.2 (I 482) 
1.234 

Piivamiinaq1 parva 

"I) 467.13 I 3.1.1. IV(5)c, cf. XVIII(2) 59b 108a 99 467 .13 (II 5-6) 

0 529 I 3.6.5 IV(5)c 74a 144a 123 529. 1 (II 122) 1.467 

1.529 

ARA~YAGEYAGANA 

Vrataparva 

4.3 I 3.8.8 XX(4) 90b-9la 15b-16a 152-3 IOO I ( 

Y. 6.8 I 2.3.1.6 XIX(7) Xlll(7) 93b 26a-b 157 
l · II 469-70) 
26· 1 (II 487- 1.550 

). 9.1 XIX(3) XIII(l4) 97a 38a-39a 162-3 ad 127 1 8) 1.318 

IL 9.5 II 4.5 XIX(4) XIII(13) 97b 40a-b 164 140 I . (II 488-9) 

V JO.I II 4.7 XIX(5) 99a 44b-45a 166 
_ . (II 325-6) 

A.rs 4.to 
c; 10.2 II 4.8 XIX(2) 99a-b 45a 166 

~I. I (II 497) 
0 10.9 I 2.3.1.9 XX(J) cf. XIII(9) 99b-100a 46b-47a 167 

A.rs 1.3 

Arkaparva 
1.321 

7t 12.15 I 2.2.1.2. XVIII(3)b Xlll(5) 103a 58b-59a 172 14. I (Ir 402 
-3) 

1.234 
O1-!AGANA 

p ? IJI 4.3-5 XVIII(7/8) (=IV(5)a) XIII(6) 1.4.2 cnr 
? JII 3.1-2 XVIII(2) 3 89-90) 

cr .1.3 (II 

? XX(3) 
5 I 24 s 2.32-34 

" IH6.9 .7.J I q.) 

u ? IV 28.10 XX(5) 
? . (III 584) 2.22-24 

2.302 

RAHASYAGANA 
1.33 

r;i ? III 4.1-2 XVIII(5/6) ( = IV(5)d) XIII(3) l .J.J (V 

X ? III 15.7-8 XVIII(4) l.1.6 (V 381-2) 

lji ? II 4.7 XIX(6) -- 384-5) 2.30_3 I 
2 .159-60 -
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3. JAIMINIYA SAMANS 
Sig/a 
C JS ed. Caland. 
R JS ed. Raghu Vira. 
K Kotuntirappu]li recitation (tape XIII). t• and d* are always pronounced as t 

and d respectively. As the names of the siimans were recited, variants from the 
JAr~B arc mentioned. The K samaga takes breath much more often than the 
Nambudiri samagas, which may not imply that everywhere a da11(la should 
have been added. 

T Burnell 497 (India Office 4301). 
B Burnell 61 (GG) or 62 (ArG) (India Office 4300 and 4302 respectively). 

ix JS IV. 3.8. tat* savitur varevyaf!1 bhargo devasya dhimahi I dl,iyo 
yo nab pracodayiit* I/ 
giiyatram. tat*saviturvare{1yo1r, / bhargodevasya dhimcihii i dhiyo yo 
nab prii / ii cii hl]'I bhii I o vii I I 
om. TB, cf. supra p. 72 K 

~ JS I 1.1.1. agnii ii yiihi vitaye grviino havyadiitaye I ni hotii sat*si 

barhi$i I I 
gautamasya parkab. o gnii i I ii yii hi vii i I tii yii i tii yii i I grvii no 

5 ha vya dii I Iii yii i Iii yii i I nii i ho Iii I sat* sii i bii au ho vii I hi {i I I 
3 Iii ya i Iii i B. 4 sii lsii K 

y JS I 1.3.13. saf!1 vo devir abhi.yfaye saf!1 no bhavantu pitaye / sal]'I 

yor abhi sravantu nab I I 
vasuroci$aS sauryavarcasya siimani dve. sanno devil; I abhi.y{iiyii i 
sanno bhuvii I tii vi tii yii i sayyor abhi .fravantu nii au ho vii I ii pii I I 

5 hu vii ho i sanno devir abhi$/ayii i I hu vii ho i sanno bhuviintu pita yii i I 
hu vii ho i sayyor abhi sravantu niib I hu vii ho yii au ho vii I ii pa I I 
I varccasya T varcasasya B. 4 bh11vii111 T abhib T. 5 /111viintu TB 6 sa111yor B 

S JS J 1.5.l. enii vo agnif!1 namasa iirjo napiitam ii huve I priya'l'l 
ceti${ham aratil]'I svadhvara,r, visvasya diitam amrtam I I 
gautamasya maniirye dve. I. enii vo agnilr, nii o masii I flrjo napiitii
miihuve priiyii'!l / cii iti.yfhii miiratit!1 I sviidhvaraf!J visviisyiidfl I liif!1 

5 ii mrtam ifiibhii I o ifii I I 
J namasorjo R. 3 vii T agnimmenamasii T agnimenamasii B ti1jjo B. 4 SIi iid
hviiriif]I TB 

e: agnescagneyaf!1. imaf!1 stoma marhiitejii I tiivedase hoye rathiim 

ivii sammiihemii I miini$ayii hoye bhadriihi nii priimiitfrii I syiisamsadi 
hoye agnii i siikhyii i miirii i$iimii I viiyantavii ho if ii I I · 
1-2 lhiimmi B 



JI III IV V vr VII VIII IX 

GRA.MAGEYAGA.NA 

Gf1yatrasaman 
'I. IV 3.8 XX(2) XlIT(S)B 2.812 

V 601 

Agncya111 parva 
p, I. I I I. I. I XVIll(l) ( =lV(5)f) XHI(l) la la I. I (I 94) I.I 

: 33.1-2 I 1.3.13 XX(5) 3b-4a Sa 5-G 33.l-2 (I 143) 1.33 

6 45.3 I 1.5.1 IV(5)b 5b-6a 13a 8-9 45.1 (I 168) 1.45 

e: 66.1 I I. 7.4 Bake 7b 18b 12 66.1 (I 204) 1.66 

Aindrari1 parva 
~ 234.2 I 2.2.1.2. XVIll(3)a 25a ? 42 234.2 (I 482) 1.234 

Pavamiina111 parva 
"I) 467.13 I 3. I. I. IV(5)c, cf. XVIII(2) 59b 108a 99 467.l 3 (II 5-6) 1.467 

0 529 I 3.6.5 IV(5)c 
74a 144a 123 529.1 (II I 22) 1.529 

A.RA~YAGEYAGA.NA 

Vrataparva 

4.3 I 3.8.8 XX(4) 
90b-91a 15b-16a 152-3 JOO.I (II 469-70) 1.550 

X 6.8 I 2.3.1.6 XIX(7) XII1(7) 93b 26a-b 157 126.1 (II 487-8) 1.318 

). 9.1 XIX(3) XIII(14) 97a 38a-39a 162-3 ad 127.1 (II 488-9) 

IL 9.5 II 4.5 XIX(4) XIII(l3) 97b 40a-b 164 ]40.1 (II 325-6) ArS 4.10 

'J 10.l II 4.7 XIX(5) 
99a 44b-45a 166 

~ 10.2 II 4.8 XIX(2) 
99a-b 45a 166 141.l (II 497) Ars 1.3 

0 10.9 I 2.3.1.9 XX(!) 
cf. XIII(9) 99b-l00a 46b-47a 167 

1.321 

Arkaparva 
7t 12.15 I 2.2. 1.2. XVIII(3)b 

XIII(5) 103a 58b-59a 172 I 4.l (II 402-3) 1.234 

OHAGA.NA 
p ? III 4.3-5 XVIII(7/8) ( =1V(5)a) XIII(6) 

J .4.2 (III 89-90) 2.32-34 

cr ? XVIII(2) 

3.1.3 (III 24 sq.) 2.22-24 

III 3.1-2 

• ? XX(3) 

5.7.3.l (Ill 584) 2.302 

III6.9 ? 1.33 

u ? IV 28.10 XX(5) 

RAHASYAGANA I.I.I (V 381-2) 2.30-31 

cp ? III 4.l-2 
XVJII(5/6) ( = 1V(5)d) 

XIII(3) 
1.1.6 (V 384-5) 2.159-60 

% ? III 15.7-8 XVIII(4) 

IJi ? II 4.7 XIX(6) 
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JS J 2.2.1.2. tvtim id dhi haviimahe siitau viijasya kiiravab I tviil?I 

vrtre$i' indra sat*pati111 narab tvii111 kii${hiisv anatab I I 
blziiradi•iije dve. II. tviim iddhi haviimahe siitau viijo vii I syii kii rii 
viib / tl'iil!I l'flrii i$U indrii slit* pii tin niirab I tuvii111 kii stl,ii I sii l'ar 

s vii tiib I o ifii I I 
2 11arastvii111 CR 4 i111drd T i{lui TB 

JS J 3.1.1. uccii te jiitam andhasii divi sad*blnimy ii dade I ugra111 

sarmii mal,i .frm•ab I I 
iimahiyavam. uccii Iii ijiitamandhasii I divii i siid* bhumiyii dadii i I 
ugra,!I sarmii I mii hii i sravii u vii I stau $e I I 

JS I 3.6.5. akriin samudrab prathame vidharman janayan prajii 
bhuvanasya gopiib / i•uii pavitre adl,i siino avye brhat*somo viivrdhe 

sviino adrib I I 
asvam. ho ho akriin siimudriib prathiime vidharmiin I ho ho ija11aya11 

5 prajii blzuvanasya gopiib I ho ho i i1f$ii piivitre iidhisiino avyii i I ho ho i 
brhat* somo viivrdhe sviino adrii yau ho vii hii u vii I e sviino adril.z I I 

JS I 3.8.8. abhi navante adruhal.z priyam indrasya kiimyam I 
vat*sarf1 na plirva iiyuni jiita,!I rihanti miitarab I I 
bhiiradviijiniil!I ca vratam. hiibu I trib I viija,11 l'iijal?l viijame / trib / 
vlijamoyfriija111 I trib I vivivivi / trib / vivil,oyivivf I trib I viyasna-

5 viiyivi I trib I iibhinavantayii I dru/,o druho I dvib I drtihiib I priyam 
indrasya kiimiiyammiyammiyammiyammiyam I viit*sanna purva ii I 
ytini yuni I dvib I yuni I jiita1?J rihanti miitiiriistarastariistarastariib I 
hiibviidi vivihyanta111 bhuyab I viyasna vii ivf I dvib I viyiisna vii u vii I 
e stidhiima dhiima I dvib I e stidhiima dhiimii I I 
4 vcijamo ivdja111 TB vivi/ro iviviTB 4-5 viyafoavii iviTB viyag11aviiT 5 iibhi11antayii 
B dra i/ro dru/ro T priiyam T 6 111iya111111iyam111iya111 T 7 miitiirastariista
rastariistariib TB 8 viyiig11avii T 1•iyiis11a11a1•ii B 9 e s1id/riimad/rii111e / dvib / 
siid/riima d/riima T e siid/riimad/riimad/riima e siid/riima d/riimii B 

JS I 2.3.1.6. indra1?1 naro nemadhitii l,avante yat* piiryii yunajante 
dhiyas tii I s11ro nr$iilii sravasas ca kiime ii gomati vraje bhajii tva1!J 

nab I/ 
i/iindal?I paiicii11ugii11a1?1 pa,ica. V. iyii / trib / iyii ha / vi yii hii / 

5 dvib / vi11dra1111aro nemadhitii havante hiivante hiivante / havante hii 

hii hii hii hii / tri/.z / havante / trib / yat*piiryii yiinajantii i dhfyastii 

dhiyastii dhiyastiib / dhiyasta hii hii ha ha ha / trib / dhfyastii dhiyastii 

dhiyastiib I suro nr$iitii sravasiiscakiime I cakiime I dvib I cakiime 
hii hii hii hii hii I trib I cakiime I trib I ii gomatii i vraje bhajii tuvannas 
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IO tuvannas tiivanniib / tuvanno /iii hii lui /iii /iii / trib / t(u) 1·a111zas 
t(u)vannas t(u)vanniib / i yii / trib / iyii hii I viyii hii / dvib / (hii) u vii/ 
e vratame suvare sakuniib I/ 
2 kiima CR 4 pmikamam i!ti11da111 K iyii hii / trib / l'iylilui / dvib I T 4-5 iytilui 
viyiihii viycihii 1•i11dra B 5 11e111athitii T 7 om. lui B 8 cakiime / trib IT 10 tva11110 
T om. trib TB 10-11 tuv:tv T 12 vrtas11vare B 

A tri!Ji revasya vratiini. adhipiiW i mitriipiitii i k,rntriipiiW i suviib 

piitii i I manyiinii vrtrii hii siirye!Jii sviirii{I yajiiena I maghavii dak$i-
1Jiisyii priyii tiimir anye niigayiib / prthivya sn1ikas samityii parame
${hi riijna visandadhiira I Vf$iibhiis tva$fa vrtre{10 :iakipatir va,rnt* 

5 kiire!Jardhabhak I somenii somiipa agnina visv0111 bhutam abhyabhiivo 
viiyiinii visviib priijii abhyii piivathitb I ye devii devii divi ,~iidasthii 
tebhyo vo devii devebhyo namab I ye devii devii antarik$asc1 da stl,ii 
tebhyo vo devii devebhyo namab I ye devii deva prthivi $iidasthii te
bhyo vo deva devebhyo namab / ye devii deva apsu $iidasthii tebhyo vo 

10 deva devebhyo namab I ye deva devii dik$U $iidasthii tebhyo vo deva 
devebhyo namiib / ye devii devii bhiita sadasthii tebhyo vo devii deve
bhyo namiib / iivajyiimi vii dhanvano vi te manyun nayiimasi I 
mrfiitiinna ihii asmabhyam ifii bhaya idaf/1 visva111 bhiitayyu yo au vii I 
namiib I I 
l tri11i devasya vrattini rsyasya cat11rtlia111 bl11itecclia11dasti111 vii KB 4 riiriij1ici B 
vindiidhiirii T tva,ffrii TB siiciTB 5 somtipiig11i11ii T 10-11 ye devii devci dik$11 ... 
namtib om. K 13 mr/iitiina T mr{iitii1111el1ii K bl11itayya,11 T 

µ JS II 4.5. yad varco hira{1yasya yadvii varco gaviim uta / satyasya 
brahma{W varcab tena ma saf!1srjiim asi / / 
disiif/1 dasiinugiina,rz dasa. I. lziibu I trib / aham annam I trib / 
aham anniido I trib / ahaf/1 vidhiirayo / dvib / ahaf/1 vidhiirayiib I 

5 habu I trib I yadvarco hira{1yasya I yad va varco gavam iita I satyiisya 
brahmal)o varciib I tena mii sa'l1srjiimasa i I l,iibviidi rayiib itya11ta111 
bhiiyab I hiibu hiibu hii u vii I e aham annam aham anniido al,a,zz 
vidhiirayiib I trif:z I e aham suvarjyotib I/ 

2 varcastena CR 3-4 variants, with Caland's comment in marginc: "toch moet 
ieder driemaal gelezen worden" TB 4 ha111 vidhii- T 6 hiibv<idivat B 7-8 ha,,, 
1•idhiirayiib T 8 aham KB 

v JS II 4. 7. yad itas tanvo mama do$ii rasasya bhejire / narii.farr1sena 
somena ahaf/1 tat* punar adade / yu$mad apsarasas pari I/ 
puru$avrata111 nava. I. ii ha ha ha ha ha it hii ii ha ha ha /,a ha ii / 
trib I yiidi las tanvo miimii I do$ii rasasya bhii idire I nariisa111sena 
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5 somii ifii I ahantat* p1111ar iidiide I )'11$/llad apsarasas pii rii i I ii /za 
ha ha ha ha ii hii 1i /za ha /za ha ha I dvib I 1i/1ahaha/zii/zii Ii /,ii ii 
ha ha ha ha ha u vii I e suva1jyotib I I 

~ II. hiibu I trib I ha Ii I trib / kiihval11•ahviil11•iihvii I trib I ha ii/ d1•ib / 
kiihviihvii/11•ii/11•iihvii 1i / trib I yasyedamiirajoy1ijiib / tuje jane va11a111 

IO slivab / hiib1•iidi sarvm11 stobl,a111 b/11iyab / i11drasya ra11t(l)ym11 
brhat* I niima svar ifii I I 
l ratasya C n. 1 2 somemiham CR apsarasasmti C n. 2 3 ti ha /:a ha Jui Jui ti hii / 
dvib I ti / ha ha ha hii lui ti hii T om. ult. Jui B 4 ratasya B ijire B 5 i11ii TB 
yu,md T asparasas TB ti !ta sicut supra T tiluidil'at B 7 Sl'{Jr T 8 ltni111•iil11•ii-
111•ii111•ii T hii ti ti ti / tri(t / T 9 1tv,i1tvaitv,ii11•iiitvti / tri(t I ti (1Vii/tvcii11•ai11•ti11wi ti/ 
trib / T 10 ro(?)-cidil'at B luibwidi: the reciter mentioned he had left out this 
repetition ra11tyar1t T: rallfiyarft B 

o JS I 2.3.J .9. bra/11na jaj1iii11m11 prathamm11 purastiid* vi simatab 
suruco vena iivat* / sa budlmyii upamii asya 1-i$fhiib satas ca yonim 

asatas ca vivab I I 
puru,mvratm11 11ava. IX. hiibu / trib / bha111blw111Ma1!1bhm11Mm11-

5 Mm11 / trib / '1iibu / trib / bra/11110 jaj1iii11m11 prathama111 puriistiit* I 
vi simatassuruco vena ii1•iit* / sii buddlmyii upamii asya vii i${hiib I 
siitasca yonim asatasca 1•ii iviib I hiibviidi dvaym11 bluiyab I hiibu
hiibuhii Li vii/ bra/11na de1•ii11ii111 bliiiti parame 1•yo111a11 / dvib / bra/11na 
devii11ii111 bhiiti parame 1•yomii11 / / 
4 blui11tbhar11bhar11bhar1tblw111 TB 6 sura ico T 
The reciter said there are two similar candrasiimans with respectively pha/ and 
lwu in the place of bham. This refers to JArG 10.7 and 10.8, which may be 
compared to K-R ArG 142.1 and 143.1 respectively. There seems to be no 
corresponding K-R ArG siiman with the stobha bltam. 

1t brhat priijiipatya111 bliaradviijasya vii. auho i/1'(1111 iddhi ha1•iimahii 
e I siitau viijiisyii kiiriiviib I t1ivii au ho vii I vrtrii i$U 1•ii indriisii 
ot*piitin niiriib / t,ivii111 kiisthii au ho vii/ siivarviitii ho vii u 1•ii I hiis I I 
Cf. 1:;. 2 t1iva au ho vii om. K 3 tuvi T kci,r/hti TB 

p JS Ill 4.3-5. kayii nas citra ii bhu1•ad* ati sadii1'(dhab sakhii I 
kayii sacis/ayii vrtii kas tvii satyo madii11ii111 mm11hi${0 mat*sad 
andhasab I dr<fii cid iiruje vasu abhi $U {wb sakhiniim avitiijaritf~ii111 I 
,fota1!7 bhaviisy iitaye / I 

5 (viimadevyam.) kiiyii 11ascii i trii ayii bhuvad* I uti siidiivrdha 
sakhii au ho hii i - kiiyii sa cii i / $/ayau ho '11!1 mii / viirto I hii i / I 
kiistvii sat yo miidii11ii111 / mii111hi${omat* siidandhasii - au ho hii i -
drt;lii cida I rujau ho l1111 mii I viiso I ha i I I 
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iibhi $U vii siikhiniim J avitiijarii i tfviima - au /io hii i - satam bliavii I 
IO siyau ho h,'fl mii J ta yo J ha ; J J 

( aniruktagiina.) kayii nascti i trii ayii bhuvad* / o o o o o o o O -
ii.bu hau ho ha - o o o o o J ${ayau ho /1111 mii / viik o I hii i / I 
kiistvii satyo madiinii117 / o o o o o o o o - abu hau ho hii o o o o I 
rujau ho hl'fl mii / viik o / hii i / / 

15 iibhi $U Vii siikhiniim Joo o o o o o o o - iibu hau ho hii - o o o o I 
siyau ho hl'fl ma J viik o J hii i JI 
12, 14, 16 o / Jui i om. K 

cr ( iimahlyavam, aniruktagiina?) ucca tii i jiitamandhasii / o o o o 
bhu o o dadii i / ugra,17 sarmii J o o o ha vii u vii / stau $e / / 
Cf. '11· 

, JS III 6.9. indra ju$asva pra vahii ii yiihi sura hariha / pibii sutasya 
matirna madhos ca kiinas ciirur madiiyii I I 
( $Ocjasa.) o /1117 / indraju$ii sva pra vahii / o yii hi sura harihii viii bii / 
sutii syii / mii tirna ii madhob / cii kii niisciib / o mo (?) 

5 ha diiyo hii i J J 
I vaha yiihi CR 

u (?) sanno devfr abhi$(ayii i / o nal'fl (?) bhuviil'fl bhu bhi h,'fl mii i / tii 
yii i / o o yyor ab/Ji sravantu nii bhu I vii I I 
Cf. y. 

cp JS Ill 4.1-2. abhi tvii siira nonumab adugdhii iva dhenavab / 
fsiinam asya jagatab svardrsam isiinam indra tasthu$ab / I na tviiva,17 
anyo div yo na piirthivab na jiito na jani$yate / asviiyanto maghavann 
indra viijinab gavyantas tvii haviimahe I/ 

5 (rathal'fl!aram.) obhitviisuranonumovii I iidugdhii iva dhenava 
fsiinamasya jagatassuviirdrsiim / isiinamii indrii / Iii sthu $ii O vii hii u 

vii I as I I 
iso vii / niimindratasthU$O na tviivam anyo divyo na piirthivab J na 
jiito nii jii I nii i$yii tii o vii ha u va I tis I I 

IO najovii I tonajani$yate 'svayanto maghavannindra viijiniib J gavya
ntastvii hii I vii mii hii o vii hii u vii I iis I I 

(bhakiira-ratha,z1taram.) abhitviisuranonumovii Io bliu bhii bhi bha 
bhe bha bha bhi bhii bha bha bha bhi bha bha bha suviirdrsiimoyi J 
siinamii indrii J if ii o sthu $ii o vii hii u vii I iis JI 

15 iso vii/ o bhi bha bha bhu bha bha bhu bhii bhii bha bha bhi bhi bha na 
piirthivab J na jiito nii jii J i [ii o i$yii tii o vii hii u vii / tis / J 
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najovii I o bha bha bhi bha bhe bha b/111 bhii bha bhii bhii bha bha bhi 

dravii jiniib I gavyantastvii lrii I i /ii o mii lrii o 1•ii lrii u vii I iis I I 
1 11011111110 'dugdha CR 2 t1•a1•iiq1 C 3 piirthivo CR 4 vc1ji110 CR 7,9,11 as: 
ltii iis K 10 asvayallto K 

X. JS III /5.(7-)8. sa tva'll na.s citra vajrahasta dhr$~myii maha sta
viino adrfrab I giim a.sva1?1 rathyam indra sa111 kira sattrii viija'll na 
jigyu$e I/ 
(?) auho itviim iddhi haviimahii e I o tau viijiisyii kiirifriib I tiivii 

5 au ho vii I vrtrii i$U 1•a indriisti ot*pati11 nariib I t1ivii1?1 kiistha au 
ho vii I o varviitii o va u vii I has / / 
auho ituviim e / o $/hii s1i1•al"l'iitii / satvii au ho va I na.sca i traviijrii 
o stii dha~1ii yii / mahastavii au ho vii / o ii drii i vii o vii u vii / hiis / / 
auho imii e / o vii 110 adrii i vii/ gii mii au ho vii/ .suva111 rathii yii mii o 

IO indrii sank ii i rii / sattriiviijii au ho vii / o jii igyu$ii o vii u vii / hiis I/ 
Cf. ~. n-. 

ljJ (?) zi ha ha ha ha ha ii hii ii ha ha ha ha ha zi I trib I ... 
Cf. v. - Only the initial stobha was chanted. 

4. NOTATIONS, PITCH AND RHYTHM. DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE JAIMINIY A 

The above material is not sufficiently large and varied to justify any very 
general conclusions. As regards the variant traditions it may be re
marked that the Nambudiri J (to be referred to as N) rks differ from C 
and R only in that they chant each piida separately; this explains all the 
variants. In addition to this it may be worth noting that N seems to be 
nearer to B than to T. This is in accordance with the fact that T is from 
Tiruccirappa!!i (Trichinopoly). That both T and B differ from N is not 
surprising in view of the fact that both are grantha mss., whereas Nam
budiri Vedic mss. are generally written in Malayalam script. It is likely 
that both T and B represent the Tamil J tradition. If the provisional · 
survey given above of SV in South India be considered an adequate 
picture of the situation during the last few centuries, T may represent the 
Tanjore District J, and Ba Tamil J tradition nearer to the Kerala frontier, 
which survives in Ko<;iuntirappu!li and in Tinnevelly District. In fact 
there are two cases in which Kand B have the same reading which differs 
from the others. 26 

20 Cf. also the variant reading viig-vtik, above p. 69. 
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In the grantha mss. T and B a syllable notation occurs which was not 
intelligible to Caland.27 In T the notation syllables are written under each 
syllable, in B they are given in a special, sometimes very large, parran 
inserted after each parvan of the text. The notations of T and B differ 
considerably from each other. Moreover, Burnell remarked on the fly 
leaf of T that the notation of T differed greatly from the notation of an 
old (XVIIth century) ms. from Tinnevel\y which he inspected. Whether it 
differed also from B we do not know. 

Simon, who deciphered the syllable notation of the Ral)ayaniya, could 
not decipher the notation of B.28 He made no use, however, of Burnell's 
Samalak~al)a ms. in the India Office,20 with the help of which it might be 
possible to understand something of the notation of T. 

This situation does not give much reason to expect that the Nambudiri 
recitation might enable us to decipher the J notation: even within the 
Tamil tradition there is no one notation. It is therefore unlikely that one 
( oral?) syllable notation was at the background of the different Tamil ms. 
traditions and a fortiori of the Tamil and Malayalam traditions. Hence 
the N recitation may not throw any light on the notations of T and B. 

It is difficult to describe the "musical" qualities of N adequately. As 
far as the pitch goes the chant makes a monotonous impression and 
does certainly comply with the view that the J utilize fewer notes than the 
K-R. Upon a closer analysis the monotony is seen to be partly caused 
by the extreme extension of certain syllables over a long period of time 
within an interval of at the most a fourth. Within such a pitch interval, 
wavering or kampa is frequent. The deviations from this interval stand 
out clearly. These deviations are in general about a whole tone higher or 
lower. Rarely one syllable is chanted more than a tone higher (e.g. in 
stiman x, line 4, syllable: i{yti)). The following is a list of the deviations 
from the middle pitch occurring in the stimans e1. - ..Ji. Deviations are the 
parts which are not bracketed. 

LOWER 

~ 5 hi y 5 vfr 6 vti{ntu) bhi u x 5 nte 7 sta 8 me30 o 4 (bhti,rz)bha111(bha,rz) 

27 JS ed. Caland, 19. 
2

• R. Simon, "Die Notationen der vedischen Liederbiicher", WZKM, 27 (1913), 
345-6. 
20 B 497 fol. l I 9b-120a: "brief treatise explaining in Sanskrit and Tamil the notation 
used in the gii.nas of the Jaiminiya school of the SV". Cf. Cal and, ibid. 
30 These lower pitch svaras in the "Ravar:ia-stuti" (the name given to the sii111a11 x), 
are said to symbolise bhakti, which is interpreted as "love", but may well have referred 
to the technical meaning "one of the five portions of a saman". 
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bha1?1( bhaf!1bhaf!1) 7t I au p 5 kii 6 ${a 6 kii 8 ru 9 ii IO si -r 4 ii u I ( sa)nno 
cp 5 o(bhi) ii (du). 

HIGHER 

Cl. 3 sa1•it11r godemsya ~ 4 i$U L 3 ja111 (I) 31 4 ya( sna) (Ill) 6 ya(mmi) (II) 
x. 4 i(yii) µ 3,4 am, 5 hi~ 9 sye je o 5 /,ma ja 6 sfmatassu buddlmyii upa 
7 tasca 1t 2 tau trli i,m -r 3 ya hi cp 6 sii na 8 mindratastl,u$O tvii IO najani$ya 
fro z 4 ho i (id)dhi tau 5 trii i,m 7 sea i tra 9 va111 ra. 

A comparison of these syllables with the notation syllables allotted to 
them in either T or B yields no trace of a possible correlation. Neither 
can a correlation be established with the original accents of the rks 
(udiitta etc.). As in the K-R siikhii, it seems that the tonal pattern of a 
siiman does not depend on the words. It seems certain that most of the 
siimans came into being by adapting the rks to pre-existent "melodies". 
It is also possible that melodies were composed to certain rks only, after 

which other rks were adapted to these same melodies. This may be the 
case for instance in the UG and RG, if the melody of each of the three 
stotriyas of a stotra is the same (in the J stotras published above this 
applies to p and to cp). As the text of the first stotriya is given in the 
Piirvarcika, it might be possible to find a correlation between the text and 
the melody in some ganas of the GG. In the UG and the RG the correlat
ion between text and melody may be expected to be closer for the first 
stotriya of each stotra than for the other two. 

For the K-R the study of the printed UG and RG editions might enable 
us to arrive at more definite conclusions. For the J there are no UG or 
RG mss. with which any results could be checked. 

In the Nambudiri J recitation the lengthening of many of the syllables 
is quire extraordinary. Among the above samans -r contains the largest 
number of long syllables and the longest syllables. The duration in 
seconds can be written under each syllable or group of syllables as follows: 

o fur, / indra ju-,~ii sva pra l'Gl,ii / o yii l,i ,mra l,aril,ii vii i bii / sli-tii syii / 
18 / 5 / 4.5 / 15 / 6.5 / 7.5 / 18 / 3 /16.5 /4 / 

mii tirna ii madhob / cii kii na-sdib / o mo(?) bii diiyo /,iii// 

I 5.5 I 13.5 / 9 / 3 / I 8 / 4 / I 8 / 11 / 7 / 7 / 3.5 

The kampa or wavering referred to above is of a very complicated nature. 
Mr. N. A. Jairazbhoy analysed the pattern of the first two parvans of 

31 ja,,, (I) means: the first occurrence of jm11, etc. 
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A. 
0 

~ I 
9no. a 

a. !:la 

B. 
0 

I 
gnii. 

rvu ~ / 
a .':JO. hi va. i. 

C. 
0 

I 
9n.o. 

I 
Q. ~a. hi. VO. i. 

D.~ 
0 DURATION IN SECONDS. 

gn.a 
~ J'U 1./'1-J V \,_, 

o. ~a. h~~a.-ci. i.- i. -i. 

Fig. 6. Four records of the first two parvans of JGG. 1.1. 
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J GG I.I ( o gnii i / ii yii hi vii i): (A) Dr Bake's first recording of 1938; 
(B) Dr Bake's second recording of 1938 (repeated by the same samaga); 
(C) the present writer's recording of 1957 (tape XVIII(!)); (D) the present 
writer's recording of 1957 (tape IV(5)f). The result of his analysis is 
given in Fig. 6, which reproduces the diagram which Mr. Jairazbhoy 
kindly placed at my disposal. In each recording specific patterns occur 
which seem to combine according to certain rules. The patterns are 
not always identical in all the records, but sometimes they are combined 
in the same way. Some deviations might be explicable by lack of breath. 
The variation of pitch in the waverings seems to be roughly constant in all 
the recordings, being about a major tone above and a minor third below. 
Mr. Jairazbhoy is analyzing this material further. 

Even where the above description does not replace the actual experience 
of listening to a Nambudiri siiman, it may show how different this chant 
is from other Indian SY chanting. It is possible that the Nambudiri SY 
chanting preserves an old stage of the developement of SY chanting. 
This may be thought likely in view of the comparatively small total 
compass which is used on the one hand, and in view of some con
siderations, which may show that some of the J is older than the K-R 
siikhii, on the other hand. Apart from the occurrence of a K-R trca, 
mentioned earlier, which is apparently based upon a J trca 32 attention 
may be drawn in this connection to Caland's observation that the se
quence of parvans in the J ArG (vrata, arka, dvandva) is the original one. 33 

Renou observed that the J division of the text also is less complicated 
than the K-R divisions: "c'est la un aspect comparativement rudi
mentaire, qui concorde avec la raideur caracterisant en general toute cette 
tradition". 34 These traces of antiquity in the Nambudiri SY are in 
accordance with the survivals met with earlier in the Nambudiri RV and 
YV. 

For some SV concepts the Nambudiri J use technical terms of their 
own. The two most important of these are candrasiimiini for the siimans 
of the ArG and ii$iil,li for the siimans of the RG. The term rahasya seems 
to refer to what is called aniruktagiina in the K-R tradition. 35 As re
marked earlier, 30 the siimans recited during the sacrifices are referred to as 

•i See above, p. 72. 
33 W. Caland, The Jaiminiya Grhya Sarra (Lahore, 1922), transl. 26, note 2. Cf. 
Renou, Ecoles vediques, 98, note I. 
•~ L. Renou, "Les divisions dans les textes sanskrits", brdo-Iranian Journal, I (1957), 6. 
05 See Caland-Henry, L'Ag11i$(0111a, s. v.; and Renou, Vocabu[aire du rituel vedique, s. v. 
•• See above, p. 29. 
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(yaga)stuti. This term may also refer, however, to a limited number of 
these, which was specified as twenty-nine. Amongst these the siiman -nvas 
said to be the sixteenth. These numbers may refer to the atiriitra, which 
is a soma sacrifice consisting of twenty-nine stotras of which the ,w{lasi
stotra is the siiman -.-; 37 it may be assumed that the Nambudiris performed 
or perform this sacrifice. As for other sacrificial recitation there is not 
yet much that is known, but reference may be T!?ade to the Subrahmai:iya
hvana mentioned in the catalogue. 38 

Of all the Vedic traditions of the Nambudiri Brahmans the SY tradition 
is the most feeble and faces most seriously the danger of becoming soon 
extinct. In the whole of Kerala only the following twenty manas are SV 
manas: 

Mana: 

I. Muttatukkattii Miima1:11:iii 
2. Nellikkiittii Miimar:ir:iii 
3. Perumangattu 
4. Tottuttil 
5. Korattikkara 
6. Mangalattcri 
7. Pakariivur 
8. MGttiril'lgottu 
9. Tirippatta Bhattatiri 

JO. Muntaya 
11. Vatakkaiiceri 
12. Malamel 
13. Muriyyottu Malamcl 
14. Mu!avelippuram 
15. PiiHiyala 
16. Kallampilli 
17. Nellippu!a 
18. Valana 
I 9. Pa!!iyala 
20. Pottura 

Grama: 

Piiiijiil 

,, 
Miikkola 

,, 
ManJJcngoti 
Kottumungu 
Kotalmar:ina 
1:.nkakkatu 
Kidangur 

" Or:ianturuti 

District: 

CeruLGrutti 

,, 
Ponnani 

" Pattambi 

" Katamba!ippuram 
Va\akkaiiccri 
Kottayam 

" Atirampu!a 

37 See e.g. P. E. Dumont, L'Asvamedha (Paris, 1927), 215-9; A. Hillebrandt, Rit11al/i
terat11r (Strassburg, 1897), I 38; Rcnou, Vocabulaire, s. v. atiriitra. 
38 XIX()), cf. XXI(l6), below p. 96-7 and cf. above, p. 30. 
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References in the margin are to sections (in Arabic numerals) of tape sides 
(in Roman numerals). Abbreviations are as in M. Bloomfield, A Vedic Co11-
corda11ce. HOS, 10 (Cambridge, Mass., 1906). 

For references to the Samaveda see above, page 9. 
The texts of Kathakali songs are published in: Attakkathakal, ed. K. Gopala 

Pi!!a, Kollam (Quilon) I 128-9 M. E. = 1953-4 A. D., to be referred to as: ed. 
Quilon. 

Brahman names, if not followed by a caste name, are of (Tamil speaking 
and smarta or saiva) Aiyar Brahmans of Madras. The Sastris and Sarmas 
mentioned are Aiyars. The other Brahmans are (Malayalam speaking) Nam
budiri (pad)s of Kerala and (Tutu speaking and madhva) Sivalli Brahmans of 
South Kanara. 

If not stated otherwise, the Brahmans recite only texts of their own sakha. 
It has not been attempted to give a scientific transliteration of individual and 

geographical names. 

I (I) Isau, Kar:ivasakha. 
By: G. Balasubrahmaniam (Tiruvidaccheri, Nannilam taluk, Tan

jore Dt.). Gotra: Maudgalya. 
Recorded: Madras 5-4-57 and 21-4-57. 

(2) RG 3.2.4. from SV 2.746-8 (B.l., V, 480). 
RG 3.2.5 from SV 2.821-3 (B.l., V, 481). 
RG 3.2.6 from SV 2.209-11 (B./., V, 481-2). 
By: G. Ramaswami Sastri (Tappalampuliur, Tanjore Dt.). Gotra: 

Srivatsa. Sutra: Drahyayana. Sakha: Rar:iayaniya (?). 
R: Chidambaram 7-4-57. 

(3) VSK 3.5-8; SBK I. 1 . 4.23-26. 
By: G. Balasubrahmaniam (v. supra I(!)). 
R: Madras 21-4-57. 

(4) BrhUK 3.1.1-2; 4.5.1-6. 
By: id. 
R: id. 

(5) RV 10.127: jata (from 3: "u hasate"). 
(6) id.: ghanam. 

By: Venkatesvaran (Tenipur, Tanjore Dt.). Gotra: SaJ!lkrti. Siitra: 
Asvalayana. 
R: Chidambaram 7-4-57. 
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(7) TS 7.1.6.8: samhitii; ghanam (from "tasyiib/upotthiiya/kan:iam"). 
Van:iakrama (from "deviib"). 
By: M. S. Krishnamurti (Manakkal, Tiruchinrappalli Dt.). Gotra: 
Samkrti. Siitra: Apastamba. 
R: °Chidambarari1 7-4-57. 

(8) UG 1.4.2 from SY 2.32--4 (B./., III, 89-90). 
By: Narayanan (Mahadanapuram, Tiruchirappalli Dt.). Gotra: 

Bharadvaja. Siitra: Driihyayana. 
R: Chidambaram 7-4-57. 
Abhogi raga (cf. e.g. B. Faddegon, Studies 011 the SV, I, Amsterdam, 
1951, 48-9). Arohaoam - avarohaoam - raga (sloka: "vande 
miitaram ... "). 
By: T. G. Anantasubrahmaniam (Chidambaram). 
R: Chidambaram 7-4-57. 

II (1) TS 6.3.1.6: saf!!hita - padam - kramam - ghanam. 
(2) TB 3.3.8.55. TA 1.32.1-3. TUA 4.11.15 (TU 4.9.19). 

By: Vedabhii~aoam N. Subrahmaniam Ghanapathikal (Tiruvi
sanallur, via Kumbakonam). Gotra: Kaundinya. 
R. Narayana Sastri (Thethiyur, Nannilam, Tanjore Dt.). 
Gotra: Kasyapa. (Pupil of the former). 
In the TA four recite occasionally. 
R: Chidambaram 8-4-57. 

(3) SY 2.99 
RG 1.1.2. from SY 2.99-100 (B.J. V, 382). 
UG 2.4.1.1-3 from SY 2.99-100 (B./., III, 238--40). 
UG 1.6.1.1 from SY 2.53--4 (B./., III, 180). 

(4) ChU 5.24 (text differing). 
By: Gopalan (Tappalampuliur, Nagapatnam, Tanjore Dt.). 
Gotra: Harita. 
T. K. Ranganathan (Ponnur, Mayavaram, Tanjore Dt.). Gotra: 
Harita. (Pupil of the former). 
A younger pupil recites occasionally. 
R: Chidambaram 8-4-57. 

(5) TS: van:iakrama (from "ayu]:i" and "mamii.4"). 
By: Dharmajfi.a K. D. Sun~aresvara Sastri (Kalpathi, Palghat). 
Gotra: Maudgalya. Siitra: Apastamba. 
R: Kalpathi (Palghat) 13-5-57. 

(6) Kathakali song: Kicakavadham. Pa.ti raga. Sloka: "Vilocana ... " 
(ed. Quilon II 91-2). 

(7) Prayer. Puranira raga. 
By: Olappamanna Vasudevan Nambudiripad. 
R: Ottappalam 8-6-57. 

III (1) RV 1.164.1-52: samhitii. 
(2) RV 1.164.1: pada~ - kramam - jata - ghanam (until 4: "kva 

svit"). 
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By: N. S. Krishnamurti (Chidambaram). Gotra: Srivatsa. 
S. Vaidyanathan (Nachiar Koil, via Kumbakonam). Gotra: 
Atreya. (Pupil of the former.) 

R: Chidambaram 9-4-57. 
(3) ArG 104.1 (B.l., II, 289-90). 

By: Anantanarayanan Srautikal (Kallidaikurichi, Tinnevely Dt.). 
Gotra: Bharadvaja. 

R: Kalpathi (Palghat) 14--5-57. 
(4) Slokas from Nariiya(Jiya: 1.1 b-d; 69.1-4 (v. ed. K. Siimbasiva 

Siistri, TSS XVIII, Trivandrum 1934, I ; 226--8). 
By: Akavoor Narayanan Nambudiripad. 
R: Trichur 11-5-57. 

(5) Kathakali song: A. Nalacaritam 4th day. Mukhiiri riiga-cempata 
(i.e., ii.di) ta.lam. "Naisadhanivan ... " (ed. Quilon, I, 32 I). 
B. Kucelavrttam. Punnagavarali raga - cempa\a ta.lam. 
"Dhatrini ... " (ed. Quilon I 6i7). 
By: 0. M. Vasudevan Nambudiripad. Mrdangam: M. Narayanan 

Nambudiripad. 
R: Ottappalam 15-5-57. 

(6) Yadukulakiimboji riiga: iirohai:iam - avarohai:iam. 
Kathakali song: Kucelavrttari1. Niithaniimakriya raga - campa 
tiilam. "Kiirui:iyanidhe! ... " (ed. Quilon, I, 627). 
By: M. V. Ranganathan (son of M. R. Venkitakrishna Bhagavatar). 
R: Ottappalam 7-6--57. 

IV (I) A. The 7 notes of the SY. B. RG 1. I.I (Bl V 381-2). C. Kharahara-
priya riiga: avarohai:iam, from GA to MA, apparently resembling 
the SY notes. D. The SY notes sung with the names GA - MA. E. 
The same notes sung with the names MA- PA. 
By: K. Vasudeva Sastri (originally from Adayappalam, N. Arcot 

Dt.). Gotra: Bharadviija. Siikhii: Rai:iiiyaniya (?). 
R: Tanjore 11-4-57. 

(2) Kharaharapriya raga: iirohai:iam - avarohai:iam - raga. In the 
first half only the lower notes, i.e. (?), those of the SY, are utilised. 
Abhogi raga: iirohar:iam - avarohar:iam. 
By: Miss V. Ranganayaki (Tinnevelly Dt.). 
R: Madras 27-4-57. 

(3) RV 8.99.5. 
sv 1.311. 
GG 311.1 (B.l., I, 624). 
RG I. 1.5 (B.l., V, 384). 
RG 1.1.1 (B.l., V, 381-2). 
UG 1.4.2 (B.l., Ill, 89-90). 
ArG 38.1 (B.I., II, 421). 

(4) A. ArG 141.1 (B.l., II, 497); cf. v. d. Hoogt, Vedic Clzalll, 36--37. 
B. Id.: the portion with the kru~ta, sung in a higher pitch. 
By: Pai:i<;lita S. R. Krishnamurti Sastri (Seruvamani, Tanjore Dt.; 
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at present Sanskrit College, My la pore, Madras). Gotra: Sri
vatsa. 

R: Madras 26--4-57. 
(5) a JS ill. 4.3.-5 JUG from id. Cf. UG 1.4.2 (B.l., III, 89-90). 

b JS 1.1.5.1. JGG from id. Cf. GG 45.1 (B.l., I, 168). 
cJS I.3.1.1. JGG from id. Cf. GG 467.13 (B.l., II, 5-6). 
d JS 1.2.2.1.1. JRG from id. Cf. ArG 49.1 (B.l., II, 425-6). 
e JS l.3.6.5. JGG from id. Cf. GG 529.l (B.l., II, 122). 
f JS I.1.1.1. JGG from id. Cf. GG I.I (B.l., I, 94). 
By: Thottam Sridharan Nambudiri (Panjal). Gotra: Vii.si~ta, 
R: Trichur 13-6-57. 

(6) Kaikogikka\i (or: Thiruvathirakka!i): 
A. Folk song about Kr~oa and Rukmini. 
B. "Kummi" song from Uttarii.svayarpvaram (also Kathakali). 
C. "Naisadhanivan ... " from Nalacaritam (not Kathakali). 
R: Kirakkumpattukara (Trichur) 14-6-57. 

V (1) TU 1.1-3; 9-11; 2.1.4-7; 9; 3.1.-10. 
(2) Maha.nu 10.20-24 (cf. Maha.nu (Andhra) 12.26-8. Maha.nu= 

TU4). By four smii.rta brahmins. 
R: Mylapore (Madras) 28-4--57. 

(3) Kathakali song: Kucelavrttam. Sri raga - cernpata ta.lam. "Ajita 
Hare! ... " (ed. Quilon, I, 629-30). 
By: 0. M. Vasudevan Nambudiripad (this song taught by Ven

kitakrishna Bhagavatar). Mrdangarn: 0. M. Kunhan Narnbu
diripad. 

R: Ottappalam 9-5-57. 
(4) A. Mangala slokas (at the end of the Kathakali). lndalam raga. 

B. Kathakali song: Nalacaritam 1st day. Kaothii.ram raga - atanta 
talam. "Siva Siva! ... " (ed. Quilon, I, 271; also published and 
translated by K. Bharat Iyer, Kathaka(i, London, 1955, 127: 1-11). 
By: 0. M. Vasudevan Nambudiripad. 
R: Ottappalam 8-6-57. 

(5) Kathakali song (sopana style): Dak~ayagarn. Navarasam raga _ 
cernpata ta.lam. "(Panka)m pokkunna ... " (ed. Qui Ion, ll, 115). 
By: Akavoor Savitri antarjanam. 

(6) Kathakali song: Nalacaritarn 3rd day. Dvijavanti raga - cempata 
tiilam. "Artti param ... " (ed. Quilon, I, 312). · 
By: Akavoor Vasudevan Nambudiripad. 
R: Chowwara 10-5-57. 

VI (1) RV 1.89.1-10; 1.99.l; 10.178.1-3. 
By: Olappamanna Kunhan and Vasudevan Nambudiripad (Ot

tappalam). Gotra: Visvamitra. Sutra: Kau~itaka. 
R: Ottappalam 9-5-57. 

(2) RV 1.164.1-5: samhitii.. 
(3) RV 1.164.1 : padam - kramam - ja\a. 
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(4) id.: rathii. 
(5) A. A specimen of the difference between Trichur and Thiruniivaya 

yoga ("ghrta 'pn,that:i/asya "). 
B. TS 1.5.5.2 (or: 4.2.4.3; or: 4.7.13.5). 
C. (RV) Gayatri. 
By: Matangarli Paramesvaran and (in jata and rat ha) his brother 

Matangarli Raman Nambudiri (Kavalappara, Shoranur). Go
tra: A.11girasa. Siitra: Asvalayana. 

R: Trichur 12-5-57. 
(6) KB (?) ("Prajapatir vai sarpvatsaral:t ... "). 

By: Kodaniit Narayanan Nambudiripad (Vellarakad, near Kun
namkulam). Gotra: Visvamitra. Siitra: Kausitaka. 

R: Trichur 31-5-57. 
(7) TU I.I ; I. 11 ; 3.1 O (from "iman lokan" ... "). 
(8) TS 6.5.6.1: cantiidikkal. 

TS 5.7.26.1: sarp.hita - padam - kott - ghosam. 
(9) TS 4. 7 .3.1-2 ("camakam "). 

TS 4.5.1 ("Riidram "). 
(IO) MahanU I 1.25-6 (with insertions; cf. MahiinU (A.ndhra) 13. 29-

30). 
By: Chittoor Narayanan Nambudiripad and (occasionally) Kun

natu Patinjaredhatu Narayanan Bhattatiripad (a Rgvedi, edu
cated amongst Yajurvedis) (Cherpu). Gotras: Visvamitra and 
Bhargava. 

R: Cherpu 1-6-57. 
( 11) RV I. I. I : (special kind of) pa dam (until: "ehavaksati"). id.: 

varam (kramam). 
By: Paredatt Sankaranarayanan Nambudiripad (Lakkiti). 

Gotra: A.ngirasa. Siitra: Asvaliiyana. 
R: Ottappalam 3-6-57. 

(12) (YV) Gayatri. 
By: Madampu Narayanan Nambudiri (Vadakancheri). Gotra: 

Visvamitra. 
R: Vadakancheri 5-6-57. 

(13) (SY) Gayatri. 
By: Muthiringot Bhavathrathan Nambudiripad (Mannegod, Pat

tambi). Gotra: Kasyapa. 
R: Ottappalam 6(?)-6-57. 

VII-VIII Kathakali performance in the Visi:iu temple at Chowwara during 
the night of 18/19-5-57. 
Singers: Nambisan Bhagavatar and Kottakkal Vasudevan Nedun
gadi. 
Cei:ic;la: Krishnan Kutti Poduval. 
Maddal_am: Appu Kutti Poduval. 

VII (I) Me!appadam: "Manjutara ... " (from Gita Govinda 18/19). 
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(2) Kucelavrttam. Punniigavariili, sri, maddhyamiivati, iinandabhai
ravi and balahari ragas - c~mpata ta.lam (ed. Quilon, I, 627-8; 
629-31). 

VIII (1) id. 
(2) Nalacaritam 4th day. Mukhiiri raga - cempata ta.lam. Sloka: 

"Atyascaryyam ... " (ed. Quilon, I, 321). 
(3) Id. "Naisadhanivan ... " (ibid.). 

IX (I) Kathakali song: Kucelavrttam. Anandabhairavi riiga - cempata 
tiilam. "Sii.rasanetra! ... " (ed. Quilon, I, 630). 
By: 0. M. Vasudevan Nambudiripad; (occasionally) 0. M. Pa

ramesvaran Nambudiripad; mrdangam: M. N. Nambudiripad. 
R: Ottappalam 7-6-57. 

(2) Kiitiya.Ham. From: Subhadra Dhanaf!ljaya by Kula Sekhara 
Perumal. 
By: P. K. Narayanan Nambiar and P. K. Govindan Kutti Nam

biar (Lakkiti; sons of Mani Madhava Cii.kkyar). 
R: Ottappalam 7-6-57. 

X (I) TS 6.6.9.1 : gho~am. 
(2) id.: kott. 

By seven Yajurvedi Nambudiris. 
(3) RV 3.27.1 (thrice); 6.16. 10-12; 3.27.13-15; 1.12.1; 3.27.4; 5.28.5; 

5.28.6 (thrice); "Agne maharp asi brahmai:ia bharata" ( =TS 2.5. 
9.1): sastram - sii.midheni stanzas (cf. SSS 1.4.7-14; ASS 1.2.7-8· 
2n. ' 
By: Kapplinghat Vaidikan Divakaran Nambudiri (Yajurvedi) 
(Neruvissery, Arattupuram). Gotra: Angirasa. 

(4) TS 6.5.6.1: cantii.dikkal (cf. supra VI (8)). 
By: seven Yajurvedi Nambudiris. 
R: Cherpu 28-6-57. 

XI-XII Concerto given by Chembai Vaidyanathan Bhagavatar at Olappa
mannamana, Ottappalam, on 4-6-57. 
2nd singer: Olappamanna Vasudevan Nambudiripad. 
Violin: Master Mani (V. V. Subrahmaniam, Madras). 
Mrdangam (in (1)-(6)): K. Paramesvaran Nambudiri. 
Mrdangam (in (7)-(11)): Appu Aiyar from Chunangad. 
Ganjira: Sivii.nandam from Palni. 
The Arabic numerals below refer to the actual order of songs during 
the performance. 

XI (I) Sri raga - ii.di tii.lam. Telugu: "Entaro Mahanubhava ... " 
(Tyii.garii.ja). 

(2) Gau<;la !ii.ga - misra chii.pu tii.lam. Sanskrit: "Sri Mahii.gai:iapatir 
avatumam ... " (Mutusvami Dik~itar). 
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(3) Pantuvarali ( = Kiimavardhani) raga - adi ta.lam. Telugu: "Siva 
Siva Siva yana radii ... " (Tyagaraja). 

(4) Malaya marutam raga - rQpaka ta lam. Telugu: "Manasii yadulo ... " 
(Tyiigaraja). 

(5) Kiinac;la raga - ii.di talam. Sanskrit: "Akhilanc;lesvari. .. " (Lalita-
dasar, i.e., Krishna Aiyar, Madras). · 

(11) Anandabhairavi, varii!i, nilambari and other ragas: "Manjiram 
Manjunathan ... " (slokas from NiirayaIJiya). 

XII (6) Saveri raga - rupaka ta lam. Sanskrit: "Sankari ... " (Syiima 
Siistrikal). 

(7) Toc;li raga - adi ta.lam. Telugu (Tyagariija). 
(8) Kediira gauc;la raga - iidi tiilam. Telugu: "Saragul)a palimpa ... " 

(Pucci, i.e. Ramnad Srinivasa Aiyankar). 
(9) Tani iivartana. 

(10) Vekata raga - cempata (i.e., ii.di) tiilam, Kathakali song: Kicaka
vadham. "Siidaram ni ... " (ed. Quilon, II, 92). 

XIII ( I) JGG, three ganas, from JS I. I. I. I. Cf. GG I. 1-3 (H.J., I, 94-95). 
(2) JA.rG, two ganas, from JS I.2.1.7.7. Cf. ArG ad 94: 1-2 (B.I., II, 

464). 
(3) JRG from JS III.4.1-2. Cf.RGI.I.I (B.I., V, 381-2). 
(4) JA.rG, two ganas, from JS 1.2.3.1.6. Cf. ArG 123.1-2 (H.J., II, 

485-6). 
(5) JArG from JS 1.2.2.1.2. Cf. ArG 14.1 (B.I., II, 402-3). 
(6) JUG from JS III.4.3-5: aniruktagiina. Cf. UG 1.4.2 (B.I., III, 

89-90). 
(7) JArG from JS 1.2.3.1.6. Cf. ArG 126.1 (B.I., II, 487-8). 
(8) A. JUG(?) from JS III.1.1-2. Cf. SV 2.1178-80 (B.I., V, 335-7; cf. 

also W. Caland-V. Henry, L'ag11i$/0111a, Paris, 1906, 134). 
B. JGayatram from JS IV. 3.8. Cf. Kauthuma Gayatram (B.I., V, 
601). 

(9) JGG from JS 1.2.3.1.9. Cf. GG 321.1-2 (B.I., I, 648-9). 
(10) JA.rG from JS I.2.4.6.8. Cf. A.rG 54.1 (B.I., II, 433-4). 
(11) JA.rG, two giinas, from JS I.2.1.8.8. Cf. ArG 85.1-2 (B.I., II 460-1). 
(12) JGG from JS 1.2.1.6.7. Cf. GG 171.1 (B.I., I, 388). 
(13) JArG from JS II.4.5. Cf. ArG 140.1 (B.I., II, 325-6). 
(14) JA.rG ("Rodram"). Cf. ArG ad 127:1 (B.I., II, 488-9). 
(15) JArG from JS I.1.3.1 I and JS II.4.6. Cf. ArG 161-162.1 (B.I., II 

516-7) or ArG 176-177.1. 
By: Kodunthirappully Thiruvenkatanatha Ramasvami Sastri 

(Kodunthirappully). Gotra: Visviimitra. 
R: Kalpathi (Palghat) 1-7-57. 

XIV (I) "YV Anobhadram". See Bodhiiyana Grhya Sutra I.3.35-39 
(with reading "siidhaya", cf. ed. L. Srinivasacarya, Mysore I 904, 
13). 
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By: Idavarippurarn Vasudevan Narnbudiri (Perumiinam). Gotra: 
Angirasa. 

(2) RV and YV "piini grahai:iam": 
RV 10.85.36 (cf. AG 1.7.3; SG 1.13.2). 
By: Paredatt Agni tradhan Nambudiri (near Trichur). Gotra: 
Angirasa. 
ApMB 1.3.3. 
By: Madarnpu Narayanan Nambudiri (Vadakancheri). Gotra: 

Visviimitra. 
(3) TS 1.4.26.1: sadharai:ia rnatra - sala matra - cantadikkal. 

By: Madampu Narayanan Nambudiri (Vadakancheri). 
R: Vadankancheri 5-6-57. 

(4) AiU intr. ( =AiA 2.7). 
AiA 1.1.2 (until: "jatavat"). 
By: Paredatt Sankaranarayanan Nambudiripad (Lakkiti). 

Gotra: Angirasa. Sutra: Asvalayana. 
R: Ottappalam 7-6-57. 

(5) AiA 1.1.l; 2.3.8.1-5 (until: "bruvan"). 
AiU intr. ( = Ai A 2. 7). 
By: Mananarnpatta Sridharan Nambudiri (Karekkad, Shoranur). 

Gotra: Bhargava. Sutra: Asvalayana. 
(6) RV l.164.l-2a taught by Matangarli Paramesvaran Nambudiri to 

Thottam Sridharan Nambudiri. 
R: Trichur 14-6-57. 

(7) TB 3. 10.1 (until: "kl.fptam"); 3.11.1; 3. I 2.1. 
By: Madarnpu Astarnurti Nambudiri (Kiraloor, Velur, near Tri

chur). Gotra: Visvarnitra. 
R: Trichur 14-6-57. 

XV (I) GG 1.1-3; 2.1; 3.1; 175.1; 176.1; 179.1-2 (B.I., I, 94-5; 96; 97; 
394; 395; 400-1). 
By: M. Rajagopala Sarnaga (Matpadi, Brahrnavara, near Udipi). 

Gotra: Visvamitra. Sakha: Jaiminiya (? - doubtful). 
(2) RV 6. 7 .16-20 (Pavamanasukta). 

By four (YV) boys (age 10-15). 
(3) RVKh 2.6.1-15 (with variant readings, also mentioned by Scheftc

lowitz, 75-6). 
By: A. Varadaraja Balla! (Ambalpady). Gotra: Visvarnitra. 
R: Arnbalpady (near Udipi) 22-6-57. 

(4) TU 3.1-4 (until: "vyajanat"). 
(5) Mahotsavam: RV - YV - SV. 

RV 8.3.23 ("navonavobhavati. .. dirghamayu(:i") - kind of kra
rnarn. 
TS 3.5.11.5 ("yajiiena ... devah") - kind of kramam. 
SV: cf. GG 115.1 (B.I., I, 289) with stobhas from SrG 140.1 (B.I., 
II, 325-6), etc. 

(5a) TS 1.8.6.2 ("tryaf!lbakam ... arnrtat"). 
RV 10.18.1 ("pararn rnrtyo ... viran"). 
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(6) RV 1.141.1-5 (Balityasiikta); 10.166.1-5 (B,.~abhasiikta) ("pado" 
is left out after "sapatnii. me"). 

(7) Samkirtana: a kind of bhajan in Kannada, sung before piijii. in the 
Km1a Matha, Udipi. 
By: Ranganna Upadhyaya Agnihotri (YV) (Manipura, near 

Udipi). Gotra: Bhii.radvlija. 
(8) TB 3.8.1.1; 3.12.5.4--5. 

By: K. Seshacarya M. A., Principal Udipi Sanskrit College (Kau
lagi; originally from Mahii.ra~tra?). Gotra: Bhii.rgava. Siitra: 

Asvalayana. 
(9) TS 1.1.92 - 10.1. 

By: K. Ramakrishna Bhatt (Kaudur, South Kanara). Gotra: 
Angirasa. 

R: Udipi 23-6-57. 

XVI (I) GG 378.1 (B.l., I, 775). 
ArG 97.1 (B.l., II, 284). 
GG 358.1 (B.I., I, 730-1). 
GG 386.1 (B.l., I, 794). 
GG 535.1 (B.l., II, 132). 
ArG 142.1 (B.I., II, 498). 
ArG 166.1 (B.l., II, 349-50). 

(2) Gana or Oha of SV 2.812 (Gii.yatri sii.man). 
By: Venkataramanna Samaga (Kurka I, near Udipi). Gotra: 

Visvii.mitra. Sii.khii.: Jaiminiya (? - doubtful). 
R: Ambalpady (near Udipi) 23-6-57. 

XVII (I) TS 6.5.6.6; sii.dhii.raQa mii.trii. - sii.la mii.trii. - cantii.dikkal. 
(2) TU 3.1-10. 

By seven Yajurvedi Nambudiris (cf. supra X(I), (2), (4)). 
(3) RV 10.84.6 (from: "mahii.dhanasya ... ") - 10.85.47. 

By: K. P. C. Narayanan Bhattatiripad. 
(4) YV marriage. Cf. ApMB 1.5.2. 

R: Cherpu 28-6-57. 

XVIII (I) JS I. I. I. 1. JGG from id. Cf. GG I. I (B./., I, 94). 
(2) JS III.3.1. JUG from id. Cf. UG 3.1.3 (B./., III, 24 sq., esp. (6)) and 

GG 467.13 (B.l., II, 5-6). 
(3) JS III.15.7-8. JGG from JS I.2.2.1.2. Cf. GG 234.2 (B.J., I, 482). 

JArG from id. Cf. ArG 14.1 (B.l., II, 402-3). 
(4) JRG from JS III. I 5. 7-8. Cf. RG 1.1.6 (B.l., V, 384--5). 
(5) JS III.4.1-2. JRG from id. Cf. RG 1.1.1.l (B.l., V 381-2) 

and two more rathaqitara gii.nas. 
(6) Id.: bhakii.ra-rathamtara (see Caland-Henry, 308-9.) 
(7) JS. III.4.3-5. JUG from id. Cf. UG 1.4.2 (B.l., III, 89-90). 
(8) Id.: aniruktagii.na. 
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XIX (I) A. Subrahmai:iyahvanam (see Caland-Henry 64-66; cf. also Fadde
gon, Studies on the S V, 23 and P. Thieme in: Indian Culture, 4, 
1938, 203-8). Last line om "tryahe". 
B. (cf. Caland-Henry, 119 and Thieme, 204): "Narayai:ia Sarma 
yajate / Narayai:ia Sarmal)ab putro yajate / Narayai:ia Sarmar;iab 
pautro yajate / Narayal)a Sarmal)o napta yajate / Narayal)a 
Sarmai:iab pita yajate / jani~yama1)anam pita pitamahab prapita-
maho yajate". · 
C. "Svasutyam agaccha maghavan deva brahmaoa agacchata
gacchatagacchata". 
D. "Adya sutyam ... iigacchatagacchatagacchata". 

(2) JArG from JS 11.4.8. Cf. ArG 141.I (B.I., II, 497). 
(3) JA.rG ("Riidram"). Cf. ArG ad 127: 1 (B.I., H, 488-9). 
(4) JS Il.4.5. JArG from id. Cf. ArG 140.1 (B.I., II, 325-6). 
(5) JS II.4.7. JArG from id. 
(6) JRG from id. (beginning only). 
(7) JS 1.2.3.1.6. JArG from id. Cf. ArG 126.1 (B.I., II, 487-8). 
(8) Kena(J)U 1.1-3 (until: "piirve~am"). 

XX (I) JS 1.2.3.1.9. JArG from id. 
(2) JS IV.3.8. JGayatram from id. Cf. Kauthuma Gayatram (B.l., V 

601). 
(3) JS III.6.9. JUG from id. Cf. UG 5.7.3.1 (B.I., III, 584). 
(4) JS 1.3.8.8. JArG from id. Cf. ArG JOO.I (B.I., II, 469-70). 
(5) RV 10.9.4. 

TB 1.2.1.1. 
JS 1.1.3.13. JGG, two ganas, from id. Cf. GG 33.1-2 (B./., I, 143). 
JUG from id. 
By: Muttathukattu ltti Ravi Nambudiri (Panjal). Gotra: Bhara

dvaja. 
(6) Kathakali song: Kicakavadham. 

By: Muttathukattu Uma Devi. 
(7) Kerala folk song. 

By: K. P. C. Anujan Bhattatiripad. 
R: Cherpu 28/29-6-57. 

XXI (I) RV : 7 svari tas; 3 kampas. Specimina. 
By: T. K. Ramabhadra Sarma Ghanapathikal (Pudukottai). 

Gotra: Kausika. 
(2) GG 1.1-3 (B.I., I, 94-5). 
(3) ArG ad 94: 1-2 (B.l., II, 464). 
(4) ArG 49.1 (B.I., II, 425-6). 
(5) ArG 123.2 (B.I., II, 486). 
(6) ArG 5 I .4 (B.I., II, 428-9). 
(7) ArG 142.1 (B.I., II, 498); ArG 126.I (B.I., II, 487-8). 
(8) GG 321.1-2 (B.1., I, 648-9). 

By: M. N. Ramamurti (Marathurai, near Kumbakonam). Gotra: 
Harita. 
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(9) RG 1.1.1.1 (B.l. V 381): bhakara-ratharp.tara(see Caland-Henry, 
308-9). 

(10) RG? Cf. ArG 54.1 (B.I., II, 433--4). 
(11) ArG 140. I (B.I., II, 325-6). 
(12) ArG ad 127: I (B.l., II, 488-9). 
( 13) Bahi~pavamanastotra: from SV 2.1-3; Cf. UG I. I.I (B.l., Ill, 6 

and 265-6) (see Caland-Henry, I 78 and 466--7). 
Id.: aniruktagana (see ibid., 180). 

(14) (cf. (9) supra). RG 1.1.1.2-3 (B.I., V 381-2): bhakara-ratharntara. 
(15) ArG 100.I (B.I., II 469-70). • 
(16) Subrahma1_1yahvanam (cf. supra XIX (l)). Last line: "dvyahe 

dvyahe adya sutyam agaccha ... ". 
TB 3.7.7.12-13 (see Caland-Henry, 65). 

(17) ArG 61.1 (B.l., II, 441-2). 
(I 8) ArG 57.1 (B.I., II, 257-8). 

By: S. Laksminarayana Sastri (from Mayavaram, Tanjore Dt.). 
Gotra: Bharadvaja. 
R: Madras 9/10--7-57. 

XXII (I) GG I.I (B.I., I, 94). 
(2) RG I. I.I (B.I., V, 381-2): bhakara-rathamtara. 
(3) RGI.I.I (B.I., V, 381-2). . 
(4) Gayatram (B.I., V, 601). 
(5) RG 1.1.5 (B.I., V, 384--5). 

By: Mu!!andram Ramanatha Dikshitar (Mu!Jandram). Copy from 
a record by Sri T. K. Rajagopala Aiyar (Madras). 

(6) GG I. I (B.I., I, 94). 
(7) UG 1.4.2 (B./., Ill, 89-90). 
(8) ArG 54.1 (B.J., II, 433--4). 

By: Rama Sankara Trivedi (Saurastra). Copy from a record by 
Sri T. K. Rajagopala Aiyar (Madras). 
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